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Abstract
This Report summarizes the proceedings of the 2013 Les Houches workshop on Physics at
TeV Colliders. Session 1 dealt primarily with (1) the techniques for calculating standard model
multi-leg NLO and NNLO QCD and NLO EW cross sections and (2) the comparison of those
cross sections with LHC data from Run 1, and projections for future measurements in Run 2.
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Introduction1

1

The Les Houches Workshop in 2011 was the first for which data from the LHC was available.
In 2013, we had high statistics data for the first time, at both 7 TeV and 8 TeV, and, most
importantly, the discovery of the Higgs boson to contemplate. The LHC data for Standard
Model (SM) processes encompassed a very wide kinematic range, accessing transverse momenta
and masses on the order of a TeV or greater. For precision understanding at such scales, higherorder electroweak (EW) corrections need to be taken into account in addition to higher-order
QCD corrections. There was perhaps more emphasis on EW physics and corrections in the 2013
Les Houches than in previous workshops. As for the 2011 workshop, there was no evidence
of beyond-SM (BSM) processes; if such events are present in the data, they are hiding well,
indicating even more the need for precision SM calculations to indicate the presence of any
deviations.
The SM data taken at 7 TeV and 8 TeV, with its small statistical errors and decreasing
(with time) systematic errors, is useful not only to test the theoretical predictions, but to serve
as input for the global parton distribution function (PDF) fits. Currently, the PDF fits are
dominated by data taken at HERA and at fixed target deep-inelastic experiments, especially in
the parton x range from around 0.01 to 0.1. This kinematic range is especially important for
Higgs production, and in particular for the process gg → Higgs. The PDF(+αs ) uncertainty is
the largest theoretical uncertainty for this important process. As more (and better) data is taken
at the LHC, there is the possibility for PDF uncertainties to be reduced, especially in the TeV
mass range. Until now, EW and QED corrections to PDFs have been mostly ignored, but again,
given the mass scales being considered (and the importance of processes such as γγ → WW at
those mass scales), such considerations will become increasingly important.
The rapid rate of progress beyond leading-order (LO) calculations has continued on the
theoretical side, in terms of semi-automated calculations of multi-leg next-to-leading order
(NLO) QCD processes, advances in next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD calculations,
and advances in NLO EW, and mixed EW+QCD, calculations. In the last two years, we have
seen the NLO calculation of complex multi-leg processes such as for the production of 5 jets [1],
W + 5 jets [2], and Higgs + 3 jets [3] as well as the further development of general purpose
NLO codes such as GoSaM [4], HELAC-NLO [5], MadLoop [6], OpenLoops [7], and Recola [8].
At NNLO, there have been new results for diphoton [9] and Zγ production [10]. The complete
NNLO tt̄ cross section calculation is available [11–14], along with the partial (gluons only) calculation for dijet production [15, 16] and for Higgs + 1 jet production [17], with the likelihood
of further progress within the near future. The sticking point for processes with coloured finalstate particles has been the infrared subtraction. Now several subtraction schemes have been
developed [18–20] and the techniques have been applied to the processes listed above. Based on
these experiences, further progress should come more quickly. In some sense, part of the frontier
is now NNNLO, where some approximate gg → Higgs calculations have been performed [21,22],
and a full calculation might be possible within the next few years [23–25].
Naively, NLO EW corrections are roughly as important as NNLO QCD corrections. However, NLO O(α) EW corrections can be magnified by the presence of large logarithms and/or
kinematical effects, such as when the hard scale(s) in the process are large compared to the Wboson mass. When all invariants for the 4-vectors of pairs of particles become large compared
to the W mass, this is referred to as the Sudakov regime, or ‘Sudakov zone’. There is a need
in principle for mixed QCD+EW calculations of order αs α. Sadly, however, in most cases, the
multi-scale NNLO calculations required at this order are currently out of reach, and we have
to rely on approximations as to whether for example QCD and EW corrections are additive or
multiplicative.
1

G. Dissertori, S. Dittmaier, N. Glover, J. Huston, A. Korytov, F. Krauss

1

The Les Houches NLO Wish List, constructed in 2005, and added to in 2007 and 2009, was
formally dis-continued in 2011, due to the progress in NLO automation evident at that time.
Instead in 2011, an NNLO Wish List was started, with a few essential processes given high
priority. These included the processes listed above, in addition to vector-boson + jet production
and double-vector-boson production. In 2013, we have gone beyond the 2011 list, and have
constructed a High Precision Wish List that has to be considered as extremely ambitious, and
that will no doubt still exist several Les Houches Workshops from now. The calculation of the
processes on this list will allow us to fully exploit the data to come at the LHC at 14 TeV, and
hopefully to understand the SM to such an extent that any evidence of new physics encountered
will be unambiguous.
As stressed in earlier Les Houches Workshops, it is important not only for advanced
QCD+EW calculations to be completed, but for the calculations and their results to be available
to experimenters. This has been made easier in recent years with the use of the ROOT output
format and with Rivet routines. It is now standard technology as well to allow for ‘on-the-fly’
re-weighting of matrix element results for new PDFs, new scales and even new jet algorithms,
and this should be incorporated, where possible, in public programs.
In addition to progress on fixed-order calculations, there has also been progress on resummation calculations, in particular for cross sections with jet vetoes, or jet binning, such as used
for Higgs+jets production through gg fusion, that has lead to the restoration of the accuracy
present in the related inclusive cross section predictions.
Another area of rapid theoretical progress has been in the combination of the fixed-order
results with a parton shower, leading to particle-level predictions with improved perturbative
accuracy. The principles of matching a parton shower with NLO calculations for a particular
final state are well established and have been partially or fully automated [6, 26–29] to exploit
the automated NLO codes. Alternatively, the description of multi-jet final states with parton
showers can be improved by merging matrix element calculations of varying multiplicity with a
parton shower. This approach has recently been refined and extended, leading to algorithms [30,
31] which can combine multiple NLO calculations of varying multiplicity into a single, inclusive
simulation. The MINLO method [32] for choosing the factorisation and remormalisation scales
accounts for Sudakov suppression effects and enables NLO calculations to extrapolate to zero
jet transverse momentum, thus offering the opportunity to match to NNLO calculations for a
limited class of processes and observables [33, 34]. Other ideas have been floated for matching
NNLO parton-level calculations with a parton shower [35] and one hopes that in the next few
years the precision of event generators for collider physics can be improved to NNLO accuracy.
For the first time, the Les Houches Workshop coincided with a Snowmass Workshop in the
US. There was a great deal of synergy between the two workshops with regards to QCD and EW
calculations and measurements. This was especially true as the focus of the two workshops were
different, with Les Houches being concerned with physics of the present-day, or near-future, and
Snowmass being concerned with the physics possible in the future with higher-energy machines.
It was very informative, for example to extrapolate theoretical predictions and corrections from
8−14 TeV to the higher energies being considered at Snowmass.
The structure of the proceedings is as follows. Later in the introduction, we discuss
the new Les Houches Wish List. Then follows in Section 2 a ‘dictionary’ for EW corrections.
Chapter I has contributions related to NLO automation and NNLO techniques. In Chapter II
are contributions related to PDF studies, including the gg → Higgs study mentioned above, and
in Chapter III are contributions related to phenomenological studies. Finally, in Chapter IV are
contributions related to Monte Carlo tuning and output formats.

2

1.1

The Les Houches High Precision Wish List

Below we discuss the revised High Precision Wish List. As mentioned above, the list is ambitious,
but not out of the question for the advances that might be expected in the next 5 years, or over
the span of Run 2 at the LHC. Historically, reducing the theoretical uncertainty by a factor of
two typically takes O(10−15) years and one might expect that over the remaining lifetime of
the LHC, a further factor of two improvement is feasible.
For convenience, we have divided the wish list into three parts;
1. Final states involving the Higgs Boson,
2. Final states involving Jets or Heavy Quarks,
3. Final states involving Electroweak Gauge Bosons.
In each case, Tables 1.1, 1.1.2, and 1.1.3 show the final state, what is currently known, and
the desired accuracy. Throughout, V = Z or W± . We systematically use the shorthand dσ to
indicate the fully differential cross section while the accuracy is specified after the ampersand
according to the following notation;
–
–
–
–
–
–

LO ≡ O(1),
NLO QCD ≡ O(αs ),
NNLO QCD ≡ O(αs2 ),
NLO EW ≡ O(α),
NNNLO QCD ≡ O(αs3 ),
NNLO QCD+EW ≡ O(αs α).

This counting of orders O is done relative to LO QCD, which is O(1) by definition, independent
of the absolute power of αs in its cross section. Note that it is simplified in two respects: Firstly,
it suppresses the possibility (as in tt̄ or dijet production) that there is no uniform scaling in αs
and α at tree or at the lowest loop level. In this case EW corrections involve orders O(α/αs )
relative to LO as well. Secondly, the counting can depend on the observable, as e.g. in inclusive
Higgs-boson production, where the NLO correction to the total cross section comprises only a
LO prediction for the transverse-momentum distribution for the Higgs boson.
Parametrically, α ∼ αs2 so that NNLO QCD and NLO EW effects are naively of a similar
size (although there may well be regions of phase space where one dominates over the other). In
this notation, dσ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW would indicate a single code computing the fully
differential cross section including both O(αs2 ) and O(α) effects.
The following lists of LHC processes are very comprehensive, rendering it impossible to
quote all relevant higher-order calculations to each process here. We, therefore, mostly restrict
the explicitly given theoretical references to the relevant publications of the last 2–3 years, while
references to previous work can be found in the recent papers. Whenever possible, we point to
specific reviews as well. We did also not spell out the obvious desire to have all NLO predictions
matched to QCD parton showers, as obtained for instance in the MC@NLO [36] or Powheg [37]
approaches. Similarly, the experimental references are not intended to be exhaustive either, but
are cited to support the current or expected experimental precisions.
Note also that we did not compile a separate wish list for decay sub-processes, but indicate
the inclusion of particle decays whenever relevant in the context of production processes. The
description of Higgs-boson decays and their accuracy have been discussed in Refs. [38–40] in
great detail. At the level of some percent the approach of describing full processes in the
factorized approach (production cross section) × (decay branching ratio) is limited. Instead the
full resonance process, with prossible interference effects with background, should be considered.
3

Process
H

H+j

H + 2j

H+V

tH and
t̄H
tt̄H
gg → HH

State of the Art
dσ @ NNLO QCD (expansion in 1/mt )
full mt /mb dependence @ NLO QCD
and @ NLO EW
NNLO+PS, in the mt → ∞ limit
dσ @ NNLO QCD (g only)
and finite-quark-mass effects
@ LO QCD and LO EW
σtot (VBF) @ NNLO(DIS) QCD
dσ(VBF) @ NLO EW
dσ(gg) @ NLO QCD (infinite-mt limit)
and finite-quark-mass effects @ LO QCD
dσ @ NNLO QCD
dσ @ NLO EW
σtot (gg) @ NLO QCD (infinite-mt limit)
dσ(stable top) @ LO QCD
dσ(stable tops) @ NLO QCD
dσ @ NLO QCD (leading mt dependence)
dσ @ NNLO QCD (infinite-mt limit)

Desired
dσ @ NNNLO QCD (infinite-mt limit)
full mt /mb dependence @ NNLO QCD
and @ NNLO QCD+EW
NNLO+PS with finite top quark mass effects
dσ @ NNLO QCD (infinite-mt limit)
and finite-quark-mass effects
@ NLO QCD and NLO EW
dσ(VBF) @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ(gg) @ NNLO QCD (infinite-mt limit)
and finite-quark-mass effects
@ NLO QCD and NLO EW
with H → bb̄ @ same accuracy
dσ(gg) @ NLO QCD
with full mt /mb dependence
dσ(top decays)
@ NLO QCD and NLO EW
dσ(top decays)
@ NLO QCD and NLO EW
dσ @ NLO QCD
with full mt /mb dependence

Table 1: Wishlist part 1 – Higgs (V = W, Z)

In the context of Higgs-boson observables, this issue is discussed in some detail in Refs. [39,
40] (see also references therein); general considerations about this issue can also be found in
Section 2.8.
1.1.1

Final states involving the Higgs Boson

Now that the Higgs boson has been discovered, the next key step is the detailed measurement of
its properties and couplings. Already much has been accomplished during the 2011–2012 running
at the LHC, but differential measurements, for example, are still in their infancy, due to the lack
of statistics. Given its importance, a great deal of theoretical attention has already been given to
calculations of the Higgs-boson production sub-processes for each of the production modes [38–
40] including a concise summary of the predictions available for each channel.2 Nevertheless, as
indicated in Table 1.1, more precise calculations are needed.
H: The current situation is well summarized in Refs. [38–40]: we know the production cross
section for the gg fusion subprocess to NNLO QCD in the infinite-mt limit and including
finite-quark-mass effects at NLO QCD and NLO EW. The current experimental uncertainties associated with probing the gg → H process cross section are of the order of
20–40%, depending on the amount of model-dependent assumptions. Theoretically, the
uncertainty is of the order of 15%, with the uncertainties due to PDF+αs and higher-order
corrections, as estimated through scale variations, both being on the order of 7–8%. The
accuracy of the experimental cross section is statistically limited, with the total error expected to decrease to the order of 10% with 300 fb−1 in Run 2, running at an energy close
2

For more references, see also Ref. [41].
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H + j:

H + 2j:

H + V:

tH, t̄H, tt̄H:

to 14 TeV [42]. Thus, the desire is to improve upon our knowledge of the higher-order corrections to gg fusion, in parallel with improvements to the PDF+αs uncertainty. NNNLO
QCD corrections to gg fusion in the infinite-mt limit are already underway [23–25] and
could reduce the residual scale dependence to below 5%. Ultimately, one may need to
know the NNLO QCD and mixed NNLO QCD+EW contributions retaining finite topquark mass effects. Currently, experimental physicists are using parton-shower programs
which include the cross sections for Higgs production to NLO. An NNLO+PS simulation
for Higgs boson production, in the infinite top mass limit, has already been presented in
[33, 34] (which could be extended to include finite top mass effects).
The first attempts at differential Higgs+jets measurements were made in the diphoton
channel with the 8 TeV data in ATLAS [43]. At 14 TeV, with 300 fb−1 , there will be a
very rich program of differential jet measurements, with on the order of 3000 events per experiment (in the diphoton channel) with jets above the top mass scale, thus probing inside
the top-quark loop in the gg production process. Currently, the NNLO QCD Higgs+jet
cross section for the gluons-only process in the infinite-mt limit is known [17], and the full
cross section is expected later this year. The (LO) one-loop QCD and EW contributions
retaining the dependence on the masses of the particles circulating in the loop are also
known, but as for the inclusive case, the finite-mass contributions to the Higgs+jet cross
section at NLO QCD and NLO EW may also be needed.
The Higgs+2jet channel is crucial in order to understand Higgs couplings, and in particular to understand the coupling to vector bosons through the vector-boson fusion (VBF)
channel. VBF production itself is known to NNLO QCD in the double-DIS approximation
together with QCD and EW effects at NLO, while the gg fusion channel is available at
NLO QCD in the infinite-mt limit [44, 45] and to LO QCD retaining finite-mass effects.
With 300 fb−1 , there is the possibility of measuring the HWW coupling strength to the
order of 5% which could require both the VBF and gluon fusion Higgs+2jet cross sections
to NNLO QCD and finite-mass effects to NLO QCD and NLO EW accuracy [42].
Two important, but poorly known, couplings of the Higgs boson are to the top and bottom
quarks. Currently the couplings are known to the order of 50% or more for the bottom
quark and 100% for the top quark. Higgs → bb̄ is primarily measured through the Higgs
+ vector-boson final state. Currently, the production cross section is known at NNLO
QCD and at NLO EW, recently generalized to differential cross section including leptonic
Z-boson and W/Z-boson decays at NNLO QCD [46] and NLO EW order [47], respectively.
The gg → HZ channel, which is known [48] at NLO QCD in the infinite-mt limit for the
total cross section, contributes about 14% to the cross section at the LHC for 14 TeV
and significantly increases the scale uncertainty. The scale uncertainty is about 1%(4%)
for HW(HZ) production, the PDF uncertainty is about 3.5%. The bb̄ decay is currently
linked to the HV production process to NLO QCD in the narrow-width approximation
(NWA) [49], but it is desirable to combine Higgs production and decay processes to the
same order, i.e., NNLO in QCD and NLO in EW for the Higgs-strahlung process. The
NNLO QCD corrections to the H → bb̄ decay, in fact, are known fully differentially [50].
With 300 fb−1 at a 14 TeV LHC, the signal strength for the Higgs → bb̄ final state should
be measured to the 10–15% level, shrinking to 5% for 3000 fb−1 [42].
In the presence of CP violation, the Higgs–top coupling may have both scalar and pseudoscalar components, κt and κ̃t , which are weakly bounded by the present experimental
constraints. These couplings can be probed using measurements of H production in association with tt̄, single t, or single t̄ [51]. With 300(3000) fb−1 , the top-quark Yukawa
coupling should be measured to approximately 15% (5–10%) [42]. The t(t̄)[tt̄]Higgs cross
section is currently known at LO (LO) [NLO] QCD, respectively, and with stable top
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Process
tt̄

tt̄ + j(j)

State of the Art
σtot (stable tops) @ NNLO QCD
dσ(top decays) @ NLO QCD
dσ(stable tops) @ NLO EW
dσ(NWA top decays) @ NLO QCD

tt̄ + Z

dσ(stable tops) @ NLO QCD

single-top

dσ(NWA top decays) @ NLO QCD

dijet

dσ
dσ
dσ
dσ
dσ

3j
γ+j

@
@
@
@
@

NNLO QCD (g only)
NLO EW (weak)
NLO QCD
NLO QCD
NLO EW

Desired
dσ(top decays)
@ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ(NWA top decays)
@ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ(top decays) @ NLO QCD
+ NLO EW
dσ(NWA top decays)
@ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

Table 2: Wishlist part 2 – Jets and Heavy Quarks

quarks. In all three cases, it is necessary to know the cross section (with top decays) at
NLO QCD, possibly including NLO EW effects.
HH: The self-coupling of the Higgs boson arises from the EW symmetry breaking of the Higgs
potential and measuring the triple-Higgs-boson coupling then directly probes the EW
potential. Double-Higgs production via gluon fusion, used to measure the triple-Higgs
coupling, is known at LO QCD with full top mass dependence, including the leading
finite-mass effects at NLO QCD [52,53] and at NNLO QCD in the infinite-mt limit [54]. It
may be necessary to compute the full top mass dependence at NLO QCD. The production
cross section for double-Higgs production is small, and the backgrounds non-negligible.
Nonetheless, it is hoped that a 50% precision on the self-coupling parameter may be
possible with 3000 fb−1 at 14 TeV [42]. Other double-Higgs production processes, such as
via gluon fusion or associated production with W/Z bosons, are mostly known to NLO
QCD (excluding final states with top quarks) and were recently discussed in Refs. [55, 56].
Owing to the strong suppression of their cross sections, their observability at the LHC is
extremely challenging.

1.1.2 Final states involving Jets or Heavy Quarks
tt̄: Precision top physics is important for a number of reasons. It is by far the most massive
quark, and it is possible that new physics might have a strong coupling to top quarks;
hence the need for precision predictions. For example, a forward–backward asymmetry
has been observed at the Tevatron larger than predicted by NLO QCD+EW predictions.
The larger than expected asymmetry may be the result of new physics, due to missing
higher-order corrections, or caused by unknown problems in the experimental analysis.
At the LHC, the dominant production mechanism for top pair production is through gg
fusion, for basically all kinematic regions. Thus, a comparison of precise top-quark measurements with similar predictions can greatly help the determination of the gluon PDF,
especially at high x where the current uncertainty is large. The present experimental
uncertainty on the total top-quark pair cross section is on the order of 5% for the dilepton final state, and should improve for the lepton + jets final state to be of the same
order [57, 58]. Note that a sizeable portion of that uncertainty is due to the luminosity
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tt̄ + j(j):

tt̄ + W/Z:

single-top:

dijet:

uncertainty, emphasizing the utility of using the top pair cross section as a handle on precision normalizations. Currently, the total cross section is known in NNLO QCD [11–14]
and to NLO EW for stable tops (see, e.g., Ref. [59] and older references therein), but only
to NLO QCD with decays of on-shell [60] or off-shell [61–64] top quarks. The theoretical
uncertainty for predictions for the total cross section is 4%, while differential predictions
have a larger uncertainty (currently at the NLO level). It is expected that fully differential
NNLO QCD predictions will be known in the near future, perhaps even this year. This
is very important, especially for a better understanding of tt̄ asymmetry measurements
at the Tevatron and LHC. Note that a non-negligible contribution to the experimental
uncertainty for the top-quark cross section is the extrapolation from the fiducial phase
space to the full phase space. To fully exploit the physics potential, we need to be able to
compare experimental fiducial cross sections to theoretical fiducial cross sections, requiring
a knowledge of top-quark pair production (with decays) including NNLO QCD and NLO
EW effects.
Due to the dominant gg sub-process production mechanism, and the large phase space for
gluon emission at the LHC, most tt̄ final states also contain one or more jets. Extending
previous work on stable top quarks [65–67], the NLO QCD corrections to tt̄+jet production
(supplemented by parton-shower effects in Ref. [68]) were calculated with on-shell top
decays including spin correlation effects in Ref. [69]. In the future, a knowledge of tt̄+jet
production (with decays) including NNLO QCD and NLO EW effects may be necessary.
For tt̄ + 2jet production NLO QCD corrections were first worked out for on-shell top
quarks [70, 71] and were recently generalized to include spin-correlated top-quark decays
in LO as well as a consistent merge with a QCD parton shower [72]. At least the inclusion
of QCD corrections to the top-quark decays is desirable also in this case.
Top pair production in association with a vector boson is an important process for comparing with tt̄Higgs production, but also for measuring the coupling of the top quark with
the W or Z. The NLO QCD corrections in the NWA with on-shell top decays including
spin correlation effects are known [73–76] (generalizing earlier work on tt̄Z with stable top
quarks [77]). It may be necessary to study the effect of hard radiation in the top decay.
Evidence for the production of a tt̄ + Z final can be found in Ref. [78].
Measurements of single-top production are important for precision top physics, and specifically the measurement of Vtb . The current experimental cross section precision is on the
order of 10%, and a precision of >5% during Run 2 is likely [79]. The single-top processes
tW and tZ are more problematic. Both ATLAS [80] and CMS [81] have results (but less
than 5σ significance) from Run 1 (7 TeV) for the first channel, while the measurement of
the second channel may be possible with the 8 TeV data, but with some difficulty. The tW
cross section has been measured with an approximately 40% uncertainty, dominated by
statistical errors, and by the incomplete knowledge of the backgrounds. These uncertainties should decrease significantly with the 8 TeV data, and certainly will with the 14 TeV
data.
Currently the single-top cross section in the various channels (including decay) is known
to NLO in QCD [82–84] and including dominant soft-gluon and threshold effects at NNLO
QCD [85, 86], with a theoretical uncertainty of the order of less than 10% (tW) and less
than 5% (tZ). A theoretical uncertainty much less than the experimental precision is
desired, leading to the need for a calculation of the single-top cross section to NNLO in
QCD and including NLO EW effects.
Dijet production at the LHC probes the smallest distance scales measurable, and thus
is an obvious place to search for the impact of new physics. The cross section has been
known to NLO QCD for over 20 years, and considerable effort to extend the calculation to
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NNLO QCD has been made and the partial (gluons only) calculation is available [15, 16]
with the expectation of further progress in the near future. The cross section is also known
at NLO EW (weak, non-photonic corrections only) [87], with the weak corrections being
potentially very important at high transverse momentum. The current state of the art
for global PDF fitting is NNLO QCD, with the processes currently included in the fits all
known at NNLO QCD, except for inclusive jet production. Thus, a complete calculation
incorporating both NNLO QCD and NLO EW effects is vital. Currently, the experimental
uncertainty for the inclusive jet cross section is between 5% and 10% (in the jet transverse
momentum range roughly from 200 GeV to 1 TeV), necessitating a theoretical uncertainty
below that [88–90].
3j: The 3-jet to 2-jet ratio is a useful process to measure the running of the strong coupling
constant over a wide dynamic range, in a way that removes much of the sensitivity to the
gluon distribution. Because this measurement is the ratio of two related cross sections,
many of the experimental systematic errors cancel. For example, the jet energy scale
uncertainty for the ratio can be reduced to less than or equal to 1% [91]. The measurements
are currently statistically limited for jet transverse momenta below the TeV range, but this
will not be the case for the high luminosity running at 14 TeV. The largest uncertainties
are those from the residual scale dependence at NLO QCD [92, 93], typically of the order
5% at high pT . For this reason, it is desirable to know the cross section for 3-jet production
to NNLO QCD and NLO EW, as for dijet production.
γ + j: Photon + jet production is another process that will be extremely useful for the determination of the gluon distribution, especially at high parton momentum fraction x. Due to
the relatively clean measurement of the photon 4-vector, an experimental precision better
than with dijet production is possible. To put the two processes on an equal theoretical
basis, the calculation of photon + jet to NNLO QCD + NLO EW is desirable.

1.1.3 Final states involving EW Gauge Bosons
V: Vector-boson production is one of the key benchmark processes at hadron colliders. Experimentally, the cross sections can be measured with great precision (on the order of 1–2%,
excluding luminosity uncertainties [94, 95]), while the current best theoretical calculations
at NNLO QCD and NLO EW have small uncertainties (see, e.g., Ref. [96] and references
therein). The resulting comparisons of data to theory thus serve both as precision tests
of QCD and sensitive probes of PDFs. For example, measurements of W and Z boson
rapidity distributions have indicated that the strange quark distribution may be larger
than presented in current PDFs [97]. To take full advantage of the experimental precision,
it is necessary to know the cross section to NNNLO QCD and NNLO QCD+EW, and to
implement such a cross section in a NNLO+PS format.
V + j(j): Vector boson + 1,2 jets are useful both for PDF determination (for example, the Z+jet
cross section for the gluon distribution and the W+charm cross section for the strange
quark PDF) as well as a well-known system in which to study the systematics of multiple
jet production, with an accessible wide kinematic range (useful for example to understand
the parallel dynamics of Higgs+jet(s) systems). Currently, the V+jet and V+2jet cross
sections are known to NLO QCD. The NLO EW corrections are known for V+jet, including
V decays and off-shell effects [98–100]. For Z+2jet production, the NLO EW corrections
are known for on-shell Z bosons [8] and are in progress for the off-shell case [101]. The
resulting differential uncertainties can reach 10–20% for high jet momenta, exceeding the
experimental uncertainties [102]. It is desirable to know both types of cross sections at
NNLO QCD + NLO EW.
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Process
V

State of the Art
dσ(lept. V decay) @ NNLO QCD
dσ(lept. V decay) @ NLO EW

V + j(j)

VV0 γ

dσ(lept. V decay) @ NLO QCD
dσ(lept. V decay) @ NLO EW
dσ(V decays) @ NLO QCD
dσ(on-shell V decays) @ NLO EW
dσ(V decays) @ LO QCD
dσ(V decay) @ NLO QCD
dσ(PA, V decay) @ NLO EW
dσ(lept. V decay) @ NLO QCD
massive b
dσ(V decays) @ NLO QCD

VV0 V00

dσ(V decays) @ NLO QCD

VV0 + j

dσ(V decays) @ NLO QCD

VV0 + jj

dσ(V decays) @ NLO QCD

γγ

dσ @ NNLO QCD + NLO EW

VV0
gg → VV
Vγ
Vbb̄

Desired
dσ(lept. V decay) @ NNNLO QCD
and @ NNLO QCD+EW
NNLO+PS
dσ(lept. V decay)
@ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ(decaying off-shell V)
@ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ(V decays) @ NLO QCD
dσ(V decay)
@ NNLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ(lept. V decay) @ NNLO QCD
+ NLO EW, massless b
dσ(V decays)
@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ(V decays)
@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ(V decays)
@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
dσ(V decays)
@ NLO QCD + NLO EW
qT resummation at NNLL matched to NNLO

Table 3: Wishlist part 3 – Electroweak Gauge Bosons (V = W, Z)

VV0 : With precision measurements of double-vector-boson production (VV0 ), one has a handle on the determination of triple gauge couplings, and a possible window onto new
physics. Currently, the cross sections are known to NLO QCD (with V decays) and
to NLO EW (with on-shell or at least resonant V’s). WZ cross sections currently have
a (non-luminosity) experimental uncertainty on the order of 10% or less, dominated by
the statistical error [103, 104]. The current theoretical uncertainty is on the order of 6%.
Both the experimental statistical and systematic errors will improve with more data, necessitating the need for a calculation of VV0 to NNLO QCD + NLO EW (with V decays).
Recently the well-known NLO QCD corrections have been complemented by the NLO
EW corrections, first for stable W and Z bosons [105–107], and in the WW case also including corrections to leptonic W-boson decays [108]. Moreover, the EW corrections to
on-shell VV0 production have been implemented in the Herwig Monte Carlo generator in
an approximative way [109].
A thorough knowledge of the VV production cross section is needed, because of measurements of triple gauge couplings and since that final state forms a background for
Higgs measurements in those channels. The non-luminosity errors for the VV final state
are of the order of 10% or less, with the theoretical uncertainties approximately half
that [103, 104, 110–113].
gg → VV: An important piece of the VV cross section is that resulting from a gg initial state. Formally, the gg production sub-process is suppressed by a factor of αs2 with respect to the
dominant q q̄ sub-process, but still contributes 5–10% to the cross section for typical eventselection cuts due to the large gluon flux at the LHC. As background to Higgs-boson studies, it can even be enhanced to the level of some 10% (see, e.g., discussions in Refs. [38–40]
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Vγ:

Vbb̄:

VV0 V00 :

VV0 + j(j):

γγ

and references therein). Currently, this subprocess is known (with lepton decays) at LO
QCD. It is desirable to know the cross section to NLO. An approximative approach has
been suggested recently in Ref. [114].
Vγ measurements serve for precision tests of the EW sector and also as a probe of new
physics appearing for example in anomalous triple-gauge-boson couplings or in production
of new vector-meson resonances decaying into Vγ. Experimental uncertainties are currently of the order of 10% and the theoretical errors are on the order of 5–10% [115, 116].
Currently, Wγ production is known (with decays) at NLO QCD, Zγ production even at
NNLO QCD [10]. The NLO EW corrections are known in the pole approximation (resonant V bosons with decays) in either case. It is desirable to fully know the cross sections
to NNLO QCD + NLO EW.
Associated Higgs-boson production (VH) with the Higgs boson decaying into a bb̄ final
state is a key process to measure the coupling of the Higgs boson into b-quarks. There
is a significant background to this final state from Vbb̄ production. The state of the
art for calculating Vbb̄ production is at NLO QCD (including b-quark mass effects).
Currently, both the experimental and theoretical systematic errors are at the order of 20%.
The experimental errors will improve with more data. Thus, it is crucial to improve the
theoretical accuracy by extending the QCD calculation to NNLO (for massless b quarks).
This includes a proper understanding of uncertainties in the approaches based on four or
five active quark flavours.
Cross sections for triple-gauge-boson production are currently known to NLO QCD, but
only the NLO EW corrections to WWZ are known in the approximation of stable W
and Z bosons [117]. Triple-gauge-boson production processes serve as channels for the
determination of quartic gauge boson couplings and will allow for a better understanding
of EW symmetry breaking. Currently, all of these final states are very statistically limited
(no measurements have been published by ATLAS or CMS for example although analyses
are currently underway for the 8 TeV data), but precision measurements will be possible
in Run 2. Thus, it is desired for the calculation of these final states to NLO QCD + NLO
EW.
The reasoning above applies as well to the VV0 +j(j) final states, whose production cross
sections are currently known to NLO QCD. VV0 +j production is useful as a background
to Higgs-boson production and for BSM searches, while VV0 +jj production contains the
EW vector-boson scattering sub-process that is particularly sensitive to EW quartic gaugeboson couplings and to details of EW symmetry breaking. EW corrections to these process
classes are yet unknown, although they are certainly as important as QCD corrections in
the vector-boson scattering channels.
Diphoton production is a very clean channel in which to carry out precision tests of perturbative QCD, as well as one of the primary decay modes used first for the discovery of the
Higgs bosons and now for detailed measurements of the same. Although sideband subtraction is a very powerful tool in which to separate resonant Higgs boson production from the
non-resonant diphoton background, it is still important to gain as much understanding of
the QCD mechanisms for diphoton production as possible. The diphoton cross section has
been recently calculated at NNLO [9] and the NLO EW corrections are also known [106].
Detailed measurements of the diphoton final state system have been carried out [118,119],
with a considerable improvement in agreement between data and theory resulting from the
calculation at NNLO. The next theoretical improvement needed is a qT resummation at
NNLL matched to the NNLO calculation. If Drell-Yan and Higgs production are known in
fully differential form at NNNLO, then it should be possible to extend those calculations
to include all colorless final states (including γγ) at NNNLO.
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Dictionary for electroweak corrections3

2

In the coming years, the LHC explores particle phenomena at the TeV scale at its full centre-of√
mass energy s = 13−14TeV with an increasingly higher luminosity, so that plenty of particle
processes can be investigated at the accuracy level of several percent. This perspective, and already several measurements at lower energies in the previous LHC run, are calling for theoretical
predictions at the level of few percent, i.e. electroweak (EW) radiative corrections have to be
taken into account in predictions beyond the level of crude approximations. Since QCD radiative corrections are substantial in predictions for hadronic collisions, their structure and general
features are much better known in the experimental community than their EW counterparts,
which are smaller in general.
The following survey of EW higher-order issues is meant as orientation guide for nonexperts in view of EW radiative corrections. Particular attention is paid to those EW effects
that can enhance NLO EW corrections (expected to be of the small size α/π) to a size that can
compete with or even exceed the size of QCD corrections in specific situations (e.g. final-state
radiation, EW corrections at high energies). Moreover, some subtle aspects in the calculation
of EW corrections are discussed that are crucial for consistent predictions (e.g. photon–jet separation, treatment of unstable particles).
2.1

Input-parameter scheme – choice of α

A convenient choice for the input parameters of the SM is: the electromagnetic coupling α =
e2 /(4π), the strong coupling constant αs = gs2 /(4π), the weak gauge-boson masses MW and MZ ,
the Higgs-boson mass MH , the fermion masses mf , and the CKM matrix V .
The masses can all be defined as pole masses, defined by the locations of the particle poles
in the respective propagators, but for the quarks it is often useful to switch to a running mass at
some appropriate scale. Properly defined observables and their predictions should be insensitive
to the perturbatively problematic light-quark masses, as discussed below in more detail. Recall
that the Yukawa couplings do not represent free parameters, but are fixed by the fermion masses
and the other EW input parameters. Disturbing the relation between Yukawa couplings and
fermion masses, in general, violates EW gauge invariance and can lead to inconsistent and wrong
predictions, especially in the calculation of EW corrections.
The definition of the CKM matrix in the presence of EW corrections, in general, is a nontrivial task. However, apart from applications in flavour physics, for high-energy scattering the
approximations of taking all quarks other than bottom and top massless and ignoring mixing
with the third generation are appropriate. In this approximation, the CKM matrix can only
become relevant in charged-current quark–antiquark annihilation channels, such as Drell–Yanlike W-boson production, and leads to global factors |Vij |2 to partonic channels with qi q̄j or
qj q̄i annihilation. Note that this statement holds at the level of NLO EW corrections as well,
because of the mass degeneracy in the first two quark generations where the mixing takes place.
For the boson masses MW , MZ , and MH , real on-shell masses are usually employed. Details
about different schemes are discussed in Sect. 2.8 in the context of the description of instability
effects. Here, we only emphasize that the weak mixing angle θW is not an independent input
parameter. The most common choice in p
EW physics follows the on-shell prescription which
defines cw ≡ cos θW ≡ MW /MZ and sw = 1 − c2w via the on-shell W/Z-boson masses. Taking
sw as independent parameter in addition to MW and MZ , e.g. by setting it to some ad hoc value
or to the sine of the effective weak mixing angle measured at the Z pole, in general breaks gauge
invariance, destroys gauge cancellations, and can lead to totally wrong results.
For the electromagnetic coupling α basically the choice is between three different values:
3
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the fine-structure constant α(0) ≈ 1/137 (“α(0)-scheme”), the effective value α(MZ ) ≈ 1/129
(“α(MZ )-scheme”), where α(0) is evolved via renormalization-group equations from zero-momentum transfer
effective value derived from the Fermi constant GF leading
√ to the2 Z pole, 2and an
to αGF = 2GF MW
(1 − MW /MZ2 )/π ≈ 1/132, defining the so-called “GF -scheme”. The various
choices for α differ by 2−6% and represent an important part of the so-called input-parameter
scheme. Which scheme is the most appropriate in practice, depends on the nature of the process
under consideration. Whatever scheme will be used, it is crucial that a common coupling factor
αn is used in complete gauge-invariant subsets of diagrams, otherwise important consistency
relations (compensation of divergences, unitarity cancellations, etc.) will be destroyed. Note
that this does not necessarily mean that there is only one value of α, but that all α-factors are
global factors to gauge-invariant pieces of amplitudes.
In the following we describe which input-parameter scheme is appropriate for a contribution to a cross section (or squared matrix element) whose LO contribution is proportional to
a fixed order αsm αn , i.e. NLO EW contributions scale like αsm αn+1 . Corrections to LO contributions scaling with different powers m or n belong to disjoint gauge-invariant contributions,
which can, thus, be treated independently. The standard QED definition of α employs an
on-shell renormalization condition in the Thomson limit (photon momentum transfer Q = 0),
leading to the renormalized value α = α(0) of the α(0)-scheme. Our notation and conventions
used below for field-theoretical quantities and renormalization constants follow Ref. [120]. The
“best” scheme is the one that absorbs most of the universal corrections resulting from EW renormalization into the corresponding lowest-order prediction, thereby leading to smaller corrections.
The most prominent EW renormalization effect is the the running of α, i.e. the question whether
2
an EW coupling naturally takes place at low (Q2 = 0) or high (|Q2 | >
∼ MW ) momentum transfer
Q2 . Let us first consider a process without external photons in the initial or final state. In the
α(0)-scheme with the on-shell charge renormalization, each of the n EW couplings leads to a
relative correction 2δZe . The charge renormalization constant δZe contains mass-singular terms
like α ln mf from each light fermion f which remain uncancelled in the EW corrections. These
terms are contained in the quantity
 2
MZ
α(0) X c 2
5
≈
Nf Qf ln
−
,
2
3π f 6=t
3
mf
"

∆α(MZ ) =

Πγγ
f 6=t (0)

−

2
Re{Πγγ
f 6=t (MZ )}

#

(1)

with Πγγ
f 6=t denoting the photonic vacuum polarization induced by all fermions f (with charge
Qf ) other than the top quark (see also Ref. [120]), and Nlc = 1 and Nqc = 3 are the colour factors
for leptons and quarks, respectively. The correction ∆α(MZ ) ≈ 6% quantifies the running of
α from Q2 = 0 to the high scale Q2 = MZ2 induced by vacuum polarization effects of the light
fermions,
α(MZ ) = α(0)/[1 − ∆α(MZ )],
(2)
a quantity that is non-perturbative, signalled by its sensitivity to the light-quark masses. The
numerical value for α(MZ ) is obtained from an experimental analysis of e+e− annihilation into
hadrons at low energies below the Z-boson resonance, combined with theoretical arguments using
dispersion relations [121]. Eliminating α(0) in favour of α(MZ ) in the LO prediction, i.e. going
over to the α(MZ )-scheme, effectively subtracts the ∆α(MZ ) terms from the EW corrections
and, thus, cancels all light-fermion logarithms resulting from charge renormalization in the
EW correction. This cancellation happens at any loop order in α, i.e. employing the α(MZ )scheme resums the dominant effects from the running of α and, at the same time, removes
the (perturbatively unpleasant) light-quark masses, which should have been taken from a fit to
2
Πγγ
f 6=t (Q ) otherwise. For high-energy processes without external photons the α(MZ )-scheme is
appropriate from this point of view.
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For processes with l external photons (l ≤ n), however, the relative EW correction comprises l times the photonic wave-function renormalization constant δZAA , which exactly cancels
the light-fermion mass logarithms appearing in 2δZe . This statement expresses the fact that
external, i.e. real photons effectively couple with the scale Q2 = 0. Consequently, the coupling
factor αn in the LO cross section should be parametrized as α(0)l α(MZ )n−l , and the corresponding ∆α(MZ ) terms should be subtracted only (n − l) times from the EW correction, in
order to absorb the large effects from ∆α(MZ ) into the LO prediction. For l = n, this scaling
corresponds to the pure α(0)-scheme, but for l < n to a mixed scheme.
The GF -scheme, finally, offers the possibility to absorb some significant universal corrections connected with the renormalization of the weak mixing angle into LO contributions. At
NLO, the GF - and α(0)-schemes are related according to
√
2 (M 2 − M 2 )


2GF MW
Z
W
(1)
αGF ≡
+ O(α3 ),
(3)
=
α(0)
1
+
∆r
πMZ2
where ∆r(1) is the NLO EW correction to muon decay [120, 122]. The quantity ∆r(1) can be
decomposed according to ∆r(1) = ∆α(MZ ) − ∆ρ(1) c2w /s2w + ∆rrem with ∆α(MZ ) from above,
√
the universal (top-mass-enhanced) correction ∆ρ(1) = 3Gµ m2t /(8 2π 2 ) to the ρ-parameter, and
a very small remainder ∆rrem . In view of the running of α, the GF -scheme corresponds to
an α at the EW scale similar to the α(MZ )-scheme, since ∆r(1) contains exactly one unit of
∆α(MZ ). The GF -scheme is, thus, similar to the α(MZ )-scheme as far as the running of α is
concerned, i.e. it is better than the α(0)-scheme except for the case of external photons. The
choice between the GF - or α(MZ )-scheme is driven by the appearance of sw in the EW couplings.
Whenever sw (or cw ) is involved in an EW coupling, the corresponding EW correction receives
a contribution from ∆ρ(1) according to s2w → s2w + ∆ρ(1) c2w . Using (3), it is easy to see that
the combination α/s2w , which corresponds to the SU(2) gauge coupling, does not receive this
universal correction, since the ∆ρ(1) terms from ∆r(1) and the correction associated with s2w
cancel. In other words, employing the GF -scheme for SU(2) gauge couplings absorbs the leading
correction to the ρ-parameter into the LO coupling. This statement also holds at the two-loop
level [123]. The GF -scheme is, thus, most appropriate for describing couplings of W bosons.
For Z bosons this scheme absorbs at least part of the ∆ρ(1) corrections because of additional
cw factors in the coupling from the weak mixing, while the scheme is actually not appropriate
for photonic couplings. However, also here it should be kept in mind that a fixed scheme with
a global definition of couplings has to be employed within gauge-invariant subsets of diagrams.
In most cases, it is advisable to use the GF -scheme for couplings that involve weak bosons,
although the gauge-invariant subsets of diagrams, in general, also contain internal photons.
The application of the various input-parameter schemes to the neutral- and chargedcurrent Drell–Yan processes, including also leading EW effects beyond NLO, is discussed in
Refs. [124–126].
2.2

Electroweak corrections at high energies

2 , EW corrections
At high energies, where scattering processes involve large scales Q2  MW
2 ) and (α/s2 ) ln(Q2 /M 2 ) at
develop large logarithmic contributions such as (α/s2w ) ln2 (Q2 /MW
w
W
NLO, and powers of those beyond NLO. These mass-singular corrections originate from soft
and/or collinear exchange of EW gauge bosons in loop diagrams. The corresponding logarithms
grow to tens of percent in the TeV range, i.e. EW corrections become very significant at high
energies.

The kinematic regime in which such EW corrections are most pronounced is characterized by the situation that all invariants sij = 2ki · kj for pairs of particles’ four-momenta ki,j
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2 ) and is known as Sudakov regime. The structure of EW corrections
become large (sij  MW
in this domain has been investigated in detail at O(α) and beyond by several groups (see e.g.
Refs. [127–137] and references therein). As described for example in Refs. [131, 134, 137], the
2 ), can
leading EW logarithmic corrections, which are enhanced by large factors L = ln(sij /MW
be divided into an SU(2)×U(1)-symmetric part, an electromagnetic part, and a subleading part
induced by the mass difference between W and Z bosons. The last part does not contribute to
corrections ∝ (αL2 )n . The leading (Sudakov) logarithms ∝ (αL2 )n of electromagnetic origin
cancel between virtual and real (soft) bremsstrahlung corrections, so that the only source of
leading logarithms is, thus, the symmetric EW part, which can be characterized by comprising
W bosons, Z bosons, and photons of a common mass MW . These leading EW Sudakov corrections can be obtained to all orders from the respective NLO result via exponentiation. For the
subleading EW high-energy logarithms corresponding resummations are not fully proven, but
the corrections are expected to obey so-called infrared evolution equations, a statement that is
backed by explicit two-loop calculations.

The detailed knowledge of the tower of EW high-energy logarithms is important for a
deeper understanding of EW dynamics, but making use of it in predictions is a subject that
deserves care:
– It is certainly advisable to make use of full NLO EW corrections, i.e. without applying
expansions for high energies, whenever possible for a given process. Non-logarithmic corrections typically amount to some percent, depending on the process under consideration.
A safe assessment of the quality of logarithmic approximations usually requires the comparison to full NLO results.
– Beyond NLO, the knowledge of higher-order EW logarithms can be very useful and exploited to improve pure NLO predictions. However, particular care has to be taken if the
EW logarithms show large cancellations between leading and subleading terms, as for instance observed in the case of neutral-current fermion–antifermion scattering [135]. If the
full tower of logarithms of a fixed perturbative order is not known, it is not clear to which
accuracy truncated towers approximate the full correction. However, the known part of
the tower can at least deliver estimates for the size of missing corrections and be used in
the assessment of theoretical uncertainties.
– While the analytical structure of EW corrections was studied in the literature at very
detail for the Sudakov regime, there is only little knowledge on EW corrections beyond
NLO in more general kinematical situations where not all invariants sij are large. Note
that there are many cross sections that are in fact not dominated by the Sudakov regime in
the high-energy limit, including all processes that are dominated by t-channel diagrams.
For example, unless specifically designed cuts are applied, reactions like W-boson pair
production via e+e−, pp, or γγ collisions are dominated by the Regge limit, where the
Mandelstam variable t remains small while s gets large. Moreover, it often depends on the
specific observable which regime is probed in high-energy tails of kinematical distributions.
Taking Drell–Yan processes (see, e.g., Refs. [124–126]) and dijet production [87] at the LHC
as examples, differential distributions in the transverse momenta of the produced leptons
or jets probe the Sudakov regime in the high-momentum tails. On the other hand, the
invariant-lepton- or jet-mass distributions of these processes are not dominated by this
regime at high scales, so that the EW high-energy logarithms derived in the Sudakov
regime do not approximate the EW corrections well in those observables.
– Since the EW high-energy logarithmic corrections are associated with virtual soft and/or
collinear weak-boson or photon exchange, they all have counterparts in real weak-boson or
photon-emission processes which can partially cancel the large negative virtual corrections
(but not completely, see Ref. [129]). This cancellation will not be complete, since SU(2)
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doublets are in general not treated inclusively in EW corrections—a fact that is by some
abuse of language called Bloch–Nordsieck violation.4 To which extent the cancellation
occurs depends on the experimental capabilities to separate final states with or without
weak bosons or photons. Logarithmic approximations, as recently implemented in the
Pythia shower [138] can deliver first estimates, but solid predictions have to be based on
complete matrix elements. The general issue and specific examples have been discussed
for example in Refs. [139–142]. For instance, the numerical analysis [140] of neutralcurrent Drell–Yan production demonstrates the effect of real weak-boson emission in the
distributions in the transverse lepton momentum pT,l and in the invariant mass Mll of
the lepton pair. At the LHC, at Mll = 2TeV the EW corrections are reduced from about
−11% to −8% by weak-boson emission. At pT,l = 1TeV the corresponding reduction from
about −10% to −3% is somewhat larger.
2.3

Photonic final-state radiation off leptons

The emission of photons collinear to incoming or outgoing charged leptons l leads to corrections
that are enhanced by large logarithms of the form αn lnn (m2l /Q2 ) with Q denoting a characteristic scale of the process. For lepton colliders, such as a high-energy e+e− collider, this collinear
initial-state radiation (ISR) leads to pronounced photonic corrections, which are particularly
large whenever the underlying total or differential cross section shows strong variations (e.g.
near resonances or thresholds). In the following we focus on final-state radiation (FSR) off
leptons, the situation that is also relevant at hadron colliders. Both for ISR and FSR, the logarithmically enhanced corrections are universal in the sense that they do not change the nature
of the cross section of the underlying hard scattering process, but depend only on the type and
kinematics of the incoming or outgoing charged particles. More precisely, ISR distorts cross
sections in terms of some convolution over the radiative energy loss in the initial state of the
hard scattering, while FSR only influences the kinematics and acceptance of the outgoing particles. The first-order logarithm α ln(m2l /Q2 ) is, of course, contained in a full (process-dependent)
NLO EW O(α) correction, and likewise for higher orders, so that Q is unambiguously fixed in
any completely calculated order. In a fixed perturbative order that is not completely taken into
account, but where ISR or FSR is included in logarithmic accuracy, the ambiguity in the scale
Q is part of the remaining theoretical uncertainty.
The universal logarithmic corrections can be evaluated in the so-called structure-function
approach (see Ref. [143, 144] and references therein), where these logarithms are derived from
the universal factorization of the related mass singularity, or by dedicated photonic parton
showers (see e.g. Refs. [145–147]). For FSR in a process in which a lepton l with momentum kl
is produced, the incorporation of the mass-singular logarithms takes the form of a convolution
integral over the LO cross section σ LO ,
Z

σLLFSR =

dσ LO (kl )

Z 1
0

2
dz ΓLL
ll (z, Q ) Θcut (zkl ),

(4)

where ΓLL
ll is the structure function describing the radiation in logarithmic accuracy. The variable
(1 − z) is the momentum fraction of the respective lepton lost by collinear (single or multiple)
photon emission, and the step function Θcut is equal to 1 if the event passes the cuts on the
rescaled lepton momentum zkl and 0 otherwise. The structure function is known to O(α5 ) in the
literature, including the resummation of soft-photon effects. At NLO, i.e. in O(α), the structure
function has the well-known form
!
βl 1 + z 2
LL,1
2
Γll (z, Q ) =
(5)
4 1−z +
4

The Bloch–Nordsieck theorem simply does not apply to non-Abelian gauge theories.
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with the variable

" 

2α(0)Q2l
Q2
βl =
ln
π
m2l

#



−1 ,

(6)

quantifying the large logarithm, with Ql denoting the electric charge of the lepton l. Here
we also indicated that α(0) is the appropriate electromagnetic coupling constant to describe
these photon radiation effects. Note that in contrast to the parton-shower approaches to photon
radiation, the structure-function approach neglects the photon momenta transverse to the lepton
momentum.
For FSR the Kinoshita–Lee–Nauenberg (KLN) theorem [148, 149] guarantees that these
logarithms cancel if collinear lepton–photon systems are treated fully inclusively, like in a total
cross section, defined without any phase-space cuts. Such observables are called collinear safe.
In the presence of phase-space cuts and in differential cross sections, in general, mass-singular
contributions survive, leading to enhanced radiation effects, since the necessary inclusiveness
for their compensation is disturbed. At NLO, these features can be easily understood from the
explicit analytic form shown in Eq. (5), where the integral over the plus distribution vanishes
when taken over the full z range (i.e. Θcut (zkl ) = 1 for all z). For differential observables the
level of inclusiveness necessary for collinear safety can be restored by a procedure known as
photon recombination, which treats collinear lepton–photon systems as one quasi-particle. This
procedure is similar to the application of a jet algorithm in QCD. For final-state electrons,
photon recombination automatically is involved in their reconstruction from electromagnetic
showers detected in calorimeters. Muons, on the other hand, can be observed as bare leptons
from their tracks in the muon chambers, but in order to reduce large FSR corrections, observed
muons are sometimes also reconstructed as dressed leptons via photon recombination, as e.g.
described in Ref. [150] for an ATLAS analysis. Working with dressed leptons, where masssingular FSR effects cancel, has the advantage that the resulting cross section does not depend
on the mass (and thus on the flavour) of the charged lepton, i.e. the reconstructed lepton looks
universal (at least electrons and muons).
We conclude this part by an appeal to experimentalists. Obviously data should be stored
for future use in such a way that measured total and differential cross sections can be unambiguously confronted with new calculations in the future. This requires that there should be at
least one set of results without any unfolding or presubtraction of FSR effects, because unfolded
results depend on details (including version dependences) and intrinsic uncertainties of the tool
used in the unfolding. Data should be free of such conventions (which most often are not sufficiently well documented) and limitations. Making use of some standard definition of dressed
leptons (cf. Ref. [150]), could be a step towards the right direction, since photon recombination
reduces unpleasantly large FSR corrections.
2.4

QED-corrected parton distribution functions

The inclusion of NLO EW O(α) corrections to hadronic cross sections conceptually proceeds
along the same lines as the incorporation of NLO QCD corrections, with the slight generalization
that the photon appears as parton in the hadron as well. The O(α)-corrected parton cross
sections contain mass singularities which are due to collinear photon radiation off the initialstate quarks or due to a collinear splitting γ → q q̄ for initial-state photons. If small quark masses
are used as regulators for collinear divergences, these singularities appear as terms of the form
α ln(mq ), in dimensional regularization with strictly massless quarks they appear as poles ∝ α/
in D = 4 − 2 dimensions. In complete analogy to factorization in NLO QCD calculations, these
collinear singularities are absorbed into the quark and photon distributions. The explicit form of
the redefinition of PDFs can, e.g., be found in Ref. [126]. The factorization scheme for the QED
part of the redefinition is determined by the O(α) part of the so-called coefficient functions,
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and the MS and DIS-like schemes are defined in complete analogy to QCD. The MS scheme is
motivated by formal simplicity, because it merely rearranges the infrared-divergent terms (plus
some trivial constants) as defined in dimensional regularization. The DIS-like scheme is defined
in such a way that the DIS structure function F2 does not receive any corrections; in other
words, the radiative corrections to electron–proton DIS are implicitly contained in the PDFs
in this case. Whatever scheme has been adopted in the extraction of PDFs from experimental
data, the same scheme has to be used when predictions for other experiments are made using
these PDFs.
In complete analogy to the pure QCD case, a factorization scale µfact,QED rules up to
which scale collinear QED splitting processes in the initial state are considered to be part of the
colliding hadron. The absorption of the collinear singularities of O(α) into PDFs requires the
inclusion of the corresponding O(α) corrections into the Dokshitzer–Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–
Parisi (DGLAP) evolution of these distributions, which describe the dependence of the PDFs on
the factorization scales. Note, however, that the two factorization scales µfact,QCD and µfact,QED
have to be identified, µfact = µfact,QCD = µfact,QED , if the DGLAP equations are to keep their
usual form as integro-differential equation in one scale, which is the common practice.
The first set of parton distributions including QED corrections was MRST2004QED [151],
which takes into account O(α) corrections to the DGLAP evolution, but uses a theoretical model
as ansatz for the photon PDF at some starting scale. In 2013 the new set NNPDF2.3QED [152]
of QED-corrected PDFs became available, which also provides error estimates for the PDFs
and, for the first time, employed data to fit the photon distribution function. For typical
scales relevant for LHC processes, the NNPDF photon density confirms the older MRST result
for x-values >
∼ 0.03, but is somewhat smaller for lower values of x. Generically the impact
of QED corrections on quark PDFs is below the percent level for x <
∼ 0.4. There are some
slight shortcomings in those sets of QED-corrected PDF sets concerning the issue of the QED
factorization scheme. The QED evolution is treated in LO only, and EW corrections are ignored
in the fit of the PDFs to data. This means that there is some mismatch in the use of the
PDFs at the level of non-enhanced O(α) terms, which should be quite small, and that a very
conservative error estimate should treat the difference between results obtained with various
QED factorization schemes as theoretical uncertainty. However, as discussed in Refs. [152, 153]
the neglect of EW corrections in the PDF fit to data favours the central value of the DIS
scheme for EW corrections. Thus, the recommendation for the NNPDF2.3QED PDF set is to
use a mixed scheme which follows the MS scheme for QCD and the DIS scheme for EW NLO
corrections.
2.5

Photon-induced processes

The inclusion of the photon in the set of partons inside hadrons leads to so-called photoninduced processes, i.e. partonic channels with photons in the initial state, in addition to the
partonic channels of QCD. At NLO EW level, contributions from photon-induced processes
always result as crossed counterparts of photonic bremsstrahlung corrections. For instance,
quark-initiated qq, q q̄, q̄ q̄ channels always receive (real) O(α) corrections from qγ and/or q̄γ
scattering, where the additional q or q̄ in the final state leads to an additional jet with respect
to the LO signature, similar to real NLO QCD corrections. For specific final states with charged
particles, but without net electric charge, there is also a contribution from γγ scattering with
LO kinematics and without additional partons in the final state. This is, for instance, the case
for µ+ µ− or W+ W− production.
For processes, where the diagrams of the qγ-induced corrections have direct counterparts
in the qg channels of the NLO QCD corrections, the qγ channels typically contribute at the
percent level to the hadronic cross section. This suppression originates from the relative coupling
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factor α/αs and from the fact that the photon and gluon PDFs are similar in shape, but the
gluon PDF is larger by about two orders of magnitude for scales and x values of typical LHC
processes. A similar statement holds for γγ channels whenever similar gγ or gg channels exist.
More significant contributions from photon-induced processes can only arise if the photonic
channels involve diagrams without QCD counterparts, i.e. diagrams where the photon couples
to colour-neutral charged particles like muons or W bosons. Recently discussed examples for
enhanced photon-induced contributions are the channels γγ → l+ l− [96, 126, 154] and γγ →
W+ W− [105–108], where the γγ channels comprise more than 10% in certain regions of phase
space.
2.6

Photon–jet separation

Including QCD and EW corrections in predictions for the production of a specific final state F
in association with a hard jet or a hard photon necessarily raises the issue of a proper separation
of jets and photons, since the real corrections to F + jet and F + γ production both involve final
states with F + jet + γ final states. The process of F + jet + γ production contributes to the NLO
EW corrections to F + jet production and to the NLO QCD corrections to F + γ production at
the same time. A consistent isolation of F + jet from F + γ signatures at full (QCD+EW) NLO
accuracy requires a photon–jet separation that guarantees a proper cancellation of all infrared
(soft and collinear) singularities on the theory side and is experimentally feasible at the particle
level.
Since calorimetric information is decisive for the reconstruction of jets and photons, it is
natural to take the electromagnetic energy fraction inside some hadronic/electromagnetic shower
as criterion to decide whether it is called a jet or a photon. Note that this criterion, however,
necessarily leads to an incomplete cancellation of collinear singularities for photon emission
off (anti)quarks. This can be explicitly seen by inspecting the integral (4) with the structure
function (5) interpreting l as the radiating (anti)quark. The selection criterion cuts into the
z-integration and destroys the cancellation of the collinear singularity, which would require the
integration to be taken over the full z-range. Two different methods have been suggested in
the literature to cope with this situation: one method introduces a phenomenological quarkto-photon fragmentation function that absorbs the collinear singularity in the same way as the
PDFs absorb collinear singularities from the initial state. Another method, known as Frixione
isolation, shifts the complete collinear singularity to the jet side upon designing a specially
adapted definition of the allowed hadronic energy fraction in a photonic shower:
– Quark-to-photon fragmentation function
The quark-to-photon fragmentation function Dq→γ (zγ ) describes the probability of a quark
fragmenting into a jet containing a photon carrying the fraction zγ of the total jet energy. Since fragmentation is a long-distance process, it cannot be calculated entirely in
perturbation theory, but receives two types of contributions: (a) the perturbatively calculable radiation of a photon off a quark, which contains a collinear divergence; (b) the
non-perturbative production of a photon during the hadronization of the quark, which
bare (z ). The latter
is described by a bare non-perturbative fragmentation function Dq→γ
γ
contributes to the photon-emission cross section as
dσ frag (zcut ) = dσ LO

Z 1
zcut

bare
dzγ Dq→γ
(zγ ),

(7)

where zcut is the smallest photon energy fraction required in the collinear photon–quark
system to be identified as a photon. The perturbative and non-perturbative (bare) contributions to the fragmentation function are sensitive to the infrared dynamics inside the
quark jet and can a priori not be separated from each other in a unique way. Since
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the infrared singularity present in the perturbative contribution must be balanced by a
bare (z ) can be decomposed at a facdivergent piece in the bare fragmentation function, Dq→γ
γ
torization scale µF into a universal divergent piece and a phenomenological contribution
Dq→γ (zγ , µF ), which has to be taken from experiment,
bare,DR
Dq→γ
(zγ )

αQ2q 1
=
2π 

4πµ2
µ2F

!

1
Pf f (1 − zγ ) + Dq→γ (zγ , µF ),
Γ(1 − )

(8)

where Qq is the electric charge of the massless quark q and Pf f (z) = (1 + z 2 )/(1 − z) is the
q → q + γ splitting function. Here, the collinear singularity is regularized in D = 4 − 2
dimensions (with the arbitrary reference mass µ) and isolated by an MS-type factorization
scheme; the respective result for mass regularization with a small quark mass can be found
in Ref. [155].
In Ref. [156] a method was proposed how to measure Dq→γ (zγ , µF ) upon analyzing the
process e+ e− → n jet + photon. The key feature of the proposed method is the democratic
clustering of both hadrons and photons into jets, while keeping track of the photonic energy
fraction in the jet, i.e. technically one has to deal with identified particles in the final state
that lead to infrared-non-safe observables (with respect to collinear singularities). The
treatment of this situation with one-cutoff phase-space slicing and dipole subtraction is
described in Refs. [156] and [155], respectively. The first determination of Dq→γ (z, µ0 ) was
performed by the ALEPH collaboration [157] using the ansatz
αQ2q
ALEPH
Dq→γ
(zγ , µF ) =
Pf f (1 − zγ ) ln
2π
"

µ2F
1
2
µ0 (1 − zγ )2

!

#

+C ,

(9)

with two fitting parameters, C = −12.1 and µ0 = 0.22GeV.
– Frixione isolation [158]
This procedure defines isolated hard photons by the requirement that only soft partons
P
can become collinear to the photon. In q
detail, the total transverse energy i ET,i of

all partons i with small distances Riγ = (ηi − ηγ )2 + (φi − φγ )2 to the photon in the
pseudo-rapidity–azimuthal-angle plane is required to go to zero with the maximally allowed
distance Riγ , i.e.
X
ET,i θ(δ − Riγ ) ≤ X (δ)
for all δ ≤ δ0 ,
(10)
i

where δ0 is a measure for the size of the cone around the photon, in which the criterion is
used, and X (δ) is an appropriate function with X (δ) → 0 for δ → 0. Specifically, the form
1 − cos δ n
(11)
1 − cos δ0
is suggested in Ref. [158] for a photon of transverse energy ET,γ , where the two parameters
γ and n can just be taken to be 1. This condition excludes any hard jet activity collinear
to the photon, but still takes into account soft jet activity at a sufficiently inclusive level
to guarantee the proper cancellation of infrared singularities when calculating NLO QCD
corrections to F + γ production with γ being the isolated photon. Taking the inverse
procedure to define F + jet production, i.e. interpreting F + jet + γ production as photonic
EW correction to F + jet if condition (10) is not fulfilled, formally shifts the complete
contribution of the quark-to-photon fragmentation function to F +jet production. Whether
this means that F + γ production is really insensitive to non-perturbative corrections is
not proven and sometimes under debate. Moreover, the implementation of condition (10)
at the experimental level raises issues, in particular concerning shower effects on the hard
photon kinematics and the realizability at the apex of the cone.


X (δ) = ET,γ γ
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At the LHC, a prominent example for photon–jet separation is given by W/Z production in association with a jet or a photon, where the NLO EW corrections to W/Z + jet production [98–100]
and the NLO QCD corrections to W/Z + γ production (e.g. implemented in MCFM [159]) overlap. Comparing, for instance, results on W + γ production obtained with the two separation
procedures as implemented in MCFM reveals differences at the level of ∼ 2% only. Note, however, that it is not possible to make generic, process-independent statements on such differences.
2.7

Combination of QCD and electroweak corrections

Naively a comparison of coupling strengths suggests that along with NLO O(αs ) and NNLO
O(αs2 ) QCD corrections simply taking into account NLO EW corrections of O(α) ∼ O(αs2 )
would be adequate in predictions. However, as explained in the previous sections, EW O(α)
corrections can be significantly enhanced compared to the small value of α/π by large logarithms
and/or kinematical effects, raising the question about mixed QCD–EW corrections of O(αs α).
In spite of the great progress of recent years in NNLO QCD calculations, the required multi-scale
NNLO calculations needed at O(αs α) are still out of reach at present. As long as this is the
case, we have to rely on approximations—an issue that already comes up in the combination of
NLO and δ NLO ) in cross-section predictions. Schematically, the
NLO QCD and EW corrections (δQCD
W
NLO +δ NLO , or multiplying
choice is between the two extreme variants of adding, 1+δ NLO = 1+δQCD
W
NLO ) × (1 + δ NLO ), and variants in between these two
relative corrections, 1 + δ NLO = (1 + δQCD
W
extreme cases. The differences between different variants are of O(αs α), and the optimal choice
should minimize the remaining corrections of this order for the most important observables.
Since long-distance effects such as soft or collinear parton emission off quarks or gluons
and collinear final-state photon radiation off leptons are known to factorize from the actual hard
scattering, the variant of factorizing QCD and EW corrections seems to be preferable in many
cases. For the prediction of a cross section which is differential in some observable x at the
parton level, this idea of factorization can be translated into the recipe
i dσ
dσQCD h
dσ
γ
=
× 1 + δ NLO
,
W (x) +
dx
dx
dx

(12)

where σQCD stands for the best available QCD prediction for the cross section, δ NLO
W (x) is the
relative EW correction differential in x, and σγ denotes the contribution from photon-induced
processes. This approach is, e.g., useful if the various contributions are calculated independently, possibly even by independent programs. For instance, the state-of-the-art predictions
for Higgs production via vector-boson fusion and Higgs-strahlung provided by the LHC Higgs
Cross Section Working Group [38–40] are calculated in this way.
Similar factorization approaches can also be directly included in the event generation
within QCD-based event generators upon applying differential reweighting factors for the EW
corrections. In simple cases where the relative EW correction δ NLO
depends mainly on a single
W
NLO
kinematical variable x, while δ W is flat in the other relevant kinematical variables, generated
events can simply be reweighted by the factor 1 + δ NLO
W (x). As discussed in Ref. [160] (Section 19), this method is quite successful for Higgs production via vector-boson fusion, where x
can be identified with the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson. Specifically, in Ref. [160]
the QCD-based prediction of Herwig [161] was dressed with the relative EW correction from
HAWK [162, 163]. A similar approach has been advocated recently in Ref. [109] where the
EW corrections [105,106] to on-shell diboson production (neglecting corrections to W/Z decays)
were included in Herwig++ [164, 165] by reweighting factors that are double-differential in
the partonic scattering energy and the angle of the LO kinematics. It should be kept in mind
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that generally such reweighting procedures represent some approximative compromise with advantages and weaknesses. As in the two examples mentioned above, usually no hard photon is
generated along with the EW reweighting, but photon emission is integrated over, i.e. in the
real-photonic bremsstrahlung corrections the kinematic effects from hard photon emission are
neglected. While observables that are not sensitive to photonic recoil effects can be described
well via the reweighting approach (see, e.g., Ref. [109] for examples in diboson production), the
method is expected to fail whenever photonic recoil is important (see, e.g., the transverse momentum of the dilepton system in W-pair production as discussed in Ref. [108]). Before applied
in practice, the applicability and reliability of the reweighting approach should be checked by a
comparison to fully differential results.
This discussion reveals one of the crucial problems in the combination of NLO QCD and
NLO EW corrections when following the factorization idea: The QCD and EW corrections
of the two different factors are in general defined on different phase spaces. Only a complete
calculation of O(αs α) corrections can fully solve this problem. Since matrix elements and phase
spaces for jet and/or photon emission factorize in the soft and/or collinear limits of the radiated
particle, there is at least the possibility to correctly describe the leading soft and/or collinear
O(αs α) effects at the fully differential level. Based on this idea, Monte Carlo generators such as
Herwig++ [164, 165] and Sherpa [166] already dress QCD-based predictions with soft and/or
collinear photon radiation (at least off final-state leptons), in order to catch some leading O(αs α)
effects and even higher-order effects in α. Likewise dedicated Monte Carlo programs for Drell–
Yan processes such as Resbos-A [167], Horace [168], and Winhac [169] proceed similarly.
Finally, we comment on the issue of matching fixed-order NLO calculations of O(αs )
and O(α) with parton showers that take into account multiple jet and/or photon emission in
some leading logarithmic approximation. Here the central issue is to avoid double-counting
effects at the level of one-parton and one-photon emission and to keep full NLO accuracy after
the matching. In pure QCD, two matching prescriptions are widely in use: MC@NLO [36]
and Powheg [37, 170]. When matching NLO QCD+EW calculations to a pure QCD parton
shower (as e.g. done in Ref. [171] for Drell–Yan processes in the Powheg framework), thus,
improves the NLO prediction not only in the pure QCD sector, but also in O(αs α) by dressing
O(α) effects with soft/collinear QCD radiation. If the matched shower even includes photon
radiation, where the Powheg matching has to be generalized as described in Refs. [172, 173]
for Drell–Yan processes, then the effectively included O(αs α) effects account for O(αs ) effects
dressed with soft/collinear photon radiation.
As long as complete corrections of O(αs α) are missing, they are one particular source
for theoretical uncertainties. Their size can be conservatively estimated upon comparing the
results obtained from the additive and multiplicative approaches to combine NLO QCD and EW
corrections. If leading effects of O(αs α), which show factorization properties (such as photonic
FSR or EW Sudakov logarithms), are properly included, those effects should be excluded from
the assessment of uncertainties at O(αs α).
2.8

Instability effects and the treatment of W/Z resonances

Although external W and Z bosons always appear as resonances in experiments which have
to be reconstructed from their decay products, LO predictions for W/Z production processes
often start from the approximation of stable W/Z bosons on their mass shell. The more realistic treatment as resonance processes changes cross-section predictions typically at the level
of O(ΓV /MV ) ∼ 3% (MV = mass, ΓV decay width of V = W, Z) when the resonances are
integrated over. For such observables off-shell effects of the weak gauge bosons, derived from
LO calculations for the resonant and non-resonant production of the decay products, can be
counted as O(α) corrections. The remaining O(α) corrections can be calculated from virtual
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one-loop and real emission corrections to on-shell W/Z production if the decays of the weak
gauge bosons are treated inclusively.
For an inclusion of the W/Z decays in predictions, the simplest (but somewhat crude) way
is to employ the narrow-width approximation (NWA), which treats the W/Z bosons as “stable
intermediate states”, i.e. the full process is decomposed into on-shell W/Z production and onshell W/Z decays. This decomposition results from the limit ΓV → 0 in the squared matrix
element of the full resonance process, where the squared propagator factor (momentum transfer
k) behaves like
1
π
 ΓV → 0
δ(k 2 − MV2 ).
(13)
2
2
2
MV ΓV
|k − MV + iMV ΓV |
The 1/ΓV factor on the r.h.s. is part of the well-known branching ratio which emerges after the
inclusive integration over the V decay phase space. If cuts are imposed on the decay products,
or if distributions in kinematical variables of those are considered, in general effects of spin
correlations between W/Z production and decay (or between various decaying gauge bosons)
appear. The naive NWA, which employs unpolarized production cross sections and decay widths,
can be easily improved to include these correlations by properly combining production and decay
parts for definit polarization states. Note that O(α) corrections to a cross section in NWA do
not only consist of corrections to the V -production cross section and to the relevant branching
ratio, but also comprise the off-shell effects of O(ΓV /MV ) mentioned above. Furthermore, it has
been shown [174] that naive estimates often underestimate the theoretical uncertainties of the
NWA; in scenarios with cascade decays, which are quite common in non-standard models, the
NWA can even fail completely, as demonstrated in Ref. [175].
A detailed description of a resonance process, keeping the full differential information
of the kinematics of the decay products, has to be based on complete matrix elements for
the full process, including both resonant and non-resonant diagrams. Note that in standard
perturbation theory, particle propagators do not include decay widths. The decay widths rather
appear in the propagator denominators only after a Dyson summation of self-energy diagrams
(or at least the imaginary parts thereof near resonances). Depending on the details of the
field-theoretical definition of the unstable particle’s mass, different results are obtained for the
resonant propagator. Writing generically
PV (k) =

k2

−

MV2

1
+ iMV ΓV (k 2 )

(14)

for the V -propagator factor, two frequently used versions are:
– Fixed width (FW): ΓV (k 2 ) = ΓV = const.
In this parametrization, the complex squared mass MV2 − iMV ΓV plays the role of the
complex location of the pole in the propagator, i.e. it is a field-theoretically sound, gaugeinvariant quantity resulting from an all-order definition (see Ref. [176, 177] and older references therein). The real and imaginary parts of this complex quantity define the pole
mass and its associated pole width.
– Running width (RW): ΓV (k 2 ) = ΓV × k 2 /MV2 × θ(k 2 ).
This behaviour results from the so-called on-shell definition (OS) of the gauge-boson
masses (see, e.g., Ref. [120]), MVOS , which are tied to the zeroes of the real parts of the
respective self-energies. This definition has the drawback that it is gauge dependent at
the two-loop level and beyond. The values for the Z- and W-boson masses have, however,
been determined within this scheme at LEP and the Tevatron.
For reasons of theoretical consistency, the pole definition of mass and width are clearly preferable.
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Fortunately, there is a simple translation from one scheme to the other [178, 179]:
MV = q

MV
1 + Γ2V /MV2

,

ΓV = q

OS

ΓV
1 + Γ2V /MV2

,

(15)

OS

so that MZ,OS − MZ ≈ 34MeV and MW,OS − MW ≈ 27MeV. For precision EW physics, in
particular for a precision MW measurement, it is important to be consistent in the use of a
scheme and the respective input.
The FW and the RW prescriptions represent different parametrizations of resonances,
but none of them represents a consistent scheme to calculate full cross sections for resonance
processes, since both in general lead to gauge-dependent results. This is due to the fact that
using Eq. (14) for propagator factors necessarily mixes different orders in perturbation theory in
practice, since the width term in the propagator results from partial all-order resummations, but
the cross-section calculation stops at some finite loop level. While the FW usually at least leads
to acceptable LO results, the k 2 -dependence of the width term in the RW propagator can enhance
gauge-breaking terms already in LO predictions to a level that completely destroys predictions.
Various examples are, e.g., discussed in Refs. [179–181]. Proper cross-section predictions should
be based on consistent, gauge-invariant schemes, or at least be validated by comparing to such
results.
In a nutshell, we briefly describe the schemes that are most frequently used in LHC physics
to deliver gauge-invariant predictions at LO and NLO:
– Factorization schemes
Different variants of factorizing resonant structures from amplitudes have been suggested
and used in the literature, but they all share the idea to separate a simple resonance factor
from complete (gauge-invariant) amplitudes or from gauge-invariant subsets of diagrams.
In Ref. [124], for instance, the virtual electroweak correction to Drell–Yan-like W production was factorized from the resonant LO amplitude, so that the relative correction factor
did not involve resonance factors anymore. At first sight, such schemes seem to be very
simple, but for more complicated processes it is highly non-trivial to guarantee the aimed
precision (e.g. NLO) everywhere in phase space and to match virtual and real corrections. Simply modifying LO cross sections with fudge factors containing decay widths for
resonances in general introduces spurios O(α) terms destroying NLO EW accuracy. A consistent implementation of weak NLO corrections to Z-boson production in a factorization
scheme is, e.g., described in Ref. [126].
– Pole scheme
The pole scheme exploits the fact that both the location of the V propagator pole and
its residue in amplitudes are gauge-independent quantities. The idea [182, 183] is, thus, to
first isolate the residue for the considered resonance and subsequently to introduce a finite
decay width only in the gauge-independent resonant part. If done carefully this procedure
respects gauge invariance and can be used to make uniform predictions in resonant and
non-resonant phase-space regions. There is some freedom in the actual implementation
of the scheme, because the resonant part of an amplitude is not uniquely determined by
the propagator structure alone, but depends on a specific phase-space parameterization
and in most cases also on the separation of polarization-dependent parts (spinors, polarization vectors). Taking the pole prescription literally, the scattering amplitude on the
resonance pole (i.e. with k 2 being complex) involves matrix elements with complex kinematical variables, which is a subtle issue [184]. This complex pole scheme was applied to
Higgs production via gluon fusion at the LHC in Ref. [185], with particular emphasis on a
heavy, i.e. very broad, Higgs boson. For narrow resonances such as the weak gauge bosons
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V = W, Z, the complex kinematics can be avoided by suitable expansions in ΓV /MV , as
e.g. done in Ref. [126] for single-Z production.
The pole scheme offers a well-defined separation between resonant and non-resonant parts
of a cross section, i.e. in some sense a definition of signal and background for the production
of a resonance. This scheme is, thus, ideal for a parametrization of a resonance by socalled pseudo-observables, such as total and partial decay widths, peak cross sections,
effective couplings, etc. Moreover, the consistent separation of signal and background
contributions is an ideal starting point to further improve the description of the signal
by higher-order corrections, a point that is particularly important if the signal dominates
over the background and, thus, deserves higher precision.
– Pole approximation
A pole approximation—in contrast to a full pole-scheme calculation—results from a resonant amplitude defined in the pole scheme upon neglecting non-resonant parts. Consequently, NLO calculations in pole approximation deliver NLO accuracy only in the neighborhood of resonances, but not in off-shell tails. Note that NLO corrections in pole approximations do not only involve independent corrections to the production and to the decay
of resonances (called factorizable corrections), but also comprise soft-photon or soft-gluon
exchange between production and decay subprocesses (called non-factorizable corrections).
Different variants of double-pole approximations have, for instance, been employed to describe W-pair production with decays in e+e− annihilation at LEP2 (reviewed, e.g., in
Ref. [186]). Recently, this concept has been applied to W-pair production at the LHC in
Ref. [108].
– Effective field theories
Approaches [187–189] via effective field theories (EFT) deliver a field-theoretically elegant
way to carry out pole expansions owing to their formulation via Lagrangians and effective
actions. Like pole approximations, their validity is restricted to the resonance region, but
they offer the combination with further expansions, e.g. around thresholds, and suggest
better possibilities to carry out dedicated resummations. The EFT shows limitations or
complications if detailed information on differential properties of observables is needed,
since different degrees of freedom are integrated out. For e+e− collisions the EFT approach was, for instance, used to evaluate NLO EW corrections to the W-pair production
cross section near the WW threshold [190], including leading EW higher-order effects
beyond NLO. Currently, the formalism is applied to the NLO QCD corrections to topquark pair production at the LHC, with first results on the quark–antiquark annihilation
channel [191].
– Complex-mass scheme
This scheme was introduced in Ref. [180] for LO calculations and generalized to NLO in
Ref. [192]. In this approach the squared W- and Z-boson masses are consistently identified
with the complex values MV2 − iMV ΓV (V = W, Z), not only in the V -propagators, but
also in the couplings, which therefore become complex and involve a complex weak mixing
2 − iM Γ )/(M 2 − iM Γ ). Otherwise the usual perturangle via c2w = 1 − s2w = (MW
W W
Z Z
Z
bative calculus with Feynman rules and counterterms works without modification. All
relations following from gauge invariance are respected, because the gauge-boson masses
are modified only by an analytic continuation. NLO calculations deliver uniform predictions with NLO accuracy everywhere in phase space, i.e. both in resonant and non-resonant
regions. Spurious terms spoiling unitarity are unproblematic, since they are of (N)NLO in
an (N)LO calculation (i.e. of higher order) without any unnatural amplification, because
unitarity cancellations, which are ruled by gauge invariance, are respected.
The complex-mass scheme, first used for four-fermion production in e+e− physics [192],
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is frequently used in NLO calculations for weak gauge-boson or Higgs-boson processes at
the LHC, for example for the off-shell Higgs-boson decays H → WW/ZZ → 4 fermions at
NLO accuracy in the Monte Carlo program Prophecy4f [193, 194] and in the previously
mentioned NLO EW calculations for single-Z [126] and W/Z + jet [98–100] at the LHC.
As discussed in the context of the (two-loop) calculation of NLO EW corrections to Higgs
production via gluon fusion [195, 196], the complex-mass scheme delivers also a sound
description of particle thresholds in loop amplitudes (which can be viewed as resonances
inside loops).
Finally, we want to reemphasize that this survey is just meant to assist non-experts in the
field in finding their bearings upon putting some keywords into context. It is by no means
comprehensive or complete, i.e. several issues concerning unstable particles are left untouched
here, such as signal–background interferences or many technical details and subtleties. There is
still much work to be done until all relevant resonance processes at the LHC are theoretically
described in a satisfactory way—a statement that is also backed by the recent report of the
Higgs CAT [197].
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Chapter I
NLO automation and (N)NLO techniques
The first use case for BLHA2 extensions: NJet plus Herwig++/Matchbox1

1

We present first results from interfacing NJet to Herwig++/Matchbox. This combination has
provided the first working example for extensions of the BLHA interface regarding tree-level, as
well as colour and spin correlated matrix elements on top of virtual corrections.
1.1

Introduction

We explore the possibility of a more general interface between next-to-leading order (NLO)
Monte-Carlo event generators and automated matrix element generators. Apart from specialized
implementations, currently the BLHA [198] has been used to provide loop level matrix elements.
The purpose of this study is to use the updated BLHA2 accord [199] to provide more general
matrix elements to the Monte-Carlo program for use in the real radiation contributions as NLO.
Our starting point is the differential cross section to NLO accuracy in QCD in hadronhadron collisions written using the Catani-Seymour subtraction scheme [200]:
dσn (µR , µF ; H1 (p1 ) + H2 (p2 ) → X) =
K
X

k LO

dσnN

(µR , µF ; H1 (p1 ) + H2 (p2 ) → X) + O(αsn−1+K )

(I.1)

k=0

dσnLO (µR , µF ; H1 (p1 ) + H2 (p2 ) → X) =
X

bnB (µR , µF ; i(x1 p1 ) + j(x2 p2 ) → X)dx1 dx2
fi/H1 (x1 , µF )fj/H2 (x2 , µF )dσ

(I.2)

i,j

dσnNLO (µR , µF ; H1 (p1 ) + H2 (p2 ) → X) =
X

bnV (µR , µF ; i(x1 p1 ) + j(x2 p2 ) → X)dx1 dx2
fi/H1 (x1 , µF )fj/H2 (x2 , µF )dσ

i,j

+

X

+

X

+

X

bnI (µR , µF , z; i(x1 p1 ) + j(x2 p2 ) → X)dx1 dx2 dz
fi/H1 (x1 /z, µF )fj/H2 (x2 , µF )dσ

i,j

bnI (µR , µF , z; i(x1 p1 ) + j(x2 p2 ) → X)dx1 dx2 dz
fi/H1 (x1 , µF )fj/H2 (x2 /z, µF )dσ

i,j

bnRS (µR , µF ; i(x1 p1 ) + j(x2 p2 ) → X)dx1 dx2
fi/H1 (x1 , µF )fj/H2 (x2 , µF )dσ

(I.3)

i,j

where fi/H (x, µF ) is the parton distribution function giving the probability of finding a parton i
with momentum fraction x inside the hadron H. The partonic cross sections can then be written
in terms of matrix elements and dipole subtraction terms as follows:
bnB = c(αs , µR ) dPSn
dσ

X

Bn ({λh })

(I.4)

X

(I.5)

λh =±

bnV = c(αs , µR )αs (µR ) dPSn
dσ

Vn (µR , {λh })

λh =±

bnI = c(αs , µR )αs (µR ) dPSn
dσ

X X
k,l λh =±

1
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B̃nkl ({λh })Dkl (z)

(I.6)

bnRS = c(αs , µR )αs (µR ) dPSn+1
dσ


 X


Bn+1 ({λh }) −

X

λh =±

kl
Sn+1
({λh })

k,l




(I.7)



where
Bn ({λh }) =

X  (0)

Ai (pλ1 1 , . . . , pλnn )

†

Cij Aj (pλ1 1 , . . . , pλnn )

†

Cij Aj (µR , pλ1 1 , . . . , pλnn )

(0)

(0)

(I.8)

(1)

(1)

(I.9)

i,j

Vn (µR , {λh }) =

X  (0)

Ai (pλ1 1 , . . . , pλnn )

i,j

B̃nkl ({λh }) =

X  (0)

Ai (pλ1 1 , . . . , pλnn )

†

(0),kl

C̃ij

(0)

Aj (pλ1 1 , . . . , pλnn )

(I.10)

i,j

Sn+1 ({λh }) =
λ

λ

λ

λ

λ

λk λl
l+1
n+1
k+1
k−1
l−1
P
P
, pλk+l
, pl+1
, . . . , pn+1
)S kl→P (−p−λ
An (pλ1 1 , . . . , pk−1
, pk+1
, . . . , pl−1
k+l ; pk , pl )

X

2

λP =±

(I.11)
Dkl are the integrated dipoles and S represents a polarized splitting function. The colour
sums over the indices i and j run over the independent set of primitive amplitudes defined
(L)
(L),lm
together with the colour matrices Cij and colour correlated matrices C̃ij
whose entries are
polynomials in Nc .
The subtraction terms must be expanded before they can be written in terms of helicity
and colour correlated tree-level matrix elements. There are clearly four terms in the expansion
though only two are independent due to parity symmetry. These are labelled using λP = ± in
the amplitude and λ†P = ± in the conjugate amplitude. The first of these, (λP , λ†P ) = (+, −)
, is the same colour correlated born amplitudes appearing in the integrated subtraction terms
while the second involves the off-diagonal elements (λP , λ†P ) = (+, +). This term is the spincorrelated born amplitude can be written as a usual colour correlated born together with flipping
the helicity of the P th particle in the conjugate amplitude:
Bnflip(P ),kl (λ1 , . . . , λn ) =
X  (0)

P
Ai (pλ1 1 , . . . , p−λ
, . . . , pλnn )
P

†

(0),kl

C̃ij

(0)

Aj (pλ1 1 , . . . , pλPP , . . . , pλnn )

(I.12)

i,j

Once collected in terms of helicity summed objects, the real-subtraction terms are,
X

kl
Sn+1
({λh }) = Dkl→p (pk , pl )

Bnkl ({λ0h })

X
λ0h =±

λh =±




X

+ Dflip(P ),kl→P (pk , pl )

Bnflip(P ),kl ({λ0h }) + (c.c) ,

(I.13)

λ0h =±

where {λ0h } is are the n-point helicity configurations. Note that we have used parity symmetry
to write,
X
λh =±

X

B̃nkl ({λh=1,n }) = 2

B̃nkl ({+, λh=2,n }).

(I.14)

λh =±

While the first term proportional to the dipole Dkl→P is phase independent, the spin correlated
term depends on a complex phase which cancels with the phase in Dflip(P ),kl→P . When passing
spin correlated amplitudes via the BLHA interface the necessary phase information is extracted
using the polarization vector εµ+ (p, q) provided via the function,
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PolVec(double* p, double* q, double* eps)

For the current set-up we pass the helicity summed objects between NJet [201] and the Herwig++/Matchbox [164]. The BLHA2 keyword AmplitudeType takes options defined as follows
AmplitudeType
loop

function
P
c(1, µR )VµR ,n (h)

tree

P

c(1, µR )Bn (h)

cctree

P

c(1, µR )Bnkl (h)

sctree

P

c(1, µR )Bn

flip(P ),kl

(h, m)

The colour correlated tree amplitudes form a real symmetric n×n matrix which is accessed using
the OLP_EvalSubProcess2 function to return a n(n−1)/2 array of type double where B kl is the
k + l(l − 1)/2-th element. The spin correlated amplitudes form a complex n × n matrix which is
accessed using the OLP_EvalSubProcess2 function to return a 2n2 array of type double where
Re(B flip(P ),kl ) is the (2k + 2nl)-th element and Im(B flip(P ),kl ) is the (2k + 2nl + 1)-th element.
1.2 Proof of Concept and Validation: Multi-jet Production
In this section we describe the application of the BLHA2 interface to calculate jet production at
NLO QCD. We have compared all tree-level and one-loop amplitudes required for two and three
jet production, as well as selected colour and spin correlated matrix elements to NLOJet++ [93]
(via a dedicated interface [202]) and found full agreement. Let us stress that the comparison
of the one loop contributions, i.e. one loop matrix elements and integrated subtraction dipoles,
also provided another non-trivial check of the framework, since the conventions of the finite
one loop pieces differ between NLOJet++ and the BLHA2 interface. On top of this, there are
different regularization schemes used, however both of these complications did not complicate
the implementation as Matchbox provides a transparent way of communicating conventions
on the one loop contributions to the integrated dipoles. To present few more details on how
the interface is working, we show an example BLHA2 order file produced by Herwig++ for
the dd¯ → gg channel, and the contract file produced by njet.py in figure I.1. These files are
automatically processed; Herwig++ is run as with any other builtin process by a simple addition
to the Matchbox input file,
library HwMatchboxNJet.so
cd /Herwig/MatrixElements/Matchbox/Amplitudes
create Herwig::NJetAmplitude NJet
insert /Herwig/MatrixElements/Matchbox/PPFactory:Amplitudes 0 NJet

and the process of interest, say three-jet production, is enabled by
set /Herwig/MatrixElements/Matchbox/PPFactory:OrderInAlphaS 3
do /Herwig/MatrixElements/Matchbox/PPFactory:Process p p j j j

Note that the coupling power is always taken with respect to the leading order process.
Besides the low-level check of matrix elements on a point-by-point basis, Matchbox offers
a variety of checks to enable a full NLO cross section calculation, including the cancellation of
-poles between integrated subtraction terms and one-loop amplitudes, as well as tests of the
singularity cancellation in the unresolved limit of the real emission matrix element. In figures I.2
and I.3 we present few examples of this kind, showing full functionality of the setup.
1.3

Outlook & Conclusions

We have implemented a tested the BLHA2 interface as a method to pass all loop-level and
tree-level-type matrix elements relevant for all components of the NLO calculation. The new
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# OLP order file created by Herwig++/Matchbox
# Generated by njet.py, do not edit by hand.
# Signed by NJet 364882640.
# 1021 1 1e-05 0.01 2 3 1 1 3 2
InterfaceVersion BLHA2 | OK
Model SM | OK
CorrectionType QCD | OK
IRregularisation CDR | OK
Extra HelAvgInitial no | OK
Extra ColAvgInitial no | OK
Extra MCSymmetrizeFinal no | OK
NJetReturnAccuracy yes | OK
NJetRenormalize yes | OK
NJetNf 2 | OK
AlphasPower 2 | OK
AlphaPower 0 | OK
AmplitudeType loop | OK
1 -1 − > 21 21 | 1 1 # 2 1 0 1 (-1 -2 3 4)
AmplitudeType cctree | OK 1 -1 − > 21 21 | 1 2 # 2 1
0 3 (-1 -2 3 4)
AmplitudeType sctree | OK
1 -1 − > 21 21 | 1 3 # 2 1 0 5 (-1 -2 3 4)
AlphasPower 3 | OK
AmplitudeType tree | OK
1 -1 − > 21 21 21 | 1 4 # 6 1 0 2 (-1 -2 3 4 5)

# OLP order file created by Herwig++/Matchbox
InterfaceVersion BLHA2
Model SM
CorrectionType QCD
IRregularisation CDR
Extra HelAvgInitial no
Extra ColAvgInitial no
Extra MCSymmetrizeFinal no
NJetReturnAccuracy yes
NJetRenormalize yes
NJetNf 2
AlphasPower 2
AlphaPower 0
AmplitudeType loop
1 -1 − > 21 21
AmplitudeType cctree
1 -1 − > 21 21
AmplitudeType sctree
1 -1 − > 21 21
AlphasPower 3
AmplitudeType tree
1 -1 − > 21 21 21

Fig. I.1: Example order and contract files of the BLHA2 interface.
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Fig. I.2: Validation of the subtraction for a collinear (left) and a soft limit (right). We show the
maximum relative deviation of the subtraction terms to the real emission matrix element, as a function
of s03 = 2p0 · p3 for configurations which are collinear but not soft, and as a function of the gluon
energy E2 for purely soft configurations. The incoming partons are labelled 0, 1 and outgoing partons
are numbered from 2 onwards.
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Fig. I.3: Validation of the integrated subtraction terms. We show the distribution of events as a function
of the relative difference of the 2 and  pole coefficients, ∆2 and ∆ respectively.

features of the BLHA2 allow this to be done in a relatively clean way allowing us to make
maximum use of the matrix elements computed by automated codes. The code used to produce
the matrix elements is publicly available from https://bitbucket.org/njet/njet/. The Herwig++ counterpart of the interface will be included in the next 2.7.x series release of Herwig++,
see http://herwig.hepforge.org, and the present work has formed the basis for interfacing
Herwig++ to other OLP codes as well [203].
Helicity sampling has been shown to be advantageous in a number of cases. From the
formalism we used here it is clear that the born, virtual and integrated subtraction contributions
can have the sum over helicity trivially moved into the MC program at the cost of passing one
extra integer defining the helicity configuration. The real+subtraction terms on the other hand
are not so trivial to decompose since the sum of dipoles does not commute with the sum over
helicities. It would be interesting to apply the techniques developed in reference [204] for future
applications of the BLHA interface. We would also like to point out further work in extending the
BLHA2 standard to a level where actual amplitudes can be interfaced, this being very beneficial
to enable recent developments on improved parton showering along the lines of [205, 206]. We
will of course also explore phenomenological studies on multi-jet production within a matched
or merged simulation setup.
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GoSam plus Herwig++/Matchbox2

2

We describe how GoSam and Herwig++ are linked via the new version of the Binoth-Les
Houches-interface (BLHA2), emphasizing new features of the interface. We also give a phenomenological example and comment on prospects to match NLO calculations with a parton
shower and hadronisation in a fully automated way.
2.1

Introduction

Next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations matched to a Monte Carlo program which can provide
not only the phase space integration, but also a parton shower and subsequent hadronisation,
should be the new standard for LHC data analysis.
To this aim, automated tools providing the various ingredients of an NLO calculation
at parton level are indispensable. These tools comprise a part providing the one-loop virtual
corrections, and parts providing the ingredients which do not involve loops, i.e. the real radiation
matrix element, the subtraction terms for the infrared singularities, and the Born matrix element.
The full NLO code therefore can be divided into the categories “one-loop provider" (OLP) and
“Monte Carlo program" (MC).
The past years have seen enormous progress in the development of programs for automated
one-loop calculations for multi-particle final states [4–8,201,207–210]. On the Monte Carlo side,
a lot of progress has been achieved in matching NLO real radiation matrix elements with a
parton shower, see e.g. [26, 28–30, 37, 211].
The various one-loop matrix element generators and Monte Carlo programs each have
different focuses and strengths. Therefore, in order to achieve maximal flexibility in connecting
various OLP’s with different MC’s, it is desirable to have a standard interface allowing to
link these two parts smoothly. Such an interface has been initiated at the Les Houches 2009
workshop [198], known as the “Binoth-Les Houches-Accord" (BLHA) and has been updated in
2013 [199]. The latter update will be called BLHA2 in the following.
Here we present the combination of the one-loop program GoSam [4] with the Monte
Carlo program Herwig++ [164, 212] based on the BLHA2 interface, with particular emphasis
on the new features of the interface.
2.2

Linking GoSam and Herwig++/Matchbox via the BLHA2 interface

Various function calls, as defined according to BLHA2, have been implemented on both sides in
order to enable the communication between OLP and MC.
2.2.1

Herwig++/Matchbox

On the side of Herwig++ the interface has been realized within the Matchbox module [28],
providing functionality to perform hard process generation at the level of NLO QCD accurcay and easing the setup of run time interfaces to external codes for hard process generation.
Herwig++/Matchbox provides thereby the phase space generation and integration, as well
as the organization of the matrix elements and of the appropriate real radiation subtraction
terms for the infrared singular regions. The class GoSamAmplitude has been implemented in the
Matchbox module, to be included through the shared object file HwMatchboxGoSam.so, which
itself is globally operated through the class MatchboxOLPME.
To configure Herwig++ accordingly a prefix with the installation path (DIR) to GoSam has to be specified prior to the installation: ./configure –with-gosam=DIR.
2
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The user only needs to enable the interface from the Herwig++/Matchbox process
input files, using for example the following syntax:
library HwMatchboxGoSam.so
cd /Herwig/MatrixElements/Matchbox/Amplitudes
create Herwig::GoSamAmplitude Gosam
set Gosam:GoSamSetup /desiredpath/gosam_setup.in
insert /Herwig/MatrixElements/Matchbox/PPFactory:Amplitudes 0 Gosam

where a GoSamAmplitude object Gosam will be created. This amplitude can be used to
calculate a specific process, which can be enabled from the Herwig++/Matchbox process
input files, as is usual for a Herwig++/Matchbox calculation, using for example the following
syntax:
do PPFactory:Process p p e+ e- j

upon which the calculation will be performed fully automatically. This includes CataniSeymour dipole subtraction for NLO calculations as well as matching procedures if required
from the input file, etc. From a user point of view this means that, except for creating and
inserting the GoSamAmplitude object, nothing changes.
Internally, according to BLHA, the process setup is communicated between OLP and MC
by exchanging an order file and a contract file. On the side of Herwig++/Matchbox this is attended to by the functions GoSamAmplitude::fillOrderFile() and GoSamAmplitude::checkOLPContract(),
where an intermediate process-ID map is used to translate the numbering of the process ID’s between GoSam and Herwig++/Matchbox. The contract is “signed" by calling the appropriate
GoSam-OLP python script within the function GoSamAmplitude::signOLP(), whereupon the GoSam-OLP python script reads the GoSam configuration input file /desiredpath/gosam_setup.in3 .
Subsequently the process setup is started and the corresponding Fortran90 matrix elements
are created by GoSam, organized into the various subprocesses and helicity configurations
thereof. The function GoSamAmplitude::buildGoSam() then calls the appropriate make routine,
provided by GoSam, whereupon the compilation of the various Fortran90 matrix elements is
performed.
Since Herwig++/Matchbox does momentarily not possess the means to create its own
tree-level matrix elements, GoSam is also used to provide the various tree-level matrix elements
(usual Born matrix elements as well as spin- and colour-correlated Born matrix elements). The
various subprocesses, specified in the order/contract file, are therefore grouped into various
amplitude types (Tree, ccTree, scTree and Loop) as well as the different powers of αs , as specified
according to BLHA2.
The function GoSamAmplitude::startOLP() loads the object file libgolem_olp.so from the
Fortran90 matrix element compilation. It also calls the GoSam Fortran90 function OLP_Start(),
as well as the GoSam Fortran90 function OLP_SetParameter() to set the initial parameters of
the calculation. If required, it also calls for the GoSam Fortran90 function OLP_PrintParameter(),
which prints the parameters of the calculation into an output file. From the Herwig++/Matchbox process input files this feature can be enabled as follows (see example above):
set Gosam:PrintParameter On

The runtime evaluation for each phase-space point is performed by the functions
GoSamAmplitude::evalSubProcess(),
GoSamAmplitude::evalColourCorrelator(),
GoSamAmplitude::evalSpinColourCorrelator(),
3
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depending on the various amplitude types. Within those functions the GoSam Fortran90 function OLP_Eval SubProcess2() is called, where the type of ouput depends on the
amplitude type in question.
To acquire the spin-correlated Born matrix elements the exchange of the polarization
vectors of the associated gluons is required. For a specific spin-correlation the corresponding
polarization vector is communicated through the function GoSamAmplitude::plusPolarization()
and the GoSam Fortran90 function OLP_Polvec(), as specified according to BLHA2. The
spin-colour-correlated Born matrix element can be written as
hMµ |Cij C µν |Mν i =



1 h
2
2
hM|C
|Mi
−CQ
+
|
·
q|
ij
+
Q2
(

+ 2Re (+ · q)

2

hM− |Cij |M+ i
hM+ |Cij |M− i

outgoing g
incoming g

!#

(I.15)

where M± refers to the amplitude with positive/negative gluon helicity and a sum over helicities
is understood if M carries no subscript. The polarization vector which is communicated through
the function OLP_Polvec() is hereby + [199] and the standard is that of outgoing gluons, i.e.
hM− |Cij |M+ i for the spin-correlated result. In the case of incoming gluons the polarization vectors are simply complex conjugated within the function GoSamAmplitude::plusPolarization(),
which yields the correct result since only the real part is of interest here.
The calls to the Fortran90 functions of GoSam are realized by external function calls
in the class GoSamAmplitude:
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern

"C"
"C"
"C"
"C"
"C"

void
void
void
void
void

OLP_Start(const char*, int*);
OLP_Polvec(double*,double*,double*);
OLP_SetParameter(char*,double*,double*,int*);
OLP_PrintParameter(char*);
OLP_EvalSubProcess2(int*,double*,double*,double*,double*);

The class GoSamAmplitude also provides an automated way to hand over the correct electroweak parameters according to the chosen electroweak scheme in the Herwig++ process
input files, via the function OLP_SetParameter(). GoSam automatically chooses the appropriate
scheme upon recognizing the corresponding electroweak parameters. Note also that, regarding regularization schemes, conventional dimensional regularization (cdr) as well as dimensional
reduction (dred) are supported and yield the same results.
2.2.2

GoSam

On the GoSam side, dedicated OLP modules are provided which host the interface. It should
be emphasized again that the user does not need to have a detailed knowledge of these modules,
but only interacts via the user interface of the Monte Carlo program, in the present case the
Herwig++ process input files.
The function OLP_Start(char* fname, int* ierr), which was already in place with the
first version of the BLHA interface, takes the name of the contract file as first argument and initializes the OLP setup. The function OLP_Info(char olp_name,char olp_version,char message)
prints the GoSam version, svn revision number and references which should be cited when using
the program.
An important new feature of BLHA2 is the function OLP_SetParameter(), which allows to
set parameters like αs , α, masses, widths etc. These parameters are set in the Herwig++ process input files. Note that this function can also be used to exchange dynamic parameters like
αs (µ2 ) at runtime.
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# OLP order file created by
# Herwig++/Matchbox for GoSam

# vim: syntax=olp
#@OLP GOSAM 2.0.beta
#@IgnoreUnknown False
#@IgnoreCase False
#@SyntaxExtensions
InterfaceVersion BLHA2 | OK
MatrixElementSquareType CHsummed | OK
CorrectionType QCD | OK
IRregularisation CDR | OK
AlphasPower 1 | OK
AmplitudeType ccTree | OK
1 -1 − > -11 11 21 | 1 131
...
21 3 − > -11 3 11 | 1 70
AmplitudeType scTree | OK
1 -1 − > -11 11 21 | 1 145
...
21 3 − > -11 3 11 | 1 71
AmplitudeType Loop | OK
1 -1 − > -11 11 21 | 1 137
...
21 3 − > -11 3 11 | 1 63
AlphasPower 2 | OK
AmplitudeType Tree | OK
1 1 − > -11 1 1 11 | 1 42
...
21 21 − > -11 -3 3 11 | 1 106

InterfaceVersion BLHA2
MatrixElementSquareType CHsummed
CorrectionType QCD
IRregularisation CDR
AlphasPower 1
AmplitudeType ccTree
1 -1 − > -11 11 21
...
21 3 − > -11 3 11
AmplitudeType scTree
1 -1 − > -11 11 21
...
21 3 − > -11 3 11
AmplitudeType Loop
1 -1 − > -11 11 21
...
21 3 − > -11 3 11
AlphasPower 2
AmplitudeType Tree
1 1 − > -11 1 1 11
...
21 21 − > -11 -3 3 11

Fig. I.4: Automatically created order and contract file for Z+jet. The various subprocesses are given a
process ID by the OLP.

At runtime, the OLP returns the values for the virtual amplitude to the MC via the
function OLP_EvalSub Process2(). As compared to the original function OLP_EvalSubProcess(),
the new function OLP_Eval SubProcess2() does not contain the passing of coupling constants
anymore, as their values are now passed separately by using OLP_SetParameter()4 . It also has a
new argument appended which serves to assess the accuracy of the result returned by the OLP.
The arguments of OLP_EvalSubProcess2() are described in detail in ref. [199]. Here we point
out that the amplitude types scTree and ccTree, denoting spin- and colour-correlated Born
matrix elements, can also be provided by GoSam, as described already in section 2.2.1. This
allows Herwig++/Matchbox to construct the real radiation subtraction terms for the infrared
singular regions. To this end GoSam also provides the function OLP_Polvec() as described in
section 2.2.1.
At this point we would like to stress another useful feature of GoSam, which is the
ability to read in model files in the UFO (Universal Feynrules Output) [213] format and which is
particularly useful for calculations beyond the Standard Model. The UFO format also provides
human readable name attributes for the model parameters, as well as the SLHA identifiers [214],
which are processed by the subroutine read_slha_file.
2.3

Example Z+jet at NLO

As an example we use the built-in process pp → Z/γ ∗ + jet → e+ e− + jet of Herwig++/Matchbox and
compare it against the same automatically generated GoSam process. The corresponding, yet
4
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Fig. I.5: Left: The fixed order parton level R-separation between the Z boson and the leading jet in
Z+jet production at NLO. Right: Testing the numerical stability in the collinear and soft region shows
the expected behaviour. As an example we show the sum over all Catani-Seymour-dipoles [200] divided
by the real contribution, at phase-space points were the ūg1 invariant mass is smaller than 10 GeV. Here
s14 denotes the invariant mass between the ū and the first gluon in the list.
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Fig. I.6: Left: The R-separation between the Z-boson and the leading jet in Z+jet production. Right:
The transverse momentum of the leading jet. Both with and without parton shower matching. The –
for this process – inclusive observable p⊥ of the first jet is hardly affected by the parton shower. The red
and pink lines show the results with the Herwig++/Matchbox built-in matrix elements, the blue dots
and green lines show the results of Herwig++/Matchbox with the GoSam matrix elements.
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b

b

shortened, order and contract files are shown in fig. I.4. Here we want to stress again that the
whole compuation proceeds fully automatically only upon a few commands in the Herwig++ input files, which includes the automatic generation of the order and the contract file. To get
agreement between the Herwig++/Matchbox built-in and the GoSam matrix elements, we
need to make the same assumptions on both sides: While in the Herwig++/Matchbox builtin matrix elements the diagrams with photon- and Z-radiation from bottom- and top-triangles
are not implemented, because they are numerically negligible, GoSam produces these by default. For the comparison, these contributions were eliminated by using the appropriate filter
options in the GoSam configuration input file.
To calculate the cross sections and distributions shown in fig. I.5 and fig. I.6 we use the
minimal set of cuts
66 GeV < me+ e− < 116 GeV,

pT,j > 20 GeV ,

|ηj | < 5 ,

and the dynamical scale
µr = µF = me+ e− .
The scale choice may not be ideal from a phenomenological point of view, but it shows
that dynamical scales work fine within the interface. The shower matched distributions are
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obtained using the dipole shower outlined in [215] and a modified version of the MC@NLO-type
matching described in [28], which accounts for subleading colour contributions. The matching
can be enabled, as is usual for Matchbox processes, with a single command line:
set PPFactory:ShowerApproximation DipoleMatching

2.4

Conclusions & Outlook

The combination of one-loop providers (OLP) and Monte Carlo programs (MC) using a standardized interface has been proven to be a successful strategy for automated NLO calculations.
We have presented phenomenological results obtained through the automatized combination of
the Monte Carlo program Herwig++/Matchbox with the one-loop program GoSam. The
link between the two codes is based on the new version of the Binoth-Les-Houches interface
(BLHA2), which has been worked out at the Les Houches 2013 workshop, including proofof-concept interfaces to other OLPs, [216]. In particular, the new feature to pass spin- and
colour-correlated tree level matrix elements from the one-loop provider to the Monte Carlo program allows the Herwig++/Matchbox module to provide the full NLO real radiation part.
As a first application we calculated the NLO QCD corrections to Z+jet production at the LHC.
We validated the results with the GoSam matrix elements against a corresponding built-in
implementation in Herwig++/Matchbox.
In combination with the Herwig++ shower, the full chain from process definition to the
production of showered event samples at NLO accuracy is thus provided in a fully automated
way. This opens the door for a multitude of phenomenological applications. As both GoSam
and Herwig++ are also able to import model files in UFO format, and offer various features
which are important for calculations involving unstable particles, the applications are not limited
to QCD, but also well suited for electroweak corrections and BSM calculations.
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Chapter II
Parton distribution functions
PDF dependence of the Higgs production cross section in gluon fusion from
HERA data1

1

We document a detailed comparison of theoretical settings and fitting methodologies employed
in the determination of parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the proton, focusing on the
factors driving the PDF uncertainty in Higgs boson production in the gluon fusion channel.
In order to understand the moderate discrepancies among predictions obtained using CT10,
HERAPDF1.5, MSTW08 and NNPDF2.3 PDF ensembles, we first complete a benchmarking
comparison of computations of NNLO neutral current DIS cross sections used in the fitting codes
of these groups. Then, we compare results of the fits performed by following the methodologies
of the four groups to a reduced common set of DIS data from HERA experiments. We conclude
that the predictions for gg → H observables, obtained when the PDFs are constrained using
only the HERA DIS data, are in fairly good agreement, within the PDF uncertainty.
1.1

Introduction

Following the discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC, it is crucial to measure all of its properties
precisely in order to identify the underlying mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking.
PDF uncertainty is one of the limiting factors in the accuracy with which one can extract
the Higgs boson couplings from experimental data. Its control is needed for precise Higgs
characterization [40].
It has been shown that recent NNLO PDFs from various PDF analysis groups are in
generally good agreement. However, moderate differences due to the gluon PDFs are observed
around the Higgs mass region, at ≈ 125 GeV. This leads to discrepancies at the level of 1 to
2 standard deviations [217] in the predictions for the Higgs production cross sections through
gluon fusion, which is the dominant production channel at the LHC. In part because the origin
of this spread in the results is not understood, the PDF4LHC convention [218], adopted by the
Higgs working group [38, 40], recommends a conservative estimate for the combined PDF+αs
uncertainty based on the envelope of results obtained using different PDF sets. If this sizable
uncertainty is of theoretical origin, it would remain irreducible unless its source is identified.
Whereas the problem may be resolved after including more experimental data, this is by no
means guaranteed, and thus it is important to investigate the origin of the differences among
the various PDF sets and, if possible, reduce or even eliminate it.
There have been in the past several related PDF benchmarking studies, some in the
context of other Les Houches workshops. The evolution of PDFs was benchmarked in ref. [219],
where the HOPPET [220] and PEGASUS [221] codes were compared, including the effect of
scale variations. This exercise was extended within the context of the HERA-LHC workshop
to NNLO evolution and polarized PDF evolution [222]. Differences in general-mass heavyquark schemes for DIS charm structure functions, F2,c , were studied in detail in ref. [160],
where good agreement between the ACOT, FONLL and TR schemes was found up to different
treatments of powerlike corrections. Finally, other recent benchmarking exercises have focused
on the comparison of PDFs and their predictions for LHC cross sections [217, 223–227], and the
1
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aforementioned differences in the gluon PDFs were already noted.
The main goal of this contribution is to begin a benchmarking exercise aimed at advancing
the control of PDF dependence of the gg → H cross section. We will restrict ourselves to
the comparison of the PDFs based on the general-mass schemes for heavy-quark scattering
contributions, as it has been noted in a number of studies [228–231] that the PDFs (and αs ) can
differ rather significantly if a fixed-flavor number (FFN) scheme is used.2 The recent NNLO sets
utilizing the general-mass schemes include CT10 [233], HERAPDF1.5 [234], MSTW2008 [235]
and NNPDF2.3 [236]. Except for HERAPDF1.5, which is based on inclusive HERA data only,
three other PDF sets include information from a variety of data sets from fixed-target and
collider DIS, as well as from hadron-hadron scattering processes, including, in some cases, the
LHC data. Detailed comparisons of these NNLO PDFs and the respective LHC predictions
can be found in a recent benchmarking study [217]. In all these fits, the backbone of the fit
is provided by the combined HERA-1 inclusive DIS data [237], which also plays an important
role in constraining the gluon PDFs in the Higgs mass region [238]. Recently combined charm
quark production measurements at HERA have also been published [239], which introduce an
additional constraint on the gluon PDF.
Given the relevance of the HERA data for pinning down the gluon PDF, and the fact
that this data set underwent careful examination of all the experimental uncertainties, we have
chosen to initiate this benchmarking exercise by first studying the fits that include exclusively
the HERA-1 data. In this highly controlled environment, we can compare the output from the
different fitting codes and try to isolate possible sources of discrepancy related to, for example,
implementation of reduced cross section calculations, alternative parametrizations, kinematical
cuts used in the fits, and the different definitions of χ2 used in determining the fit quality. We
can then study how these differences translate into the predictions for Higgs cross sections in
the gluon fusion channel.
As a prerequisite for this benchmarking exercise, we compared the NNLO QCD predictions
for the neutral-current DIS cross sections from four different codes, but always using the same
PDF set. This is an important starting point: we show that, when all groups use common
PDFs and settings, they find good agreement among their NC DIS cross sections, with (small)
remaining differences arising from known sources such as the selection of the heavy-quark scheme.
This contribution is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall the status of the
PDF dependence of the NNLO Higgs cross section in gluon fusion. In Section 3 we present the
results of the benchmarking of the NNLO neutral current DIS structure functions from different groups using a common PDF set. Section 4 contains the main results of this study, where
fits to HERA only data are performed, and the impact of various theoretical and methodological settings is assessed. Finally in Section 5 we summarize our main results and outline the
continuation of this benchmarking exercise beyond the HERA-only fits.
1.2

The Higgs cross section via gluon fusion obtained with recent NNLO PDF sets

We first review the settings of the four recent NNLO PDF determinations that will be studied
in this paper. Table II.1 summarizes the heavy-quark scheme, the scale at which the PDFs
are parametrized, the charm-quark mass, and the kinematic cuts on DIS data. Note that, in
addition to these differences in settings, the four PDF analyses also differ in the data sets that
they include. We compare the corresponding predictions for the Higgs cross section in the gluon
fusion channel in Table II.2 and Fig. II.1. These predictions use versions of the PDF sets with
a common αs (MZ ) value of 0.118 and are calculated with iHixs1.3 [240] at NNLO in QCD,
2
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with both Higgs boson mass and QCD scales set to 125 GeV in the heavy top-quark limit. We
show the PDF uncertainties at the 68% confidence level (c.l.). For the LHC at 8 TeV, the two
extreme results, CT10 and NNPDF2.3, differ by about 4%, or 2σ if their uncertainties are added
in quadrature. This spread is the origin of the significant PDF+αs uncertainty in the gg → H
channel [40]. A similar results holds for the LHC at 14 TeV.

∗

PDFs set

Ref.

CT10
HERAPDF1.5
MSTW’08
NNPDF2.3 (Nf = 5)

[233]
[234]
[235]
[236]

Initial
scale [GeV]
1.3
1.378
1.0
1.414

Heavy-quark
scheme
S-ACOT-χ [241]
default TR’
default TR’ [242]
FONLL-C [243]

mc
mass [GeV]
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.414

Q2 cut
≥ GeV2
4
3.5
2.0
3.0

W 2 cut
≥ GeV2
12.25
N.A.∗
15.0
12.5

All HERA data have W 2 > 350 GeV2 .
Table II.1: Basic inputs of the recently published NNLO PDFs based on a GM-VFN scheme.

σH [pb]
LHC 8 TeV
LHC 14 TeV

CT10
18.36±0.35
47.60±1.02

MSTW’08
18.78±0.31
48.71±0.77

NNPDF2.3
19.23±0.21
49.76±0.47

HERAPDF 1.5
18.63±0.23
48.18±0.47

Table II.2: Predictions for inclusive cross sections of SM Higgs boson production through gluon fusion
utilizing recently published NNLO PDFs.
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Fig. II.1: Predictions for inclusive cross sections of the SM Higgs boson production through gluon
fusion based on recently published NNLO PDFs.

These discrepancies of the Higgs cross sections can be traced back to the differences in the
normalization and shape of the corresponding gluon PDFs, as shown in Fig. II.2. In this plot
all gluon PDFs are normalized to the gluon PDF of the first, or central, set of the NNPDF2.3
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ensemble, and only the PDF uncertainty of the NNPDF2.3 ensemble is shown in the figure
for simplicity. The three vertical lines indicate the x values of 0.005, 0.01, and 0.02, covering
√
typical x values for Higgs production in the central rapidity region, x = mH / s ∼ 0.016 (0.009)
for LHC 8 (14) TeV. We can see that at Q = 85 GeV, and for x from 0.005 to 0.1, the gluon
PDF from CT10 lies below that of NNPDF2.3. MSTW lie in between, while HERAPDF is
close to CT10 at x < 0.02 and larger than CT10 at x > 0.02. Fig. II.3 shows a comparison of
the gluon-gluon parton luminosity as a function of the invariant mass of the final state. The
factorization scale is set to the invariant mass. The vertical line indicates the mass of the SM
Higgs boson at 125 GeV. For higher invariant masses (> 400 GeV), all predictions are within
68% c.l. uncertainties of NNPDF2.3 until very high masses, (> 1000 GeV).
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Fig. II.2: Comparison of central gluon PDFs from recently published NNLO PDF sets at a common
scale Q = 85 GeV, normalized to the NNPDF2.3 gluon PDF and superimposed on the NNPDF2.3 68%
c.l. PDF uncertainty.
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Fig. II.3: Comparison of the gluon-gluon parton luminosity as a function of invariant mass at the LHC
8 and 13 TeV from recently published NNLO PDFs, normalized to the NNPDF 2.3 central prediction.
The factorization scale is set to the invariant mass. The vertical line corresponds to the mass of the SM
Higgs boson.

To illustrate the sensitivity of the Higgs cross section to the gluon PDF, we also plot the
rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson from gluon fusion in Fig. II.4. The predictions are
calculated at NLO using MCFM 6.0 [209], with both the Higgs mass and QCD scales set at 125
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GeV, and knowing that the NNLO/NLO K-factors cancel well in these ratios. We see that in
the central production region (|y| < 1), which contributes the bulk of the total cross section,
the difference between CT10 and NNPDF2.3 can reach 6%, i.e., it is larger than in the inclusive
rate. At higher rapidities the predictions of all groups overshoot that of NNPDF2.3, reflecting
the behavior of their large-x gluon PDFs in Fig. II.2.

1.1

1.2
MCFM 6.0 at NLO
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NNPDF2.3 NNLO
LHC 8 TeV
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Fig. II.4: Comparison of the rapidity distribution of the SM Higgs boson in production through gluon
fusion from recently published NNLO PDFs, normalized to the NNPDF 2.3 central prediction. The
matrix elements of hard scattering are calculated at NLO.

In Section 4 we will investigate the origin of these differences in the gluon PDFs in a simpler
scenario than that of the global fit, namely, by comparing the PDF fits of the HERA-1 DIS data
set alone. However, before doing that, we want to make sure that the differences among the
theoretical predictions for NNLO DIS neutral current cross sections in different fitting codes are
under control, and with this aim we discuss now a new benchmarking of DIS structure functions.
1.3

Benchmark comparisons of NNLO neutral current DIS cross sections

As in the previous benchmarking studies, in this section we adopt the Les Houches toy PDFs and
settings [160]. The corresponding LHAPDF grid file was generated with the APFEL program [244]
by evolving the Les Houches toy PDFs from the starting scale Q20 = 2 GeV2 . We set the bottom
and top masses to infinity, and use as a boundary condition αs (µ) = 0.35 at a scale µ approaching
Q0 from below. Theoretical predictions are made at the (x, Q2 ) values of the neutral current
positron HERA-1 combined data set [237] for Q2 ≥ 3.5 GeV2 .
Modern GM-VFN schemes, like FONLL-C [243] used by NNPDF, TR [229] used by MSTW
and HERAPDF, and S-ACOT-χ [241] used by CTEQ, are expected to be very similar at NNLO,
and we will demonstrate the convergence here.
For the comparisons of this section, the MSTW and HERAPDF results will both use
the optimal TR heavy-quark scheme [229], instead of the standard scheme that is used in the
published NNLO PDF sets. As noted in [229], the change in the TR scheme leads to only an
extremely small change in the MSTW fit quality and the resulting PDFs at NNLO, i.e. small
fractions of a percent in the Higgs cross section at the LHC. The NNPDF2.3 results for structure
functions will be obtained using the APFEL code, instead of using the FastKernel NNPDF fitting
code, because of its ease of use (the predictions of the two codes agree at the per mille level
anyway.). The HERAPDF results on structure functions are obtained with the HERAFitter
code [237, 245–247].
In the following, we will compare the total (with subscript “tot”) and charm-quark contributions (“c”) to inclusive F2 , F3 , and FL structure functions, which are defined as in [237]
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Q2 [GeV2 ]

x

y

F2,lt

F2,c

FL,lt

FL,c

+
σr,N
C

2.7
2.7
2.7
4.5
4.5
4.5
10.
10.
10.
120.
120.
120.
650.
650.
650.
2000.
2000.
2000.
8000.
8000.
8000.

0.0000309
0.00013
0.02
0.0000618
0.00032
0.013
0.00013
0.0008
0.02
0.0016
0.008
0.18
0.0085
0.032
0.25
0.032
0.13
0.25
0.13
0.18
0.25

0.86398
0.20523
0.00133
0.71999
0.13896
0.00342
0.85281
0.12352
0.00494
0.74111
0.14822
0.00659
0.84779
0.20072
0.02569
0.6929
0.15202
0.07905
0.68224
0.43917
0.31621

0.7768
0.6275
0.3871
0.964
0.7187
0.4317
1.192
0.8064
0.4614
1.1038
0.6915
0.3312
0.768
0.5249
0.252
0.5502
0.3634
0.244
0.3948
0.3307
0.254

0.1411
0.09204
0.00723
0.193
0.1136
0.02011
0.31011
0.16391
0.03152
0.41841
0.18639
0.00591
0.24564
0.09203
0.00306
0.10329
0.0164
0.00327
0.01837
0.00903
0.00356

0.1267
0.1173
0.0849
0.1866
0.1547
0.0898
0.2535
0.1758
0.0766
0.179
0.0905
0.0128
0.0791
0.0364
0.0059
0.0328
0.011
0.0049
0.01
0.0069
0.0043

0.00844
0.00592
0.00074
0.01879
0.01191
0.00259
0.04618
0.0263
0.00564
0.08637
0.03846
0.00095
0.04104
0.01444
0.00032
0.01347
0.00172
0.00027
0.00149
0.00066
0.00022

0.8189
0.7163
0.3943
1.0583
0.8305
0.4518
1.2886
0.9685
0.4929
1.3852
0.8761
0.3371
0.9216
0.6122
0.2545
0.5973
0.3698
0.2433
0.284
0.2649
0.2148

Table II.3: Predictions for NC DIS structure functions and reduced cross sections from HERA-1 [237]
at NNLO, obtained with the CT10 code [233] and Les Houches toy PDFs [160].

and include all scattering contributions coupled to the photon and Z boson currents. The light
quark contributions (“lt”) are defined by subtracting the charm-quark contributions from the
total structure functions. This means that Fc is defined as the structure function that one would
get if only the electromagnetic charge of the charm quark was nonzero [241, 243], and then Flt
is implicitly defined by
Ftot ≡ Flt + Fc =

Nl
X

Fl + Fc ,

(II.1)

l=1

where Fl is the structure function obtained when only the charge of the l-th quark is nonzero.
With this definition, at NNLO Fl receives a contribution from the process with charm in the
final state, such as γ ∗ u → ucc̄, as well as from diagrams containing the charm quark in virtual
loops. Note that there is a cancellation of terms with large logs of Q2 /m2c between these two
contributions.
The NNLO results for F2,lt(c) , FL,lt(c) , and the reduced cross sections obtained for a representative subset of the HERA-1 data points, using the four different codes, are collected in
Tables II.3-II.6. These tables should be useful for future comparisons, for instance for validation
of structure function codes. In the following we compare and discuss these results, both at NLO
and at NNLO. Comparisons at LO are not meaningful because of the different perturbative
ordering between different codes.
In Fig. II.5 we plot the light structure function F2,lt at NLO and NNLO, normalized to the
HERAPDF results. The data point indexing is ordered in increasing Q2 (starting from Q2 =2.7
GeV2 ), then increasing x. We find excellent agreement at NLO among all groups, with small
fluctuations at the per mille level at low Q due to numerical precision, and moderate oscillations
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Q2 [GeV2 ]

x

y

F2,lt

F2,c

FL,lt

FL,c

+
σr,N
C

2.7
2.7
2.7
4.5
4.5
4.5
10.
10.
10.
120.
120.
120.
650.
650.
650.
2000.
2000.
2000.
8000.
8000.
8000.

0.0000309
0.00013
0.02
0.0000618
0.00032
0.013
0.00013
0.0008
0.02
0.0016
0.008
0.18
0.0085
0.032
0.25
0.032
0.13
0.25
0.13
0.18
0.25

0.86398
0.20523
0.00133
0.71999
0.13896
0.00342
0.85281
0.12352
0.00494
0.74111
0.14822
0.00659
0.84779
0.20072
0.02569
0.6929
0.15202
0.07905
0.68224
0.43917
0.31621

0.7821
0.6318
0.3893
0.972
0.7249
0.435
1.2026
0.8135
0.465
1.107
0.693
0.3317
0.7681
0.5249
0.252
0.5489
0.3632
0.2439
0.3937
0.3301
0.2537

0.17992
0.10519
0.01013
0.2175
0.11996
0.02257
0.32346
0.16653
0.03274
0.40842
0.18279
0.00594
0.2396
0.09021
0.00305
0.10207
0.0163
0.00326
0.01893
0.00928
0.00365

0.261
0.1711
0.0829
0.2507
0.1685
0.0885
0.2759
0.1771
0.0797
0.1824
0.0935
0.0149
0.0817
0.0385
0.0068
0.0345
0.0121
0.0055
0.011
0.0077
0.0048

0.01067
0.00669
0.00073
0.01961
0.01122
0.00244
0.04743
0.02543
0.00588
0.08717
0.03914
0.00113
0.04192
0.01505
0.00022
0.01416
0.00189
0.00019
0.0017
0.00076
0.00017

0.7628
0.7324
0.3995
1.0596
0.8429
0.4575
1.2958
0.9783
0.4978
1.3761
0.8739
0.3376
0.9133
0.6103
0.2546
0.5939
0.3695
0.2432
0.2837
0.2649
0.2148

Table II.4: Same as Table II.3, using the HERAFitter code [237, 245–247].

Q2 [GeV2 ]

x

y

F2,lt

F2,c

FL,lt

FL,c

+
σr,N
C

2.7
2.7
2.7
4.5
4.5
4.5
10.
10.
10.
120.
120.
120.
650.
650.
650.
2000.
2000.
2000.
8000.
8000.
8000.

0.0000309
0.00013
0.02
0.0000618
0.00032
0.013
0.00013
0.0008
0.02
0.0016
0.008
0.18
0.0085
0.032
0.25
0.032
0.13
0.25
0.13
0.18
0.25

0.86398
0.20523
0.00133
0.71999
0.13896
0.00342
0.85281
0.12352
0.00494
0.74111
0.14822
0.00659
0.84779
0.20072
0.02569
0.6929
0.15202
0.07905
0.68224
0.43917
0.31621

0.7809
0.6316
0.3895
0.9713
0.7249
0.4351
1.2024
0.8134
0.465
1.1067
0.6929
0.3317
0.7669
0.5243
0.2519
0.5462
0.3624
0.2437
0.3893
0.3277
0.2525

0.17478
0.10218
0.01016
0.2174
0.12013
0.02258
0.32374
0.16673
0.03268
0.40833
0.18255
0.0059
0.23899
0.08985
0.00302
0.1013
0.01615
0.00322
0.0186
0.00914
0.0036

0.2611
0.1713
0.0835
0.2488
0.1678
0.0888
0.2735
0.1762
0.0797
0.181
0.0929
0.0147
0.0811
0.0382
0.0067
0.0341
0.0119
0.0054
0.0107
0.0075
0.0047

0.01104
0.00678
0.00074
0.02008
0.0113
0.00246
0.04786
0.02555
0.00592
0.08729
0.03919
0.00113
0.04189
0.01503
0.00037
0.01409
0.00188
0.00031
0.00167
0.00075
0.00026

0.7604
0.7292
0.3997
1.0623
0.8431
0.4577
1.2991
0.9784
0.4977
1.3784
0.8736
0.3376
0.9126
0.6093
0.2545
0.5896
0.3682
0.2429
0.2756
0.2607
0.2129

Table II.5: Same as Table II.3, using the MSTW08 code [235].
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Q2 [GeV2 ]

x

y

F2,lt

F2,c

FL,lt

FL,c

+
σr,N
C

2.7
2.7
2.7
4.5
4.5
4.5
10.
10.
10.
120.
120.
120.
650.
650.
650.
2000.
2000.
2000.
8000.
8000.
8000.

0.0000309
0.00013
0.02
0.0000618
0.00032
0.013
0.00013
0.0008
0.02
0.0016
0.008
0.18
0.0085
0.032
0.25
0.032
0.13
0.25
0.13
0.18
0.25

0.86398
0.20523
0.00133
0.71999
0.13896
0.00342
0.85281
0.12352
0.00494
0.74111
0.14822
0.00659
0.84779
0.20072
0.02569
0.6929
0.15202
0.07905
0.68224
0.43917
0.31621

0.7809
0.6309
0.3884
0.9629
0.7181
0.431
1.1897
0.8046
0.4601
1.1083
0.6939
0.3319
0.771
0.5268
0.2524
0.5519
0.3643
0.2443
0.3953
0.3311
0.2541

0.13392
0.08936
0.0069
0.19426
0.1138
0.01932
0.31837
0.16446
0.03125
0.40632
0.18171
0.00614
0.23832
0.08994
0.00307
0.10081
0.01615
0.00324
0.01807
0.0089
0.00352

0.1035
0.0981
0.0736
0.1706
0.1425
0.0828
0.247
0.1714
0.0742
0.1794
0.0907
0.013
0.0795
0.0367
0.006
0.0332
0.0112
0.005
0.0104
0.0072
0.0044

0.0089
0.00628
0.00073
0.01982
0.01266
0.00293
0.05032
0.02859
0.00642
0.08744
0.03899
0.00098
0.0412
0.01452
0.00032
0.01354
0.00174
0.00027
0.00152
0.00067
0.00023

0.8324
0.7176
0.3953
1.0656
0.8302
0.4503
1.2962
0.9673
0.4913
1.3769
0.8738
0.338
0.9169
0.612
0.255
0.5965
0.3704
0.2436
0.2847
0.2655
0.2151

Table II.6: Same as Table II.3, using the APFEL code [244] with the FONLL-C scheme. These results
agree at the per mille level with those of the N -space FastKernel code adopted in the NNPDF fits.

of at most 1.5% at high Q from different treatment of electroweak corrections and Z or γ/Z
interference terms. Note that at large Q2 experimental uncertainties are typically > 10%, so
these differences have no impact on the fit results.
At NNLO we observe some systematic shifts of 1% between MSTW/HERAPDF and
CTEQ/NNPDF especially around the data point 50, which corresponds to Q2 ∼ 6 GeV2 . However, we have checked that if we use a 3-flavor scheme we find very good agreement, within 0.2%,
for F2,lt at NNLO in that Q region. Therefore, we attribute these shifts to the aforementioned
contribution from the processes with γ ∗ q → qcc̄ contributions, or charm quark loops, which first
appear at NNLO and are known to be implemented differently in the codes that were compared.
As with other flavor scheme differences, there should be convergence at higher orders.
Turning now to the heavy-quark structure function, Fig. II.6 shows the results for F2,c .
MSTW and HERAPDF agree as they should, since they both use the optimal TR’ scheme. We
also observe close similarity between CTEQ and NNPDF, which are based on the numerically
close schemes S-ACOT-χ, FONLL-A (at NLO) and FONLL-C (at NNLO). In the low-Q region,
CTEQ and NNPDF are in very good agreement, and both are smaller than MSTW/HERAPDF.
In the intermediate-Q region, all groups agree within a couple of percent. It has been further
verified that, if one uses the NNPDF or CTEQ scheme definition in the MSTW code at NNLO,
even better agreement is found between the groups. The “spike” structure for NNPDF is due to
the use of a different kinematical variable in the GM-VFN scheme definition, i.e. x is used in the
FONLL scheme [243], while χ = x(1 + 4m2c /Q2 ) is used in the TR’ [242] and S-ACOT-χ [241]
schemes. This effect is mainly seen at the highest x point in each Q2 bin, where F2c is a small
contribution to the total.
The overall trends in F2,c are consistent with the results obtained in the context of the 2010
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Les Houches heavy-quark benchmarks [160] (see also the follow-up comparisons with S-ACOT-χ
at NNLO in [241]). The differences are reduced when going from NLO and NNLO, in agreement
with the general expectation that, at each order in αs , the GM-VFN heavy-quark schemes
are equivalent up to contributions proportional to m2c /Q2 at one higher order. Apart from
the residual differences in their heavy-quark schemes, the CTEQ and NNPDF codes evaluate
O(αs2 ) heavy-quark scattering contributions by interpolation of integral tables [248] and direct
integration [243], respectively. This contributes to some of the minor differences seen between
the CTEQ and NNPDF F2,c values at NNLO.
Fig. II.7 presents comparisons of F2,tot , which is impacted by all effects seen in Figs. II.5
and II.6. Again the differences decrease as we go from NLO to NNLO.
We now turn to the other structure functions. Figs. II.8-II.10 show results for FL . Here
different counting of perturbative orders adopted by the groups results in large discrepancies
between the MSTW/HERAPDF and CTEQ/NNPDF FL values of nominally the same orders,
e.g., at LO FL vanishes for CTEQ/NNPDF, while it is of O(αs ) for MSTW/HERAPDF. We
have checked explicitly that, once we use the O(αs ) (O(αs2 )) Wilson coefficients for FL with LO
(NLO) toy PDFs both in CTEQ and MSTW codes, the respective CTEQ and MSTW values
agree at the 1-2% level. We also find very good agreement on F3 among all groups.
Finally, in Fig. II.11 we show a comparison of the HERA reduced cross sections constructed from F2 , FL , and F3 [237], which can be directly compared to the data. Again we see
excellent agreement between all groups, and significant convergence from NLO to NNLO. Except
for the extremely high Q region, where there exist some differences in the implementations of
electroweak corrections (and where data points have very large errors), all curves agree within
1% in the moderate-Q region, and 2% in the low-Q region. The MSTW and HERAPDF predictions are essentially identical, as they should be (other than the differences due to electroweak
corrections or numerical precision). CTEQ and NNPDF are quite close, too, even at low Q, due
to the similarities of the S-ACOT-χ and FONLL-A (FONLL-C) heavy-quark schemes at NLO
(NNLO).
We conclude from this benchmark exercise that the differences in theoretical predictions
of neutral current DIS cross sections between CT, HERAPDF, MSTW and NNPDF are well understood as mostly arising from the choice of the respective heavy-quark schemes, non-identical
counting of perturbative orders, electroweak contributions, and that these theoretical differences
are small at NNLO compared to the experimental margin of error. Therefore, we expect that
the differences in heavy-quark schemes should not have a large impact on the fits using only
HERA-1 data or on the Higgs cross sections predicted from them at the NNLO. This will be
investigated in the next section.
Before closing this section, we note that in the following fits, NNPDF uses the truncated solution for the DGLAP evolution equations and the αs renormalization-group evolution.
Modifications resulting from this choice (essentially from a different treatment of higher-order
perturbative corrections as compared to the exact solutions used in the CT, MSTW and HERAPDF codes) should be quite small at NNLO. We have verified that it is certainly negligible for
the running of αs . Second, larger differences (of order 10%) are observed between the group’s
predictions for charged-current DIS cross sections, which are still evaluated at NLO. As the
experimental uncertainties on the charged-current DIS cross sections are still rather significant,
the current differences between the codes in the charged-current sector are not anticipated to be
of the same consequence for the gluon PDF as those in the neutral-current DIS cross sections.
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1.4

Benchmark PDF fits to HERA-1 data

1.4.1

Setup

We will first describe the setup used for the fits to the reduced data set based on the combined
HERA-1 DIS data only. At this stage we performed the baseline fit based on the default settings,
as well as a series of alternative fits designed to assess dependence on the input assumptions.
The kinematical ranges of the data sets included in the fits, and the number of points in each
measurement, are summarized in Table II.7. The baseline fit includes only the combined inclusive
data with Q2 > 5GeV2 to minimize the differences due to the heavy-quark schemes. Some
alternative fits also include the combined charm quark production data and vary the lower Q2
cut or other input parameters. We assume the strong coupling constant to be αs (MZ ) = 0.118
and set the pole mass of the charm quark to a common value of 1.4 GeV in the baseline fit and
to the default values of each group in the variant fits. NNLO QCD theory is used throughout.
In the HERA-1-only fits, the data do not constrain PDFs in the extremely large x region
¯ (s + s̄)/(ū + d),
¯ s − s̄. The remaining degrees of
or some of the flavor combinations, e.g., ū − d,
¯
freedom are associated mostly with g, uv , dv , and ū+ d PDFs. Therefore, CTEQ fits use a smaller
number of free PDF parameters than in their global fits, as well as updated parametrization
forms for some flavors based on Chebyshev polynomials [249,250]. The MSTW HERA1-only fit is
done using an updated parametrization based on Chebyshev polynomials for some flavors, which
has been shown [250] to lead to a change in the Higgs cross section at the LHC of only a small
fraction of a percent compared to the published MSTW’08 parametrizations. The HERAPDF
baseline fit uses the same number of free parameters as in HERAPDF1.5, which is smaller than
in CTEQ and MSTW global fits. Similarly, the baseline neural-network parametrizations of
NNPDF are the same as in their global fits and produce very large uncertainty bands for their
unconstrained PDF combinations. The dependence on the PDF parametrization form is further
discussed in Sec. 1.4.3.
All PDF analyses utilize the figure-of-merit χ2 to find the best fit and estimate the PDF
uncertainties. In the presence of correlated systematics, χ2 can be written as a function of the
PDF parameters a and nuisance parameters λ,


Npt
X

2

N

N

λ
λ
X
X
1
 +
Dk − Tk −
χ2 (a, λ) =
λ2α ,
β
λ
α
k,α
2 + σ2
s
k
k
α=1
α=1
k=1

(II.2)

where Npt and Nλ are the total numbers of data points and correlated systematic errors, respectively [251,252]. Tk are the theoretical predictions, and Dk are the central values of experimental
measurement. sk , σk , and βk,α are the statistical, uncorrelated systematic, and correlated sys1.005
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F2lt at NNLO Hnormalized to HERAPDFL
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Fig. II.5: Structure function F2,lt (x, Q) at NLO and NNLO from all groups, normalized to the results
from the HERAPDF1.5 code.
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Q2

2

range [GeV ]
x range
Npt , Q2 ≥ 2 GeV2
Npt , Q2 ≥ 3.5 GeV2
Npt , Q2 ≥ 5 GeV2

NC (e+ p)
0.045-30000
0.621×10−6 -0.65
408
379
353

NC (e− p)
90-30000
0.0013-0.65
145
145
145

CC (e+ p)
300-15000
0.008-0.4
34
34
34

CC (e− p)
300-30000
0.013-0.4
34
34
34

Charm
2.5-1000
3×10−5 -0.05
52
47
47

Table II.7: Kinematic ranges and number of points in the HERA-1-only fits.

d1 (exp.)
d2 (HERAPDF)
d3 (NNPDF/MSTW)
d4 (CTEQ)

sk (sta.)
D
√ k
Dk · Tk
Dk
Dk

σk (unc. sys.)
Dk
Tk
Dk
Dk

βk,N L (cor., not lum.)
Dk
Tk
Dk
Tk

βk,L (lum.)
Dk
Tk
Tk
Tk

Table II.8: Normalization factors in the definitions of experimental errors adopted by the PDF analysis
groups.

tematic errors, including luminosity error. The available experimental errors are published in
the form of fractional errors. Depending on how they are normalized, there exist several definitions of the χ2 function [217, 233, 237], some of which are reviewed in Table II.8. The table
entries list the variables that multiply the corresponding fractional errors.
The usage of χ2 with the d1 definition in the fit would lead to the D’Agostini bias from
the luminosity error [253]. The published HERAPDF set adopts the d2 definition. MSTW
and NNPDF use the d3 definition for their published sets3 . The CT10 PDF sets use the d4
definition by default. The justification for d2,3,4 requires one to draw a clear distinction between
the additive and multiplicative experimental errors, which has not been done in the combined
HERA-1 publications. Instead, in the published combined HERA-1 data set, the uncertainty
associated with the χ2 definition in the combination procedure has been counted as one of the
correlated systematics. In the HERA1-only baseline fits, all four groups used the d4 definition.
The effects of using the alternative χ2 definitions is discussed in Sec. 1.4.3.
1.4.2

Baseline fits

In their baseline fits, each group provides a best-fit candidate set, which yields the lowest χ2 for
the HERA-1 inclusive DIS data. The NNPDF group additionally provides an estimate of the
PDF uncertainty, serving as a measure of the agreement between the best fits of the different
groups. CTEQ and MSTW have both examined the Higgs cross section variation using the
Lagrange Multiplier method [255], each obtaining a 68% c.l. uncertainty of about 0.4 pb on σH
at 8 TeV (corresponding to ∆χ2 = 1), which is a bit bigger than the standard HERAPDF1.5
uncertainty of ≈0.25 pb.
In Table II.9 the first three rows show the quality of the best fits from the four groups,
including total χ2 , luminosity shift and maximum systematic shift required. We see that all
these best fits describe the HERA-1 inclusive data pretty well, with χ2 /d.o.f. being less than
unity. The systematic shifts are less than 2σ and show similarities among the different groups.
The Higgs production cross sections through gluon fusion at the LHC for 8 and 14 TeV are also
included in Table II.9 and illustrated in Fig. II.12. Comparing with Table II.2 we find that, for
3
NNPDF actually use the T (0) method [254], in which the theoretical values multiplying the correlated systematic errors are held constant in a series of iterations. MSTW2008 apply a quartic penalty to the normalization
uncertainty.
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566 data points
χ2
lum. shift
max. shift
σH [pb], 8 TeV
σH [pb], 14 TeV

CTEQ
521.8
-0.19
1.64
17.86
46.37

MSTW
514.8
0.27
1.51
18.25
47.38

NNPDF
548.5
0.16
1.82
18.60±1.10
48.76±2.26

HERAPDF
535.0
0.18
1.81
18.82
48.78

Table II.9: Outputs of the best baseline fits, including values of χ2 as defined in Eq. (II.2), luminosity
and maximal systematic shifts, and Higgs cross sections.

all groups except HERAPDF, the cross sections are lowered by a similar amount compared to
the public sets: by 0.6 pb at 8 TeV and 1.2 pb at 14 TeV. The cross sections from HERAPDF
are increased a little compared to HERAPDF1.5 due to the removal of the preliminary HERA-2
data included in HERAPDF1.5. The trends of relative differences between the groups are very
similar to those for the public sets. The spread of the Higgs cross sections is still at the level
of 4 − 5 %. The PDF uncertainties in the NNPDF column are larger than those predicted by
NNPDF2.3, which has many additional data sets included. All predictions are now within the
1σ error bands of NNPDF.
Fig. II.13 shows a plot for the gluon PDFs that is analogous to Fig. II.2. The hierarchy of
CT, MSTW, and NNPDF predictions at the values of x relevant for Higgs production remains
similar to that of Fig. II.2. The HERAPDF curve moved above both CT and MSTW curves
at these x, in contrast to Fig. II.2, where it is below CT. At large x the relative gluon shapes
are very similar to those in the global fits, with the central gluon PDF from NNPDF being
lower than those of the other three groups in the x >
∼ 0.2 region, but still within the large gluon
uncertainty from all of them. (The HERA DIS data set does not impose a strong constraint on
−3
g(x, Q) at high x.) However, for x <
∼ 10 the shapes and ordering of gluon PDFs change, with
the MSTW and CTEQ gluons staying below the NNPDF one in the central Higgs production
region. Fig. II.14 presents plots for the gluon-gluon parton luminosity similar to Fig. II.3.
All predictions are located inside, or close to the PDF uncertainties predicted by NNPDF for
invariant masses above 100 GeV.
Fig. II.15 is a counterpart of Fig. II.4 and shows Higgs rapidity distributions obtained
with the HERA-1 baseline PDFs. The spread of the distribution in the central region is a little
larger than the spread of the inclusive cross sections. It generally amounts to ∼ 1.5σ of the
uncertainties predicted by NNPDF. While all curves moved somewhat in Fig. 15 as compared
to Fig. 4, the HERAPDF curve underwent the most pronounced change between the two sets
of figures, mostly as a consequence of the removal of the HERA-2 data set from their fit. The
ratio to NNPDF is flatter in the rapidity distribution for the HERA-1-only fit.
1.4.3

Dependence of the fits on input assumptions

In addition to the fits with the baseline settings, we carried out various exploratory fits to
understand sensitivity to the input parameters.
Choice of the Q2 cut. The internal consistency of the HERA-1 inclusive DIS data set
was examined by varying the low Q2 cut for data selection. Fig. II.16 shows the best fits of
MSTW and HERAPDF with Q2 cuts of 2, 3.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 GeV2 . Fig. II.17 gives similar plots
for CT10 and NNPDF fits with Q2 cuts of 2, 3.5, and 5 GeV. The gluon PDFs can vary by up
to 2% around the central region of Higgs production depending on the chosen Q2 cut. However,
the inclusive gg → H cross sections are less sensitive to the Q2 cut due to compensation from
the gluon PDFs across the whole range of x which is accessed. For example, Table II.10 shows
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the relative variations of the inclusive cross sections. Cross sections from MSTW, CTEQ, and
HERAPDF fits are rather stable, with variations of about 1%. The NNPDF cross sections show
a larger variation of about 2%.
Inclusion of charm production. Another group of fits included the combined HERA-1
charm quark production data in addition to the inclusive data. Fig. II.18 shows the ratios of the
gluon PDFs from fits with and without the charm data for different groups. In the comparison
we choose a Q2 cut of 3.5 GeV2 and the charm quark mass of the default value of each group
as in Table II.1. The charm quark production data generally prefer slightly smaller gluon PDFs
around the Higgs mass region, especially in the NNPDF PDFs, which show a reduction of about
1.5%. The relative changes of the predictions for Higgs cross sections when including the charm
data are shown in Table II.11. There is little variation, the largest change being a reduction of
about 2% for the NNPDF fits.
Parametrization dependence was studied by repeating the fits using alternative PDF
parametrization forms and input scales Q0 .
The requirement of the positivity imposed on the gluon PDF or gluon-mediated cross
sections alters the span of allowed gluon PDF shapes at x < 10−3 and also may affect very
large x via the momentum sum rule. All published PDF sets except for CTEQ allow a negative
gluon PDF at very small x and Q. In the alternative series, HERAPDF replaced the second
gluon term, introduced to allow small x negativity, by a positive definite form with an additional
polynomial. In this case the input scale was set to 1.9 GeV2 . Similarly MSTW have removed
the second term in the original parametrization and included one more Chebyshev polynomial
while simultaneously changing the initial scale to 1.3 GeV, the same as for CTEQ, but lower
than for HERAPDF. They checked that changing the input scale while maintaining the same
parametrization form resulted in a fit quality and PDFs essentially identical to those using the
default input scale of 1 GeV.
The NNPDF fits use the same very general parametrization for the HERA-only fit as in
their global fit, hence little parametrization dependence is expected. In the public global fit,
NNPDF does not require a positive definite gluon (though positivity of observables such as FL
is imposed). NNPDF also examined how their PDFs would change if positivity on their gluon
PDFs is imposed.
Fig. II.19a shows the ratios of gluon PDFs with positive-definite and default parametrizations, from HERAPDF, MSTW, and NNPDF. In the case of the HERAPDF or NNPDF fits,
the gluon PDFs are only affected by the positivity requirement at small x ∼ 10−4 and large
x ∼ 0.2, and the Higgs cross sections are reduced or increased by about half percent. The gluon
PDF in the MSTW fit could change by 10% at x ∼ 0.1 and induce a reduction of the Higgs
cross sections by 4%. However, the MSTW fit with positive gluon has a χ2 larger by 15 units
and thus is not favored by the HERA-1 data.
The baseline parametrization of HERA-only fits by CTEQ uses a positive-definite gluon
and Chebyshev polynomials for some flavors. In addition, we explored three alternative parametrizations: CTEQ-1, a more flexible parametrization with Chebyshev polynomials; CTEQ-2, equivalent to the CT10 NNLO parametrization with fewer free parameters; and CTEQ-3, which is
the baseline parametrization in which one Chebyshev polynomial is replaced by a term proportional to xp (1 − x)64 to allow a negative gluon. The best-fit χ2 values are about 521 for
the parametrizations with Chebyshev polynomials (baseline, CTEQ-1, and CTEQ3) and 539
(somewhat worse) for CTEQ-2. The shapes of the gluon PDF for the alternative parametrizations, compared to the alternative parametrization, are illustrated in Fig. II.19b. We see some
variation in the shape of g(x, Q), especially for x ∼ 0.1, but the total Higgs production cross
sections remain rather stable. The χ2 vs. σH dependence (for the LHC 8 TeV) in a Lagrange
multiplier (LM) scan for the baseline, CTEQ-1, and CTEQ-2 parametrizations is illustrated in
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Fig. II.6: Same as Fig. II.5, for the structure function F2,c .
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Fig. II.7: Same as Fig. II.5, for the structure function F2,tot .
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Fig. II.8: Structure function FL,lt (x, Q) at nominal NLO and NNLO from all groups, normalized to
the results from the HERAPDF1.5 code. The counting of perturbative orders for FL (x, Q) differs in the
CTEQ/NNPDF and HERAPDF/MSTW conventions, as discussed in the main text.

Q2

2

Range of low
cuts [GeV ]
δσH /σH [%], LHC 8 TeV
δσH /σH [%], LHC 14 TeV

CTEQ
2.0-5.0
1.3
1.2

MSTW
2.0-10.0
0.9
0.8

NNPDF
2.0-5.0
2.6
2.2

HERAPDF
2.0-10.0
1.1
1.4

Table II.10: Relative variations in predicted Higgs cross sections when changing the Q2 cut in selection
of the HERA-1 inclusive DIS data.
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Fig. II.9: Same as Fig. II.8, for the structure function FL,c .
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Fig. II.10: Same as Fig. II.8, for the structure function FL,tot .
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Fig. II.11: Same as Fig. II.5, for the HERA reduced cross section, σr,N
C.

δσH /σH [%], LHC 8 TeV
δσH /σH [%], LHC 14 TeV

CTEQ
-0.7
-0.5

MSTW
-0.4
-0.4

NNPDF
-2.0
-1.9

HERAPDF
-0.2
0.2

Table II.11: Relative changes in the predicted Higgs cross sections upon including the HERA-1 charm
production data in addition to the inclusive DIS data.
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Fig. II.12: Predictions for inclusive cross sections of the SM Higgs boson production through gluon
fusion based on the HERA-1-only NNLO PDFs. The settings are the same as in Fig. II.1. The dashed
lines are the edges of the 1σ uncertainty band determined using the NNPDF set (and including PDF
uncertainties only).
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Fig. II.13: Comparison of the gluon PDFs from the baseline HERA-1 NNLO fits at a common scale
Q = 85 GeV, normalized to the NNPDF central prediction.
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Fig. II.14: Comparison of the gluon-gluon parton luminosity as a function of invariant mass at the
LHC 8 and 13 TeV from the HERA-1-only NNLO fits, normalized to the NNPDF central prediction. The
factorization scale is set to the invariant mass. The vertical line indicates mass of the SM Higgs boson.
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Fig. II.15: Comparison of the rapidity distribution of the SM Higgs boson in production through
gluon fusion for baseline HERA-1-only NNLO PDFs, normalized to the NNPDF central prediction. The
settings are the same as in Fig. II.3.

δσH /σH [%], LHC 8 TeV
δσH /σH [%], LHC 14 TeV

MSTW
-0.4
0.4

NNPDF
-1.3
-0.6

HERAPDF
1.2
0.2

Table II.12: Relative changes in the predicted Higgs cross sections when the default χ2 definition of
each group is replaced by d4 definition.

Fig. II.20. All three scans show consistent results for the values of the best-fit cross sections
and overall dependence of χ2 on σH . For the CTEQ-3 form (allowing for a negative gluon), the
convergence of the fit is worse for some values of σH in the LM scan. Nevertheless, the best-fit
value of σH for CTEQ-3 is 17.9 pb, which is close to the baseline result.
Definition of χ2 . As mentioned in Sec. 1.4.1, several definitions of χ2 can be implemented
in the fits with only HERA-1 data. The dependence on the χ2 definition may be viewed as an
additional systematic uncertainty. In Fig. II.21 we plot ratios of the gluon PDFs from the fit
with the d4 definition of the χ2 to the gluon PDFs from the fit with the default χ2 definition
of HERA, MSTW, and NNPDF groups. CTEQ fits always use the d4 definition and are not
included in the figure. Other settings, besides the χ2 definition, are the same in this comparison.
We can see that the χ2 definition can have some impact on the shape of the gluon PDF, and
thus on the rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson. For example, when we change from the
d3 definition to the d4 definition the gluon PDF is enhanced in the small x region (< 0.01) and
reduced for x > 0.1. An opposite trend is observed when changing from the d2 definition to d4 .
However, the inclusive cross sections are still stable, with changes less than 1%. This is shown
in Table II.12.
Treatment of heavy quarks and other theoretical choices, such as the values of factorization and renormalization scales, may affect the gluon PDFs. Dependence on parameters of the
heavy-quark schemes and mass of the charm quark has been studied before [160, 239, 256, 257],
and relatively small impact on the gluon PDF at a fixed αs has been observed. In the context of
the current study, we varied some settings of the heavy-quark schemes and observed the changes
in the gluon PDFs. In CTEQ fits, the pole charm mass and the λ parameter introduced by
the slow rescaling convention in the S-ACOT-χ scheme [241, 258] has been varied to gauge the
associated theoretical uncertainty due to the heavy-quark contributions. [The baseline CTEQ
fit assumes λ = 0 and mc = 1.4 GeV.] The dependence on mc and λ in the CTEQ HERA-1 only
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Fig. II.16: Dependence of the gluon PDF on the Q2 cut in HERA-1 inclusive data selection, from
MSTW and HERAPDF fits.
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Fig. II.18: Changes of the gluon PDF when including the HERA-1 charm quark production data in
addition to the inclusive DIS data.
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fit is compatible with the behavior seen in the global fits [257], with the Higgs cross sections
changing within 2-3% under variation of mc and λ before appreciable increase in χ2 is reached.
In the MSTW study the gluon and Higgs cross sections have been obtained from fits which use
the FONLL-C scheme used by NNPDF at NNLO, and HERAPDF have performed fits using the
full ACOT scheme. In all cases, variations were small, though not totally negligible. Overall,
this suggests that higher-order effects beyond NNLO in HERA DIS cross sections compare to a
fraction of the current experimental uncertainty.
1.5

Summary and outlook

This work is motivated by the need to understand, and possibly reduce, the discrepancies between different PDF sets related to the predictions for the cross sections for inclusive Higgs
boson production via gluon fusion at the LHC, in order to improve the prospects of Higgs boson
characterization. In this contribution we have performed a first step in this direction, by comparing in detail the outcomes of the PDF fits by CT, HERAPDF, MSTW and NNPDF groups to
the well-understood combined HERA-1 data set. As an important spin-off, we have carried out
a benchmark comparison of NNLO neutral-current DIS structure functions, which have shown
reasonable agreement between the four fitting codes when using the same toy PDF set. We
have acquired good understanding of the remaining differences arising from the use of diverse
GM-VFN schemes and counting of perturbative orders, and observed a distinctly improving
agreement when going from NLO to NNLO.
We have then completed a series of benchmark fits at NNLO using only HERA-1 data
and studied the predictions of the resulting PDFs for the gluon fusion Higgs cross sections. In
general the HERA-1 only fits prefer slightly smaller Higgs cross sections than in the global fits,
though they are fully consistent within the larger uncertainties of the former. Predictions from
different groups for the Higgs cross sections show a spread at a similar level as in the published
NNLO PDF sets, and with mostly similar hierarchy. However, since in the HERA-1 only fits the
PDF uncertainties are substantially larger than in the global fits, we find that the predictions
from all groups agree well within the PDF uncertainty in this case. Various systematic effects
on the Higgs cross section predictions have also been studied, leading to effects at the level of a
percent or two, well within the PDF uncertainties.
Therefore, the main conclusion of this work is that, in the HERA-1-only fits, the predictions of all four fitting groups are consistent within the PDF uncertainties. There are however
some interesting trends, for instance the hierarchy between NNPDF, MSTW and CT seems
to be maintained both in the global and HERA1-only fits. This could be related to different
methodological choices associated with the selection of the gluon parametrization or alike issues,
some of which were investigated in Sec. 1.4.3.
The next natural step will be to continue this exercise by adding additional experimental
data sets into the PDF fits sequentially. This will require both benchmarking the theoretical
predictions used by each group for the different observables and ensuring that all groups use
exactly the same data points, uncertainties and definition of the systematic uncertainties and
covariance matrix. The data that could be added to the HERA-1 data include fixed-target
neutral current DIS data, charged current neutrino DIS data, vector boson and inclusive jet
production data, and future HERA-2 combined data, until a data set similar to that used in the
three global fits is reproduced.4 Another possible way forward would be to compare the impact
of new LHC data that is sensitive to the gluon PDF in the region relevant for Higgs production,
like direct photon production [259, 260], vector boson production in association with jets [261],
top quark pair production [262] and inclusive jet production [263]. We hope that, by building
4
A first exercise in this direction by the NNPDF Collaboration is presented as a separate contribution to these
proceedings.
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on the results and strategy presented in this contribution, this future work will contribute to
reduction of PDF uncertainties at the NNLO level of accuracy that is called for by the LHC
physics program.
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Dataset sensitivity of the gg → H cross-section in the NNPDF analysis5

2
2.1

Introduction

Parton distributions provide a dominant source of uncertainty on all Higgs production modes
at the LHC: combined PDF+αs uncertainties are around ∼ 8% for gluon fusion, the production
mode with largest cross section. In a particularly unfortunate situation, for this process, and
for the Higgs mass of mH = 125 GeV, differences between the three PDF sets that enter the
PDF4LHC recommendation [218] adopted by the Higgs Cross Section Working Group predictions [38], namely CT10 [233], MSTW [235] and NNPDF2.3 [236], are such that their gluon-gluon
luminosities differ more than for any other mass value [217]. The reason for this discrepancy
could be methodological: this is investigated in a companion contribution to these proceedings,
where methodological differences between CTEQ, HERAPDF, NNPDF and MSTW are studied
in the controlled setting of fitting to a common and consistent dataset, the combined HERA-I
data.
However, the reason could also be that there are tensions, i.e. minor inconsistencies,
between data included in a global fit. Results could then differ either because of small differences
in the dataset adopted, or because different fits respond differently to data inconsistencies. If
this is the case, the discrepancies would eventually be resolved as more and more data become
available, specifically from the LHC, but in practice this might take a very long time. It is
therefore important to understand whether this might be the case.
With this motivation, in this contribution we explore, in the framework of the NNPDF2.3
global analysis, how the Higgs cross section in the gluon fusion channel is affected by the choice
of fitted dataset. First of all we present a correlation study to quantify which of the experiments
in the global fit affect more the gluon PDF in the region of x relevant for Higgs production.
Then we present the results of a wide variety of NNPDF2.3-like fits with different datasets, and
study how the Higgs production cross-section changes as these different choices of fitted dataset
are adopted.
As mentioned above, the present study is based on the NNPDF2.3 framework [236], but
now varying the fitted dataset. In all the fits that are presented in this contribution, the value of
αs (MZ ) = 0.119 is adopted. This value is consistent with the current PDG average [264] and also
with a direct determination from the NNPDF2.1NNLO fit [265–267]. Theoretical predictions for
the inclusive gg → H cross-section at NNLO were computed with the iHixs code, v1.3.3 [268].
A similar, more detailed study was presented in the framework of the CT10 global fits in [238],
and an earlier related study in the MSTW08 framework can be found in [269].
5
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2.2

Gluon sensitivity to individual datasets

We first study the sensitivity of the gluon PDF to the different data included in the global fit, with
the motivation of quantifying which datasets mostly constrain g(x, mH ) in the region relevant
to the gg → H cross-section, namely x ∈ [0.005, 0.05]. Note that the total Higgs production
cross-section in the gluon fusion channel is dominated by the threshold region, which means that
m2
even beyond leading order the result is mostly controlled by the gluon luminosity at τ = sH ,
q

i.e. the gluon PDF at x =

m2H
s

≈ 0.01.

This sensitivity of the gluon on each individual dataset can be quantified by computing
the correlation [223, 225] between the gluon PDF g(x, mH ) and the contribution to the χ2 from
the given experiment. This is given by
D

g (k) (x, mH )χ2(k)

ρ(x) =

E

D

rep

− g (k) (x, mH )

E
rep

D

χ2(k)

σg(x,mH ) σχ2

E
rep

(II.3)

where averages are computed over the sample of k = 1, . . . , Nrep replicas. We normalize the
correlation to the number of datapoints, i.e. such that ρ = Ndat means complete correlation,
thereby accounting for the fact that datasets with a larger number of points will carry more
weight in the global fit. In practice this is done by multiplying by Ndat the correlation coefficient
defined according to Eq. II.3.
In Fig. II.22 we show the correlation between the gluon PDF g(x, Q = mH ) and the χ2
for different datasets in the NNPDF2.3 fit. From these correlation profiles, we see that in the
region relevant for the Higgs cross-section in the gluon fusion channel, the experiments which
carry highest weight in the global fit are some of the DIS fixed target data, in particular BCDMS
and CHORUS, as well as the inclusive HERA-I data. Other experiments have a smaller weight
in the global fit χ2 because of the smaller number of points, like ATLAS jets or HERA charm
data, but they could still have a non-negligible impact as they may affect PDFs in regions for
which experimental information is scarce.
Having established which data have a potential impact on the results of the fit, we now
study in detail how the NNPDF2.3 predictions for the Higgs cross section are affected when
some of these datasets are added to or removed from the global fit. These results however are
indirect, since they do not allow us to quantify how the Higgs gg → H cross-section (with the
associated PDF uncertainties) vary when only a subset of the data is included, as compared to
the reference value from the NNPDF2.3 global fit. To address this issue, in the next section we
study the dataset dependence of σ(gg → H) in the NNPDF2.3 fit
2.3

Dataset dependence of σ(gg → H) in the NNPDF2.3 fit

We have performed a large number of variants of the NNPDF2.3NNLO fit keeping all the
settings unchanged and varying only the fitted dataset. For each of these fits, we have then
computed the gg → H cross-section with iHixs, and compared the results with the reference
NNPDF2.3 values, as well as with those of CT10 and MSTW08 NNLO fits. In all cases we use
αs (MZ ) = 0.119
In our first two exercises, we start with a fit to HERA data only, and then we build up
the dataset of the global fit by adding experiments or groups of experiments one after the other.
In the first case, shown in Fig. II.23, we start with experiments which should be subject to
relatively smaller systematics, namely deep-inelastic scattering (DIS), starting with the very
clean combined HERA-I data (which have minimal systematics), then adding combined HERA
F2c data, then HERA-2 ZEUS data, and then fixed target DIS data, first with charged lepton
beams and then with neutrino beams. We then add first, jet data (Tevatron and LHC) which
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are the hadron collider data which should mostly impact the gluon (though at rather larger
x), and finally other (Drell-Yan, W and Z production) hadron collider data, which we do not
expect to have a big impact, first Tevatron and then LHC. The reader is referred to Ref. [236]
and references therein for a detailed list and discussion of the various datasets (including number
of datapoints, kinematic cuts, and references). For reference, we also show the corresponding
values from CT10 and MSTW, with the same value of αs (MZ ) = 0.119.
When only HERA data is used the PDF uncertainties are large, around 7%, because only
indirect constraints on the gluon PDF for x ∼ 0.01 are provided. Still, it is remarkable that
even with a single dataset, PDF uncertainties are already below the 10% range. Furthermore, no
manifest inconsistencies appear: each time a dataset is added, the cross-section always moves
within the 1-sigma band of the previous result, and PDF uncertainties are reduced. Despite
their overall consistency, it is clear that different data pull in different directions. In particular,
HERA-II and HERA F2c data seem to pull the cross section towards smaller values; chargedlepton fixed-target DIS data then have little impact; however, neutrino DIS data increase the
cross-section and reduce the PDF uncertainties substantially. Hadron collider data finally have
a minor effect.
This exercise raises several questions: are the charm data also pulling the cross-section
down, or only the HERA-2 data? Are neutrino data pulling the cross section up because of the
lack of hadron collider data, or would they even if the hadron collider data were not included?
Are hadron collider data having little effect only because they were added in the very end?
In order to try to answer some of these questions, we repeat the exercise but now changing
the order in which datasets are added. To answer the first question, we add the charm data
directly to the HERA-I data. To answer the third question, we then add the LHC data immediately after the HERA-I and charm data. To answer the second question, we only add neutrino
data after all hadron collider data have been also added. Results are shown in Fig. II.24.
A tentative conclusion would be that first, the charm data do pull the cross section down,
without affecting much the uncertainty. Second, LHC data reduce the PDF errors substantially
and also lead to smaller cross-sections (always within 1-sigma). And third, neutrino DIS data
increase the cross-section by a factor around 2-sigma (this time without affecting much PDF
uncertainties). Again, all other data have a minor effect. This exercise shows that a “collider
only” fit leads to a smaller Higgs cross section, something that was already noticed in Ref. [236].
Such a collider-only fit is not subject to uncertainties related to the treatment of lower-scale
data, nuclear targets, and neutrino beams, and thus in principle more reliable. It is important
to understand, however, that PDF uncertainties for the collider-only fit are significantly larger,
and results are consistent at a 90% confidence level with those of the global fit. Therefore, we
cannot conclude that there is any clear evidence of inconsistency in the global fit, which remains
thus the most reliable result, even though there is some indication that LHC data and neutrino
DIS data do pull the fit in opposite directions.
In order to try to elucidate this, we have performed an exercise in which, with the goal of
understanding the impact of each individual data set, we remove from the global fit only a single
dataset at a time. Results are shown in Fig. II.25. Again, the overall consistency of the global
fit is quite remarkable, since no experiment leads to a pull larger that one–sigma, and typically
rather less. Results seem consistent with those of the previous exercise: removing neutrino data
the cross-section goes down, which confirms that neutrino data tend to increase the cross-section.
Removing jet data, the cross-section goes up, which confirms that hadron collider data seem to
pull the cross section in the opposite direction as neutrino data, and suggests that it is jet data
which have this effect. The remaining datasets seem to have a more moderate impact either in
terms of absolute shift of the cross section (such as LHC data) or in terms of their pull, i.e. the
amount the cross-section moves in units of the standard deviation (such as HERA data).
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Whereas these studies start providing some indications, more detailed investigations would
be needed in order to reach a clear-cut conclusion. These include studying multiple correlations:
for example, it was shown in Ref. [266] that the impact of a particular set of DIS data on αs
depends on whether jet data are or are not included in the fit: namely, it may turn out that
effects (including possible inconsistencies) are only revealed when a pair of data (or more) are
simultaneously considered (and included or removed). Also, it might be worth studying more
detailed statistical indicators, such as those which can be defined when including new data
through Bayesian reweighting [270, 271].
Conclusion
In summary, we have seen that there is no clear sign of inconsistency for any of the data included
in the NNPDF2.3 global fit. However, there does seem to be some indication of possible tension
between data, with neutrino DIS data pulling the Higgs cross section up, and the prediction
from a collider-only fit leading to a rather lower cross-section than that of the global fit, with
a rather larger uncertainty and compatible with it at a 90% confidence level. More detailed
studies within the NNPDF framework, including investigations of multiple correlations, could
shed further light on these issues, but it would be especially interesting if it were possible to
compare the behavior of different global fits upon the inclusion of individual datasets.
Of course, future measurements of LHC processes are going to provide significant further
constraints, and are likely to eventually resolve all discrepancies. These include isolated photon
production [259], the total cross-sections and differential distributions in top quark pair production [262], the transverse momentum distribution of electroweak vector bosons [261], inclusive
jet and dijet producton data [90] as well as ratios of the above cross-sections between 13 and 8
TeV [272].
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Fig. II.19: Dependence of the gluon PDF on the choice of parametrization forms of the PDFs for (a)
MSTW, NNPDF, and HERAPDF fits with HERA-1 inclusive and charm quark production data, and (b)
CTEQ fits with only HERA-1 inclusive data.
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NNPDF2.3 settings, NNLO Higgs xsec, iHixs1.3.3, αS=0.119
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Fig. II.23: NNLO predictions for the Higgs production cross-section in the gluon fusion channel for
NNPDF2.3-like fits with different datasets. Starting from the HERA-I dataset (second point from the
right), we sequentially add all datasets until the global fit result (first point) is reproduced. For reference,
we also show the corresponding values from CT10 and MSTW, with the same value of αs (MZ ) = 0.119.
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Fig. II.24: Same as Fig. II.23, but changing the order in which datasets are added.
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NNPDF2.3 settings, NNLO Higgs xsec, iHixs1.3.3, αS=0.119
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New access to PDF data via LHAPDF66

3

I present an overview of problematic technical issues in the LHAPDF system, and of a complete
rewrite of LHAPDF which addresses them, plus prospects for future development of systems for
PDF data access in HEP.
3.1

History and evolution of LHAPDF

LHAPDF v5 and earlier themselves arose out of a Les Houches meeting [273], as the need for a
scalable system to replace PDFLIB became pressing. The problem with PDFLIB was that the
data for interpolating each PDF was stored in the library, and as PDF fitting became something
of an industry (particularly with the CTEQ and MRST collaborations producing many sets),
this model was no longer viable due to the explosion in the size of the compiled library.
LHAPDF was originally intended to address this problem by instead storing only the
parameters of each parton density fit at a fixed low scale and then using standard DGLAP
evolution in Q via QCDNUM [246] to evolve this, build a dynamic interpolation grid, and
thereafter work as before.
However, by the mid-2000s and version 4 of LHAPDF, this model had also broken down.
Each PDF parameterisation required custom code to be included in the LHAPDF library, and the
bundled QCDNUM within LHAPDF had itself become significantly outdated: upgrading it was
not an option due to the need for consistent behaviour between LHAPDF versions. Additionally
PDF fitting groups, concerned that the built-in QCDNUM evolution would not precisely match
that used by their own fitting code, had universally chosen to supply full interpolation grid files
rather than evolution starting conditions, and LHAPDF had acquired a large collection of setspecific interpolation routines to read and use these files. At the time of writing, of the many
actively used PDFs in use for LHC simulation and phenomenology only the CTEQ6L1 [251]
PDF uses QCDNUM evolution; all others are interpolation-based.
At the same time as these trends back to interpolation-based PDF provision, user demand
resulted in new features for simultaneous use of several PDFs – a so-called “multiset” mode.
The implementation of this simply involves multiplying the amount of allocated interpolation
space by a factor of NMXSET, which defaults to a value of 3. Hence in a default LHAPDF 5 build,
it is possible to switch rapidly between up to three PDF sets (although only one of these “slots”
can be active at any time).
3.2

Memory/speed and correctness problems with LHAPDF5

Aside from the maintenance issue of requiring new interpolation code in LHAPDF in order to
use a new PDF set (an issue ameliorated some time ago by addition of special PDF names for
various orders of generic spline interpolation), the major problems with LHAPDF v5 relate to
the technical implementation of the various interpolation routines and the multiset mode.
Both these issues are rooted in Fortran’s static memory allocation. As usual, the interpolation routines for various PDFs operate on large arrays of floating point data declared as
common blocks. However, in practice they are not used commonly, but rather each PDF “wrapper” code operates on its own array. As the collection of supported PDF sets has become larger,
the memory requirements of LHAPDF have continually grown, and with version 5.9.1 (the final
version in the v5 series) more than 2 GB is declared as necessary to use it at all. In practice
this is not a “real” issue – operating systems are not so foolish as to allocate memory to store
uninitialized data for PDFs which are not being used – but on memory managed systems such
as the LHC Grid where 2 GB is the maximum level permitted per core/process, it is enough to
6
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block any LHAPDF 5 jobs from running.
A workaround solution was provided some time ago for this problem: a so-called “low
memory mode” in which LHAPDF 5 could be built, reducing the static memory footprint within
acceptable limits. This has the effect of only providing interpolation array space for one member
in each PDF set, which is usually sufficient for event generation but unworkable for uncertainty
studies in which each event must be re-evaluated or reweighted to each member in the PDF
error set: unless the user structures their code runs in a rather unnatural way, constant reinitialisation of the single PDF slots from the data file slows operations to a crawl. For this
reason, PDF reweighting studies for the LHC have had to be done using special, often private,
user builds of LHAPDF rather than the standard versions distributed by the LHC experiments.
There is danger here for error and inconsistency.
Notably, low-memory mode is incompatible with the recent trend to compute (in particular
NLO) PDF reweightings within an MC generator run rather than post hoc, since every event
involves upwards of 40 slow PDF re-initializations which dominate the generation time: large
scale experiment MC production with this feature enabled in aMC@NLO [6], Sherpa [166], or
POWHEG [26] requires an improved LHAPDF.
Further options exist for selective disabling of LHAPDF support for particular PDF families, as an alternative way to reduce the memory footprint. However, since this highly restricts
the parton density fits which can be used, it has not found much favour.
The last set of problems with LHAPDF 5 relate, concerningly, to the correctness of the
output. For example different generations of PDF fit families share the same interpolation code,
although they may have different ranges of validity in x–Q phase space, and wrong ranges are
sometimes reported. The reporting of ΛQCD metadata has notoriously been dysfunctional for
a long time and cannot be fixed, with the result that shower MC generators which attempt to
acquire an appropriate αs definition from the PDF will fail – indeed PYTHIA 6’s many tunes
depend on this behaviour! And since the multiset mode is only implemented as a multiplying
factor on the size and indexing offsets, reported values of metadata such as αs and x,Q boundaries
does not match the currently active PDF slot, but rather the last set to be initialized.
All of these problems stem from the combination of the static nature of Fortran memory
handling and from the way that evolving user demands on LHAPDF forced retro-fitting of
features such as grid interpolation and multiset mode on to a system not designed to incorporate
them. These combine with other “emergent” features such as the lack of any versioned connection
between the PDF data files and the library, the menagerie of interpolation grid data formats
(each group has its own, and sometimes several), and the need for code additions to use new
sets, to make LHAPDF 5 difficult both to use and to maintain.
3.3

LHAPDF 6: a new library design and programmatic interface

LHAPDF v6 is a completely new PDF library system, written specifically to address all of the
above problems, both technical and maintenance/manpower related. As so many of the problems
fundamentally stem from Fortran’s memory handling (at least prior to Fortran 90) and the bulk
of new experimental and event generator code is written in C++, we have also chosen to write
the new LHAPDF 6 in object oriented C++.
The central code/design object in LHAPDF 6 is the PDF, an interface class representing
parton density functions for a variety of parton flavours.7 An extra object, PDFSet is provided
purely for (significant) convenience in accessing PDF set metadata and all the members in the
7

The nomenclature around “PDFs”, “PDF sets” etc. is historically rather sloppy: we use the LHAPDF
tradition of referring to a single multi-flavour fit as a “PDF” or ”member”, and several such PDFs as a “set”;
single-flavour parton densities do not exist as named entities in the code.
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set, e.g. for making systematic variations within a set.
As LHAPDF 5 included special case treatments for PDFs including a photon or gluino
constituent, which were rather “hacky”, LHAPDF 6 allows completely general flavours, identified
using the standard PDG Monte Carlo ID code [264] scheme. An alias of 0 for 21 = gluon is
also supported, for backward compatibility and the convenience of being able to access all QCD
partons with a for-loop from -6 to 6. A hypothetical PDF might hence declare,for example, that
it only contains explicit up, down and gluino flavours, and all other parton flavours would return
xf (x, Q2 ) = 0 everywhere (this PDF would not be expected to describe data particularly well,
but there is no technical obstacle to its construction!) xf (x, Q2 ) values may be retrieved from
the library either for a single flavour at a time, for all flavours simultaneously as a int → double
std::map, or for the standard QCD partons as a std::vector of double s. The latter method
can also be used to fill a pre-existing vector for improved speed.
A key feature in the LHAPDF 6 design is a powerful “cascading metadata” system,
whereby any information (integer, floating point, string, or lists of them) can be attached to a
PDF, a PDF set, or the global configuration of the LHAPDF system via a string-valued lookup
key. If, for example, αs (MZ ) is not defined on a PDF, the system will automatically fall back to
looking in its containing set and then the LHAPDF configuration for a value before throwing
an error. This information is set by default in the PDF/set/configuration data files using the
standard YAML [274] syntax. The access to this information is via the general Info class, from
which PDFSet and PDFInfo are specialised. The info system is used to compactly implement a
multitude of metadata properties, from quark and Z masses to the PDG ID of the parent particle
(to allow for identifiable nuclear PDFs), and the error treatment, confidence level, etc. to allow
automated error computation. All metadata set from file may also be explicitly overridden in
the user code. PDF sets can contain metadata keys expressing the version of LHAPDF required
to correctly process it, and an integer data version key to allow for tracking of bugfixes to the
data file: these provide a robust way to track PDF data versions, and also to declare that a
PDF is unvalidated (with no DataVersion key, or a declared negative version).
Following the strong trend towards interpolated PDFs, whereby PDF groups can obtain
arbitrarily faithful representations of their fits by increasing the sampling density, and away
from internally QCD-evolved PDFs, the only internally provided PDF type in LHAPDF 6 is
an interpolation on a rectangular grid in x–Q2 space. The PDF class, however, is abstract in
the sense that any means of PDF evolution may be implemented according to the interface
that it defines. The built-in grid interpolation is provided in the internal GridPDF class and
associated helper structures for handling the grid and flavour decomposition. In fact, each PDF
may contain many distinct grids in Q2 , in order to allow for parton density discontinuities (or
discontinuous gradients) across quark mass thresholds: however these subgrids, and the x, Q2
sampling points (interpolation “knots”) within them must be the same for all flavours in the
PDF. The interpolation is currently performed using cubic splines in log Q–log x space, but as
the interpolator algorithm is configurable via a metadata key there is the possibility of evolving
better interpolators in a controlled way without changing previous PDF behaviours. Internally,
PDF querying is natively done via Q2 rather than Q, since event generator shower evolution
naturally occurs in a squared energy (or p⊥ ) variable and it is advisable to minimise expensive
calls of sqrt. For this log-based interpolation measure, however, the logarithms of (squared)
knot positions are also pre-computed in the interpolator construction to avoid excessive log
calls. Custom extrapolators are also possible, but at present only “freeze” and “throw error”
extrapolation handlers are provided for handling PDFs outside their fitted range.
The interpolation PDF data files use a single uniform plain text format. This starts with
a YAML-format header section (to provide member-specific metadata overrides), then blocks
of numbers for each x–Q2 subgrid, each started by a header declaring the knot positions and
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encoded parton flavours. As opposed to LHAPDF 5, where each PDF set was encoded in a
single text data file, the LHAPDF 6 format is that each set is a directory, which contains one
“.info” file of set-wide metadata, plus one “.dat” file for each PDF member in the set. This
permits much faster lookup of set-level metadata, and random access to single members in the
set. If desired, the member content of a set could be stripped down to save space in special
applications. It is possible, using the zlibc library [275], to zip the data files in the directory
for space-saving and faster data reading. The data parser has internally been optimised for fast
reading of ASCII numerical data. As there is no set-specific or family-specific handling code
in the library, new PDFs may be made and privately tested (or even released separately from
LHAPDF) without needing a new version of the LHAPDF library. The only update required for
a new official set is an updated version of the pdfsets.index file, which provides a lookup to
PDF names and member numbers from the global LHAPDF ID code. The latest version of this
file, along with the PDF data itself compressed as one tarball per set, is available for download
from the LHAPDF website [276].
Since αs evolution is key to correct PDF evolution and usage, LHAPDF 6 contains implementations of αs running via three methods: an analytic approximation, a cubic spline interpolation in log Q, and numerical solution of the ODE – the latter used to dynamically populate an
interpolation grid which is used thereafter for performance reasons. These evolvers are specified
(cf. grid interpolators and extrapolators) via metadata keys on the PDF member or set, which
can be programmatically overridden. Flavour thresholds/masses, orders of QCD running, and
fixed points/ΛQCD are all correctly handled in the analytic and ODE solvers, and subgrids are
available in the interpolation.
The most distinctive change in LHAPDF 6 is how the user manages the memory associated
with PDF objects, namely they are now fully responsible for it. A user may create as many or
as few PDF s at runtime as they wish – there is neither a necessity to create a whole set at a
time, nor any need to re-initialise objects, nor a limitation to NMXSETS concurrent PDF sets.
The flip-side to this flexibility is that the user is also responsible for cleaning up the memory
use afterwards, either with manual calls to delete or by use of e.g. smart pointers. PDFs or
info objects (or interpolators, extrapolators, αs objects. . . ) are created by the new operator in
helper functions, via string-valued identifiers or the global LHAPDF ID code, which is still in use
and will continue to be allocated for submitted PDFs. Unlike in LHAPDF 5, the different PDF
objects exist independently of each other and can be used concurrently, e.g. in multi-threaded
programming, although as always with concurrent programming care must be taken to avoid
accidentally sharing memory between the threads.
Finally, since uptake of LHAPDF 6 is realistically contingent on the mass of pre-existing
code continuing to work (while providing a more friendly and powerful alternative interface)
legacy interfaces have been provided to the Fortran LHAPDF and PDFLIB interfaces, and to
the LHAPDF 5 C++ interface. C++ preprocessor hooks have been provided to allow smooth
migration to v6 based on the version of LHAPDF found on the system at compile time. These
legacy interfaces have been successfully tested with a variety of MC generator codes.
3.4

Migration and validation programme

A major task, at least as substantial as writing the new library, has been the migration of PDFs
from the multitude of version 5 formats to the new format and interpolator, and then validating
their faithfulness to the originals. This has been done in several steps, starting with a Python
script which used the LHAPDF 5 interface (with some extensions) to extract the grid knots and
dump the PDF data at the original knot points into the new format. This script has undergone
extensive iteration, as support was added for subgrids, member-specific metadata, etc. etc., and
to allow more automation of the conversion process for hundreds of PDFs. The choice was made
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Fig. II.26: Example comparison plots for the validation of the CT10nlo central gluon PDF, showing
the raw PDF behaviour as a function of x, and the corresponding v5 vs. v6 regularised accuracy metric.
The differences between v5 and v6 cannot be seen in the left-hand plot, since as seen on the right the
fractional differences are everywhere below one part in 1000.

to only convert the most recent PDF sets in each family unless there were specific requests for
earlier ones: this collection is over 200 PDF sets, and at a conversion rate of approximately one
second per member it takes several hours to re-dump the full collection.
After dumping, the set directories are zipped into tarballs and uploaded to the LHAPDF
website. PDFs which have been approved by their original authors are available in the “main”
download area, while those yet to be blessed are contained in a subsidiary “unvalidated” staging area. Validated PDFs are also made available on CERN AFS, at /afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/
external/lhapdfsets/current.
To become validated, a comparison system has been developed which uses the same C++
code to dump PDF xf values in scans across x and Q (as well as αs values in Q) at a wide
range of values in each variable, from both LHAPDF 5 and 6. The corresponding data files from
each version are then compared to each other using a difference metric which corresponds to
the fractional deviation of the v6 value from the original v5 one in regions where the xf value
is large, but which suppresses differences as the PDFs go to zero, to minimise false alarms. An
ad hoc difference tolerance of 10−3 was chosen on consultation with PDF authors as a level
to which no-one would object, despite differences in opinion on e.g. preferred interpolation
schemes. This level, as illustrated in Fig. II.26 for the CT10nlo central PDF member validation,
has been achieved almost everywhere for the majority of PDFs. Where differences do occur (e.g.
on MSTW set flavour thresholds before they were explicitly added to the migration script) they
are typically restricted to single points on the extremes of the PDF phase space, or as transient
spikes on flavour thresholds: these cases can then be individually examined to determine if there
is a genuine problem, which so far has not been the case. This validation and plotting process
is much slower than PDF conversion, and generates huge volumes of plots (several x and Q
scans of each flavour in each member of each set) and hence we have so far used only the central
members of each set for validation. At the time of writing, all NNPDF and MRST/MSTW sets
have been approved by their authors, as have several heavily-used CTEQ sets. Approval of the
remainder of CTEQ sets, and the HERA, ATLAS, and ABM sets, is pending.
3.5

Status, limitations and prospects

After a lengthy testing period and useful user feedback, the first official LHAPDF 6 version
was released in August 2013. Since then several further developments and bugfixes (as well
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as increased PDF set support) has occurred and at the time of writing version 6.0.5 may be
downloaded, along with data files, from http://lhapdf.hepforge.org. An automatic data
downloader/manager script is provided with the library to help with PDF data management.
Author approval of the remaining unvalidated sets is hoped to happen soon.
At present the scope of LHAPDF 6 is intentionally more LHC-focused than LHAPDF 5:
we are mindful of the small amount of development manpower and the interests of those involved.
Accordingly, no QCD evolution is planned for the library although we will consider proposals and
code patches, and the class interface is available for anyone to plug their own implementations
into, should they so wish. Similarly, there is at present no plan to include automatic nuclear
corrections or PDFs of the resolved virtual photon: we believe that the former is better done
explicitly using one of several nuclear corrections tools, and the latter is not presently of interest
at the LHC (although EW constituents of nucleons are fully supported) and can be implemented
for fixed values of virtuality and impact parameter using the current interface. Double-parton
PDFs and generalised PDFs for CCFM QCD evolution are also considered as special cases and
are not directly supported by the LHAPDF 6 interface (after consultation with PDF authors.)
The library is currently considered in a production-ready state, and several generators and
LHC experiments have updated their code interfaces to make use of it. The performance has
been found to be (of course) vastly better than LHAPDF 5 in terms of memory usage, by explicit
design. It has also been pleasing to find that design decisions such as the split member data files
lead to a measurably faster start-up time, and that the possibility of evolving single flavours
at a time (as opposed to LHAPDF 5, which always evolved all flavours) can produce significant
speed-ups (of order a factor of 3) in MC event generation and event reweighting. We have
scheduled several developments to get even better performance, such as caching interpolation
weights between calls to a PDF interpolator, and optimising the interpolation code to make use
of vectorized instructions on modern CPUs. Use of GPGPUs has been suggested, but we advise
that anyone wanting that functionality contact the LHAPDF developers with a plan for their
implementing at least a proof of concept version. Zipped access to PDF data files is already
possible by slightly tricky use of zlibc, but this could also become a built-in library feature if
it can be implemented without incurring unacceptable dependency and build difficulties.
Some physics improvements have also been suggested, such as use of a log(1 − x) measure for high-x interpolation, a low-Q extrapolation scheme based on computed anomalous
scaling dimensions, and (optional) distinction between quark masses and flavour thresholds in
αs evolution.
We are pleased that a year after the project started, LHAPDF 6 is a mature, performant
and powerful library for future PDF access at Run 2 of the LHC and beyond, with an active and
increasing user base. Our thanks to all who helped us to get here!
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Chapter III
Phenomenological studies
Inclusive jet cross section at the LHC and the impact of weak radiative
corrections1

1
1.1

Introduction

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) describes the strong interaction between quarks and gluons,
which are confined within bound states and cannot be observed as free particles. Instead, in
high-energetic hadron collisions, collimated streams of particles, known as “jets”, are produced
that convey essential information about the hard scattering process between the hadrons’ constituents. The investigation of these jets, technically defined through jet algorithms, allows to
compare predictions from perturbation theory with measurements and to look for new phenomena at the highest accessible transverse momenta. In particular, the energy scale dependence of
the strong coupling can be determined, and the parton distribution functions (PDFs), notably
the gluon PDF, can be constrained.
The high quality and precision of the measurements performed by the experiments at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN demand a similar level of accuracy in the theoretical predictions. The QCD corrections to jet production are known up to next-to-leading order (NLO)
in perturbation theory [277–279], and a substantial effort is currently put into the computation
of the corrections at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO), where the purely gluonic channel,
retaining the full dependence on the number of colours, was completed recently [15, 16].
Probing the high-energy regime beyond 1 TeV of jet transverse momentum, electroweak
(EW) corrections might become large because of the appearance of Sudakov-type and other
high-energy logarithmic terms in the calculations. In particular, the leading term is given by
αw ln2 (Q2 /MW2 ), where Q denotes the typical scale of the hard-scattering reaction, MW is
the W-boson mass, and αw = α/s2w = e2 /(4πs2w ) is derived from the SU (2) gauge coupling
e/sw with sw being the sine of the weak mixing angle θw . The potential impact of these EW
corrections has to be evaluated in order to accompany the NNLO QCD prediction.
This article is organized as follows: In Section 1.2, the purely weak radiative corrections
of O(αs2 α) to the inclusive jet production are presented, where the restriction to the weak
corrections, denoted by αs2 αw , is motivated by the aforementioned logarithmic enhancements.
In the following section 1.3 the measurement is introduced, to which the theory predictions are
compared in Section 1.4. Section 1.5 summarizes the results and gives a short outlook.
1.2

Weak radiative corrections and tree-level electroweak contributions

The weak corrections form a well-defined gauge-invariant subset of the full EW ones and can
be supplemented by the photonic contributions at a later time. In case of the photonic corrections to jet production the high-energy logarithmic terms correspond to the well-known infrared singularities, which cancel against bremsstrahlung corrections and therefore do not lead
to logarithmically enhanced contributions. The results shown in the following are based on the
calculation of the respective corrections to dijet production presented in Ref. [87], which includes
a detailed discussion of the numerical results presented in the form of distributions in the dijet
invariant mass and the transverse momenta of the leading and sub-leading jets. Corrections at
1
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this order have been previously calculated for the single-jet inclusive cross section in Ref. [280],
and preliminary results to dijet production were shown in Ref. [281].
The EW interaction does not only affect jet cross sections through radiative corrections,
but in case of the four-quark subprocesses the production of jets can also occur via the exchange
of EW gauge bosons already at leading order (LO). As a consequence, the Born cross section
receives, in addition to the pure QCD contribution of O(αs2 ), further contributions of O(αs α)
and O(α2 ) from the interference between QCD and EW diagrams and the squares of the EW
amplitudes. The different contributions that need to be considered at tree level are illustrated
exemplarily for the case of the partonic subprocess u + d → u + d in Fig. III.1. The interference
term of O(αs α) only contributes to the product between t- and u-channel diagrams due to the
colour structure. Note that all EW gauge bosons are accounted for in the LO prediction, i.e.
the photonic contributions are included.
As motivated in the introduction, the NLO calculation is restricted to the purely weak
corrections defined by the order αs2 αw . A selection of interference contributions that enter the
calculation of the virtual corrections is shown in Fig. III.2. The purely gluonic channel does not
receive corrections through this order, and the corrections to the subprocesses with two gluons
and two quarks correspond to the weak O(αw ) corrections to the LO O(αs2 ) cross section which
are shown in Fig. III.2(a). The fact that diagrams of both, O(αs ) and O(αw ), occur at LO
in case of the four-quark process leads to two different ways to obtain corrections of the order
αs2 αw . Firstly, the one-loop diagrams of O(αs αw ) interfered with the LO QCD diagram, similarly
to the corrections to the two-gluon–two-quark subprocess, which is illustrated in Fig. III.2(b).
Secondly, the one-loop NLO QCD diagrams of O(αs2 ) interfered with the LO weak diagrams as
shown in Fig. III.2(c). Note, however, that a strict separation of the weak and QCD corrections
is not possible, which is reflected by the appearance of diagrams such as the third loop diagram in
Fig. III.2(b). This box diagram can be obtained in two ways: by considering the weak corrections
to the tree-level diagram shown on the right of Fig. III.2(b), and by attaching a virtual gluon
to the tree-level diagram in Fig. III.2(c). This signals that all contributions of the defining
order αs2 αw have to be taken consistently into account and, furthermore, the corresponding realemission corrections need to be included in the case of the four-quark processes to ensure the
proper cancellation of infrared divergences. Further details on the calculation of the corrections
can be found in Ref. [87].
1.3

Measurement of the inclusive jet cross section with the CMS detector

The inclusive jet cross section that is compared to theory predictions has been measured with
√
the CMS detector [282] in 2011 from proton–proton collision data at s = 7 TeV. The recorded
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Fig. III.1: The tree-level contributions to the process u + d → u + d of the orders (a) αs2 , (b) α2 , and
(c) αs α.
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Fig. III.2: The virtual corrections of O(αs2 αw ) illustrated in terms of typical interferences for the (a)
two-gluon–two-quark and (b), (c) four-quark subprocess.

data correspond to 5.0 fb−1 of integrated luminosity and reach up to 2 TeV in jet transverse
momentum pT and 2.5 in absolute jet rapidity |y|. The measurement is performed doubledifferentially with five equally sized bins of ∆|y| = 0.5 up to |y| = 2.5 and a binning in jet pT
that follows the jet pT resolution of the central detector. The minimal pT imposed on any jet is
114 GeV while the upper reach in pT is limited by the available amount of data and decreases
with |y|.
Employing the FastJet package [283] jets are reconstructed using the collinear- and
infrared-safe anti-kT clustering algorithm [284] with a jet size parameter of R = 0.7. The
measured cross sections, corrected for detector effects, are published in Ref. [90] and are available
via the HepData project [285, 286] including correlations between systematic and statistical
experimental uncertainties. Non-perturbative QCD corrections, see Sect. 1.4, that were used in
the CMS reference are provided in the HepData files as well.
The measurement is subject to four categories of experimental uncertainties: the jet energy scale, the luminosity, the unfolding, and a residual uncertainty. The jet energy scale as
the dominant source of systematic uncertainty affects the jet cross section to about 5–25% of
uncertainty. The luminosity, which is known to a precision of 2.2%, corresponds to a global
normalization uncertainty. The unfolding corrects for detector effects and is related to the jet
energy resolution and the modelling of the detector response in detailed Monte Carlo simulations. It leads to an uncertainty on the cross section of the order of 3–4%. Diverse residual
effects are summarized into an uncorrelated uncertainty of 1%.
1.4

Comparison between theory and measurement

The EW corrections studied here consist of the two contributions introduced in Sect. 1.2. They
have been evaluated with the renormalization and factorization scales, µR and µF , set to the
maximum jet pT , pT,max . The results are presented in Fig. III.3 as a function of the transverse
momentum pT for the five rapidity bins in terms of correction factors K:
1-loop
The weak radiative corrections of O(α2s αw ) denoted by Kweak
are negligible for small
transverse momenta and become increasingly negative towards higher scales. This cor-
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Fig. III.3: The EW correction factors to the transverse-momentum distribution for inclusive jet production for each rapidity bin, divided into the weak radiative corrections of O(αs2 αw ) (dotted blue), the
tree-level contributions of O(αs α, α2 ) (dashed green), and the combination of both contributions (solid
red).

responds to the typical behaviour known from the weak high-energy logarithms, which
become large in the so-called “Sudakov regime”, where all scalar invariants of different
momenta in the hard scattering are required to be simultaneously much larger than the
weak gauge-boson masses. For instance, as discussed in more detail in Ref. [87], the tails
of the dijet invariant-mass distributions do not probe this Sudakov regime, but are dominated by the Regge (forward) region. As a consequence, the weak corrections to the dijet
invariant-mass distribution turn out to be much smaller than in the case of the inclusive
jet pT considered here, where the Sudakov regime is probed at high pT .
tree
The tree-level contributions of O(αs α, α2 ) with the associated correction factor KEW
solely appear in the four-quark subprocesses and are negligible at small transverse momenta, where the cross section is dominated by gluon-induced channels. Towards higher
transverse momenta, the PDFs are probed at larger values of the momentum fraction x,
so that the relative size of the quark–quark luminosity becomes more and more relevant
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Table III.1: The numerical values of the correction factors for each transverse-momentum pT and
rapidity |y| bin, c.f. Fig. III.3.

compared to the gluon-induced channels. Hence, the tree-level contributions become large
at high pT and are positive at the LHC.
It is observed that these two contributions are of the same generic size, however, with
opposite sign, leading to significant cancellations in the combined correction factor Eq. (III.2).2
In the central region (|y| < 1.0) the tree-level contributions exceed the weak radiative ones,
leading to a net correction that is positive and increases towards higher jet pT up to 15% for
pT = 2 TeV and |y| < 0.5. In the more forward region with 2.0 ≤ |y| < 2.5, on the other hand,
the weak corrections slightly surpass the tree-level contributions leading to negative corrections
that amount to −2% for transverse momenta of pT ≈ 800 GeV. The numerical values of the
respective correction factors are given in Table III.1 separately for each bin in pT and |y|.
The different corrections that enter the comparison between theory and measurement
are shown in Fig. III.4 and comprise the pure QCD corrections at NLO, the EW corrections
discussed above, and non-perturbative corrections.
The NLO QCD predictions are obtained using NLOJet++ [92,93] within the framework
of fastNLO [287] and represent the dominant corrections, which are typically of the order of
20%. They have been derived for renormalization and factorization scales of µR = µF = pT,jet for
each jet, which differs from the scale choice µR = µF = pT,max in the EW corrections. However,
differences in the QCD corrections induced by the two scale settings are negligible at high pT
and amount to at most +4% at lowest jet pT .
2

At the Tevatron proton–anti-proton collider, the tree-level contribution is dominated by the quark–antiquark induced channels. They turn out to be negative at high pT , so that they further enhance the negative weak
corrections.
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Fig. III.4: The three correction factors that enter the theory–data comparison as given by the NLO
QCD corrections (“NLO QCD” dash-dotted black), the EW corrections (“EW” solid red), and the nonperturbative effects (“NP” dashed blue).
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The NP corrections account for the underlying event, typically described in terms of
multiple-parton interactions, and the hadronization process. Both cannot be described within
perturbative QCD, but are modelled by Monte Carlo (MC) event generators, which introduce
additional free parameters that have to be tuned to measurements. In Ref. [90] the CMS
Collaboration compared the two MC event generators pythia6 [288] and herwig++ [164],
which offer different models and implementations of the NP effects. The NP correction is
defined as the relative difference between the relevant cross sections predicted with and without
multiple-parton interactions and hadronization. The central value of this correction is estimated
as the average of the predictions by pythia6 and herwig++ and the uncertainty as ± half of
their difference. The exact numbers are available from the HepData record of the CMS data
and amount to about +10% at low pT decreasing steadily towards higher jet pT ’s. Beyond about
800 GeV they become negligible.
The total correction factor to be applied to a leading-order QCD prediction is then given
by
Ktot = KQCD · KNP · KEW ,

(III.1)

1-loop
1-loop
tree
tree
KEW = Kweak
· KEW
≡ (1 + δweak
) · (1 + δEW
).

(III.2)

where
1-loop
tree can be found
More details on the definition of the relative correction factors δweak
and δEW
in Ref. [87], where an alternative approach was employed in combining the two contributions,
1-loop
tree ), which differs, however, only through higher-order terms.
+ δEW
namely KEW = (1 + δweak
Figures III.5 and III.6 summarize the comparison between theory and experiment separately
for each rapidity bin in terms of ratios with respect to the NLO QCD prediction obtained with
the CT10-NLO PDF set [289]. In order to examine the impact of the choice of different PDF
sets, the plots further include the ratios of the NLO QCD predictions derived with various other
PDF sets [227, 235, 237, 290].3 The dependence on the PDF set almost perfectly cancels in the
1-loop
tree ,
relative correction factor of the weak radiative corrections Kweak
. The tree-level part KEW
on the other hand, exhibits a small dependence on the choice for the PDFs, which is expected
since these contributions are sensitive to the relative size of the quark PDFs to the gluon PDF.
For each rapidity bin the left plot displays the data points that have been divided by the NP
correction factor, whereas in the right plot they are further divided by the EW corrections.
Differences are visible in particular at central rapidity with |y| < 1.0. Because of the large
statistical uncertainty of the measurement in the relevant region no significant impact on fits
of PDFs and/or the strong coupling constant are expected. This will be different, once larger
amounts of data become available at 8 or even 13 TeV centre-of-mass energy.

1.5

Summary and Outlook

Electroweak corrections to the inclusive jet cross section have been derived double-differentially
in the jet transverse momentum pT and absolute rapidity |y|. They comprise corrections of the
order αs2 αw as well as contributions of O(αs α, α2 ) to the LO QCD prediction. This calculation
complements the previously published results of Ref. [87], where the dijet production process was
studied in detail. The Sudakov-type logarithms present in the weak corrections become sizeable
in the high-pT tail of the transverse-momentum distribution. They are negative throughout
and can amount to a −7% correction for |y| < 0.5 and pT ≈ 2 TeV at the LHC for 7 TeV
centre-of-mass energy. The tree-level EW contributions are of the same generic size and positive
3
Since photonic NLO corrections, which require a PDF redefinition via the factorization of photonic collinear
singularities, are not yet included, O(α)-corrected PDF sets such as NNPDF2.3QED should not be used in
combination with these EW corrections.
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Fig. III.5: The theory–data comparison for the rapidity bins |y| < 0.5, 0.5 ≤ |y| < 1.0, and 1.0 ≤ |y| <
1.5, illustrated in terms of ratios with respect to the NLO QCD prediction obtained with the CT10-NLO
PDF set. On the left, only NP correction factors are taken into account in this ratio, and on the right
also the EW corrections.
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Fig. III.6: The theory–data comparison for the rapidity bins 1.5 ≤ |y| < 2.0, and 2.0 ≤ |y| < 2.5,
illustrated in terms of ratios with respect to the NLO QCD prediction obtained with the CT10-NLO
PDF set. On the left, only NP correction factors are taken into account in this ratio, and on the right
also the EW corrections.

at the LHC, which induces large cancellations between the two, so that the impact of the EW
corrections to the inclusive jet cross section turns out to be of moderate size.
Accounting for the sizeable QCD corrections at NLO and estimating non-perturbative
effects, which are small at high pT , the presented theory predictions have been compared to
data published by the CMS experiment at the LHC for a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV [90].
For the given amount of 5 fb−1 of integrated luminosity the statistical uncertainties of the
measurement are too large at jet transverse momenta beyond 1 TeV to detect a significant
impact of the EW corrections. However, it will be most interesting to repeat this comparison
with data collected at higher centre-of-mass energies and with more data. At 8 TeV for example,
the LHC delivered roughly four times the luminosity of the 7 TeV running period.
Furthermore, the two contributions that enter the EW corrections behave differently with
respect to an increase of the collider energy [87], which can strongly affect the accidental cancellations observed here. For a fixed value of the jet transverse momentum, the scales appearing in
the large logarithms that are responsible for the bulk of the weak corrections will remain mostly
unchanged. This in turn means that for a given value of the transverse momentum, the weak
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radiative corrections will not be affected much by the collider energy. The tree-level contributions, on the other hand, are strongly dependent on the parton luminosities, in particular, the
q and q̄ PDFs. For fixed values of the transverse momentum, an increase in the collider energy
corresponds to probing smaller values of the momentum fractions x in the PDFs. Therefore,
the tree-level contributions will decrease for higher collision energies and the impact of the weak
one-loop corrections are expected to become more strongly pronounced.
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NNLO QCD and NLO EW Drell Yan background predictions for new gauge
boson searches4

2
2.1

Introduction

New gauge boson searches belong to the flagship measurements at the high energy frontier. In
particular, searches for Z’ and W’ bosons are ’golden channels’ due to their clean final state
signatures and rather high rates. However, they require a precise modelling of the large neutral
current (NC) and charged current (CC) Drell Yan backgrounds, which have the same final state
signatures. For this kind of searches, very high invariant masses could and will be explored
with the available LHC c.m.s. energies of 8 TeV in Run I and of anticipated 14 TeV in Run II,
respectively. High invariant masses challenge the understanding of a kinematic region where
NNLO QCD corrections O(αs2 ) and NLO electroweak corrections O(α) become of similar size
(c.f. discussion at this workshop). In the following a few observations and practical, novel
methods related to the modelling of NNLO QCD and NLO EW high mass Drell Yan cross
sections are summarised. Part of the methodologies have been developed in the context of a
recent Z’ search analysis [291].
2.2

Framework and tools

MSTW NNLO/CT10 NLO

Drell Yan production in proton-proton collisions can be calculated with high precision and
over a wide kinematic range up to next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) in the strong coupling
constant using recent versions of the programs FEWZ [292–294] and DYNNLO [295, 296]. Both
programs calculate vector boson production and decays with full spin correlations and finite
width effects. They are used widely by LHC experimentalist since they allow the application
of important kinematic phase space requirements. In addition, powerful and fast programs like
ZWPROD [297] and VRAP [298] are used for total cross section calculations and estimates of e.g.
factorisation and renormalisation scale uncertainties as well as to cross check the predictions of
the various programs for high invariant masses. Such a cross check revealed that the total NNLO
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Fig. III.7: NNLO-to-NLO QCD k-factors for total NC Drell Yan cross sections at s = 8 TeV using
25
VRAP 0.9, FEWZ 3.1.b2 and DYNNLO 1.3. See text and Ref. [276] for the details of the PDFs.
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10 predictions
NNLO
QCD cross section
by FEWZ 3.1.b2 and VRAP 0.9 are in excellent agreement for
5
NLO
invariant dilepton masses from 10 to 5000 GeV, whereas the DYNNLO 1.3 version appears not to
0
be suitable for off-resonant
cross section calculations. This observation is illustrated in Fig. III.7
√
for NC DY channel
-5 using an LHC c.m.s. energy of s = 8 TeV. The calculation of the QCD
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NNLO-to-NLO k-factors shown uses the proton parton distribution functions MSTW2008nnlo at
NNLO QCD and CT10 at NLO QCD (a similar observation was obtained for CC DY but is not
shown here) [299]. An updated version of DYNNLO 1.4 is now available which shows for total
LO QCD NC DY cross sections in the mass range 60 to 5000 GeV an excellent agreement [299],
however, more detailed cross checks are worthwhile also for CC DY production and specific
phase space cuts also for the resonant region where the experimental precision is very high (less
than a few percent). For example, the fiducial resonant W cross section predictions varied within
1% between FEWZ and DYNNLO (using the same SM and electroweak parameters for both
programs) as reported by ATLAS [94] already in 2012.
√
The QCD NNLO-to-NLO k-factor for LHC Run II at s = 14 TeV are illustrated for NC
Drell Yan production in Fig. III.8 (right). The QCD k-factors show a wide spread for invariant
masses larger than about 4 TeV reflecting the lack of knowledge in the proton parton distribution
functions at high Bjorken-x values. The corresponding spread in the predictions at NNLO QCD
using modern PDFs with respect to the CT10nnlo PDF is shown in Fig. III.8 (left).
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Fig. III.8: Invariant mass dependence of the total NC Drell Yan production cross section predictions
for modern NNLO PDFs w.r.t. the CT10nnlo PDF (left plots) and the QCD NNLO-to-NLO QCD kfactors w.r.t. to CT10 NLO QCD (right plots). The lower and upper panels show the same quantities
√
but with different y-axis ranges from 0 to 3 and 0.5 to 1.5), respectively. The LHC energy is s = 14
TeV. Calculations are based on VRAP 0.9 and the NNLO (NLO) PDFs [276] as indicated in the legend.

While the QCD k-factors are rather insensitive to the choice of the SM model inputs and
the electroweak parameter scheme, care has to be taken for the absolute cross section predictions
including those NLO electroweak corrections which are not addressed already in the unfolding of
the experimental data. It is well know from the literature, see e.g. [126] for a brief introduction
into the most commonly used electroweak schemes, that the Gµ electroweak scheme is well suited
for Drell Yan production.
In the calculations presented here, the electroweak scheme is set to the Gµ scheme according to the details outlined in [126] and calculated by SANC [300]. A summary of the values is
given in Tab. III.2.
The CKM values are taken from electroweak fits based on all precision observables as
reported in [301]. Here the values of the CKM fit [301] are used. The pseudo-rapidity η`
distribution of resonant single W± production is sensitive to the choice of the value of Vcs .
Fig.III.9 illustrates the effect of changing the fitted Vcs to the currently best experimentally
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MZ
ΓZ
Γ(Z → ll)
MW
ΓW
Γ(W → lν)
MH
mt
GF
sin2 θW
αG
vecup
vecdn
vecle

91.1876 GeV
2.4949 GeV
0.084 GeV
80.385 GeV
2.0906 GeV
0.22727 GeV
125 GeV
173.5 GeV
1.1663787 × 10−5 GeV−2
0.22289722252391828
7.56239563669733848 × 10−3
0.40560740660288463
-0.70280370330144226
-0.10841110990432690

Vud
Vus
Vub
Vcd
Vcs
Vcb
Vtd
Vts
Vtb

0.97427
0.22534
0.00351
0.22520
0.97344
0.0412
0.00867
0.0404
0.999146

Table III.2: Electroweak input parameters in the Gµ scheme for the NC and CC Drell Yan cross section
calculations.

known value of Vcs = 1.006 ± 0.023 [301] on the fiducial pseudo-rapidity η` distributions of
resonant single W+ and W− production. Since all other CKM matrix elements relevant for
CC Drell Yan production are determined with high precision, the use of either the fitted or the
measured values (except the above described Vcs features) give the same results otherwise.

NLO dσ/dηl (pb/bin) 1-σ(Vcs-exp)/σ(Vcs-fit) (%)
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Fig. III.9: Effect of the choice of Vcs on the fiducial pseudo-rapidity η` distributions of resonant W
√
230
cross sections at s = 7 TeV. Calculations are performed with DYNNLO 1.3 NLO QCD and the CT10
220
NLO PDF.
210
200

The free Standard Model input parameters are chosen from the 2012 PDG [301], except the
Vcs=1.006
fromThe
exp.
partial leptonic 190
decay width,
Γ(W → lν).
PDG value of Γ(W → lν) = 226.36 MeV includes
180 QCD and
Vcs=0.97344
from fit higher order electroweak effects and the use of
already higher order
more importantly
this value would170
be then inconsistent with the set-up of higher order electroweak programs like
0
0.25 0.5 0.75
1
1.25 1.5 1.75
2
2.25 2.5
e.g. SANC [300, 302]. To get a consistent evaluation of higher order electroweak effects (except
W- η
QED FSR) also on the W decay kinematics, thus the LO partial width Γ(W l→ lν) = 227.27 MeV
has to be used in the QCD and EW calculations.
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2.3

Combining NNLO QCD with NLO EW corrections

In Drell Yan production, the by far dominant part of the higher order electroweak corrections
is the final state QED radiation (QED FSR) from the final state leptons. The LHC Drell Yan
Monte Carlo simulations often use PHOTOS [303] as an "afterburner" for the modelling of QED
FSR, and the experimental data are usually unfolded for QED FSR effects. PHOTOS and
SANC QED FSR agree quantitatively very well [304]. The SANC program can be thus used
to calculate the electroweak corrections excluding QED FSR for both NC and CC Drell Yan.
Those missing HO EW terms include contributions from initial state photon radiation (ISR
QED), electroweak loop corrections and initial and final state photon interferences. The recent
FEWZ 3.1 versions allow for the NC Drell Yan channel to select the Gµ electroweak scheme
and and the simultaneous calculation of NLO electroweak corrections [294] . To enable the
calculation of NLO EW effects except QED FSR and to match thus QCD and EW predictions
to experimental data the following EW control flags had been introduced into FEWZ 3.1.a3
(and maintained in the updated versions), where FEWZ reads the control flag (EWflag) and
uses it as a binary number [305]:
–
–
–
–
–
–

EWflag
EWflag
EWflag
EWflag
EWflag
EWflag

=
=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
4
8
7

=
=
=
=
=
=

(0000)_2
(0001)_2
(0010)_2
(0100)_2
(1000)_2
(0111)_2

means
means
means
means
means
means

nothing off (Weak, ISR∗FSR, ISR, FSR all on)
FSR off
ISR off
ISR∗FSR off
Weak off
ISR∗FSR, ISR and FSR all off (only Weak is on)

Various NLO QCD and NLO EW calculations have been performed for NC Drell Yan over a
wide invariant mass range, where each mass bin has been calculated separately to avoid biases
in the calculations, using the CT10 NLO PDF and the EWflag options as described above in
FEWZ 3.1.b2. The HO EW corrections show a strong invariant mass dependence as illustrated
√
in Fig. III.10 for the NC Drell Yan production at s = 8 TeV and the expected large QED FSR
contributions. The significant reduction of the QED FSR contributions using a recombination
of the FSR photon and lepton with in a cone of 0.1 (w R(γ, l) < 0.1), usually called "dressed
leptons" by experimenters, is shown in Fig. III.10 as well. The ATLAS strategy of dressing
leptons has been widely discussed within the LPCC EW working group initiated by Ref. [306].
It is important to note that any lepton dressing can be performed on Monte Carlo generator level
only, i.e. experimental measurements can be unfolded to various levels of QED FSR corrections
based on the QED FSR code and EW parameter settings as implemented in the used Monte
Carlos.
FEWZ LO QCD based HO EW correction calculations, except QED FSR (FEWZ EWflag=1),
and corresponding SANC calculations, performed in the Gµ scheme, agree very well for NC Drell
Yan process. Hence in the following the FEWZ results are used to demonstrate an improved
understanding of the application of HO EW corrections to (N)NLO QCD predictions relevant for
an estimate of an EW (except QED FSR) systematic uncertainty for very high invariant masses.
The method developed here has been transferred successfully to CC Drell Yan production where
no combined NNLO QCD and NLO EW code is available yet, and the results of various external
programs need to be combined in a consistent way.
Various methodologies of combining HO QCD and HO EW effects for DY production
have been discussed over the past decade, see e.g. also this and other Les Houches workshop
contributions and references therein. From the viewpoint of an experimenter performing new
gauge boson searches and SM DY measurements, the practical question needed an answer how
mass dependent EW systematic uncertainties could be estimated when further mixed O(ααs )
contributions are not calculated yet.
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Fig. III.10: Invariant mass dependence of various higher order EW contributions (δ in %) for NC Drell
√
Yan production at s = 8 TeV. Shown are the full NLO EW corrections for electrons (full circles) and
muons (open circles), the full NLO EW corrections using a recombination of the FSR photon and lepton
with in a cone of 0.1 (w R(γ, l) < 0.1) for electrons (full triangles top down) and muons (full triangles
top up), the NLO EW corrections except QED FSR (open squares), the QED FSR corrections using a
recombination of the FSR photon and electron (open crosses) with in a cone of 0.1 (w R(γ, l) < 0.1).
Calculations are based on FEWZ 3.1.b2 NLO QCD and NLO EW using the CT10 NLO PDF.

Using fixed order LO QCD calculations for a given EW parameter scheme as the baseline, σLO_QCD , there are mainly two methodologies which are called here in short "factorised
approach", Eq. III.3, and "additive approach", Eq. III.6 to construct a combined NNLO QCD
and NLO EW DY cross section, σN N LO_QCD+N LO_EW . In the context of the here discussed
new gauge boson searches, "EW" refers here always to the HO EW corrections except QED FSR
(also sometimes called "missing HO EW corrections", δmiss , since those corrections are missing
in the experimental Monte Carlos while QED FSR is included already).
Factorised approach:
kQCD × kEW × σLO_QCD
σN N LO_QCD
kQCD =
σLO_QCD
σN LO_EW,LO_QCD
kEW =
.
σLO_QCD

(III.3)

= σN N LO_QCD + ∆σLO_QCD+N LO_EW
∆σLO_QCD+N LO_EW 
= σN N LO_QCD 1 +
.
σN N LO_QCD

(III.6)

σN N LO_QCD+N LO_EW

=

(III.4)
(III.5)

Additive approach:
σN N LO_QCD+N LO_EW
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(III.7)

The factorised approach, Eq. III.3, assumes that the HO EW corrections are the same for all
orders of QCD, and thus can be determined based on LO QCD and then transferred to any
higher order in QCD. The additive approach, Eq. III.6, is e.g. followed in the NC DY FEWZ
code [294] for the combination of HO QCD and EW corrections. This approach assumes that
the EW except QED FSR corrections are mainly additive in their nature and the same term
needs to be added for all orders of QCD, thus the relative fraction of HO EW corrections for
each order of QCD is changing. Here a careful analysis has been performed to understand the

Fig. III.11: HO EW except QED FSR (δmiss in %) corrections for NC Drell Yan production. The
results of the factorised approach based on LO QCD and the MST2008lo LO PDF (open diamonds)
and MSTW2008nnlo NNLO PDF (full triangles on top) are shown. Using the MSTW2008nnlo PNNLO
PDF, the results of a full, one-step NNLO QCD and NLO EW (open circles) and the additive approach
√
according to Eq. III.6 (full circles) are shown. Calculations are based on FEWZ 3.1.b2 and s = 8 TeV.

transfer of the additive EW term to all orders of QCD. It has been found that consistent results
can only be achieved if the term
∆σLO_QCD+N LO_EW = σLO_QCD+N LO_EW − σLO_QCD

(III.8)

is calculated at LO QCD with exactly the same PDF as the wanted highest order QCD result.
For example, if a NNLO QCD prediction using the MSTW2008nnlo PDF is aimed for, then
the additive EW corrections term can be calculated with high precision based on LO QCD
but using the MSTW2008nnlo PDF. Similarly e.g. for a NLO QCD prediction using the CT10
PDF, this would require the HO EW calculation done based on LO QCD using CT10. The
results of this study are shown in Fig. III.11 where the mass dependence of the HO EW except
QED FSR corrections are shown for the factorised and the additive approach, and the excellent
agreement of the resulting NNLO QCD and NLO EW except QED FSR predictions using either
directly FEWZ 3.1.b2 or the strategy according to Eq. III.6. The formalism described above
is robust and gives a prescription also applicable for CC DY processes where the NNLO QCD
and NLO EW calculation rely on different external programs for the QCD and the EW part.
Also indicated in Fig. III.11 is the expected weak PDF dependence of the HO EW corrections.
For higher invariant masses the discrepancies between the additive and factorised approaches
are significant, and the results of the two approaches are used to get an estimate of the mass
dependent systematic uncertainty for the HO EW except QED FSR corrections for NC and CC
Drell Yan processes. Since roughly speaking, the factorised approach maximises potential mixed
O(ααs ) contributions but with its sign is unknown, the following strategy has been suggested for
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each invariant mass bin: The central value of the combined NNLO QCD and NLO EW except
QED FSR prediction is taken from the additive approach while the difference to the factorised
approach results is taken as a double sided systematic uncertainty estimate. The resulting mean
HO EW except QED FSR corrections with those symmetric uncertainties are shown in Fig.III.12
√
(lower plot) for the expected LHC Run II at s = 14 TeV. Also illustrated in Fig. III.12 (upper
plot) is the rather weak energy dependence for the HO EW except QED FSR corrections.
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Fig. III.12: HO EW except QED FSR (δmiss in %) corrections for NC Drell Yan production. The
√
results of the factorised (additive) approach based on LO QCD (NLO QCD) for s = 7 TeV are shown
in the upper plot with empty squares (empty circles) and for 14 TeV with full squares (full circles). An
estimate of the EW except QED FSR systematic uncertainty, see text, is shown in the lower plots for
√
s = 14 TeV. All calculations are based on FEWZ 3.1.b2 and the PDFs as indicated in the legend.

2.4

Matching Monte Carlo programs and external calculations

The methodologies discussed in the previous chapter work reliably for total cross sections and
well defined variables like the invariant mass or the pseudo-rapidity of the final state leptons,
but fail e.g for variables like the pT (`) or pT (Z, W ) which rely on a modelling of soft gluon
resummation and parton shower effects usually taken care of in Monte Carlo programs. While
the LHC Monte Carlo programs are powerful tools for the description of complex QCD processes,
they are not very well defined w.r.t. the electroweak part and the EW parameter scheme
used. Here, a study has been performed to understand the matching of a well-defined external
QCD calculation using the Gµ scheme with parameters according to Tab. III.2 and currently
PDG guided EW parameter settings as used in LHC Monte Carlo generations. Fig. III.13
shows the deviations between external NLO (LO) QCD predictions using FEWZ 3.1.b2 with
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the well-defined Gµ scheme and currently used NLO (POWHEG) and LO (PYTHIA) Monte
√
Carlo generators for NC Drell Yan production at s = 8 TeV. The observations in Fig. III.13
illustrates that depending on the Monte Carlo generation used an additional "matching" could
be needed to normalise the Monte Carlo to the best theoretical available cross section prediction.
It also is apparent from Fig. III.13 that this could be an issue relevant for high invariant masses
specifically.
5
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Fig. III.13: Deviation (δ in %) between external NLO (open circles ) and LO (full triangles on top) QCD
predictions using FEWZ 3.1.b2 with the well-defined Gµ scheme and currently used NLO (POWHEG)
√
and LO (PYTHIA) Monte Carlo generators for NC Drell Yan production at s = 8 TeV and over a wide
kinematic range in the invariant mass.

For high mass new gauge boson searches thus the following novel methodology has been
developed to transfer the best external NNLO QCD and NLO EW except QED FSR knowledge
to LHC Drell Yan Monte Carlo samples interfaced to PHOTOS for QED FSR (and using SANC
for the HO EW except QED FSR corrections in a consistent way; other QED FSR models
may require other HO EW except QED FSR calculations for high invariant masses to maintain
overall consistency of the full HO EW corrections) :
σN N LO_QCD+N LO_EW

=
kfit

kfit × σM C
σN N LO_QCD+N LO_EW
=
.
σM C

(III.9)
(III.10)

The factor kfit is obtained by a mass-dependent fit of the ratios of total cross sections per
invariant mass bin as described in in Eq. III.10. Thus this factor automatically corrects for any
possible mismatches in the EW parameter scheme and "forces" the mass-dependent Monte Carlo
Drell Yan cross section to the "best" NNLO QCD and NLO EW knowledge. Further systematic
uncertainties due to the knowledge of the PDFs and the EW except QED FSR corrections can
be then assigned. The fit function of kfit (Minv ) and its uncertainties can be conveniently applied
as weights to each Monte Carlo event and the "best" NNLO QCD and NLO EW knowledge
could be propagated to more complex variables with kinematic cuts.
2.5

Photon-induced background contributions

The subject of photon-induced dilepton contributions has been discussed in the theory community since a decade (c.f. other contributions to this workshop). Recently this subject has been
revived from the experimenter’s point of view [307] showing the potentially large size of such
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contributions for off-peak (low and high mass) NC Drell Yan production at the LHC. Furthermore, indications are found in a recent Standard Model high mass Drell Yan analysis performed
by ATLAS that LHC data may include such backgrounds [308]. In Ref. [308] also the radiation
of real (on-shell) W and Z bosons has been quantified for the experimental conditions following
the procedure outlined in Ref. [140]. Using the same technique, the contributions due to real W
and Z boson radiation have been also calculated for the 2012 Z’ analysis [291], but those background contributions are much smaller than the photon-induced background contributions and
hence not discussed here further. Since our knowledge of photon-induced processes is very poor,
100
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Fig. III.14: Photon induced background contributions calculated with pT,` > 25 GeV and η` < 2.5
√
MRST2004QED photon PDF and s = 8 TeV over a wide invariant mass range. Shown are the leading
order photon induced dilepton contribution using the mean of the two available MRST2004qed predictions
as the central values and the deviations between the two predictions and the central value as an uncertainty
estimate (upper plot). The LO photon induced contribution is displayed as a fraction of a NLO POWHEG
NC DY prediction. Overlaid is also the HO EW except QED FSR correction including its systematic
uncertainty estimate as described in the text. Next-to-leading order photon induced dilepton production
contribution w.r.t. to the dominant LO photon-induced cross sections over a wide invariant mass range
(lower plot). Calculations are performed with MCSANC [302]. using the nominal MRST2004qed PDF.

only rough estimates are possible using the MRST2004QED PDF [151]. Here a modified version
of the MRST2004qed PDF is used which offers two parameterisations [309], i.e. reflecting the
sensitivity to the choice of the quark mass, either current quark masses as used for the nominal
parameterisation or constituent quark masses as used for an alternative parameterisation.
First estimates of the size of photon-induced contributions have been performed at parton
level only due to the lack of full Monte Carlo simulations at that time. Since dilepton production
γγ → `` is an additional background which can be significant at high invariant masses, it is
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important that the fiducial phase space requirements are applied. The general strategy is then
that this background contribution is quantified separately and added to the theory prediction
including its model uncertainty in data-theory comparisons, see e.g. Ref. [308]. This strategy
allows for a re-analysis of the data in the future if the knowledge about this background may
have been improved.
The photon induced background contributions for kinematic requirements of pT,` > 25 GeV
√
and η` < 2.5 are shown in Fig. III.14 (upper plot) for a LHC c.m.s. energy of s = 8 TeV over
a wide invariant mass range. The potential contributions could sizeable and may reach up
to 50% - 100 % of the fiducial NC DY cross section at invariant masses of 4 to 5 TeV. Such
background contributions may then also significantly reduced expected HO EW effects (also
shown in Fig. III.14 upper plot). NLO, quark-photon initiated dilepton production contributions
are expected to be negative at lower invariant masses but may add even more backgrounds at
higher masses, see Fig. III.14 (lower plot). The current procedure to estimate an uncertainty due
this background relies on a simple mean between the two available MRST2004qed predictions at
LO to avoid single-sided systematic uncertainties. It was also lively discussed at this workshop
that LHC experiments should aim for a measurement of this background employing specific
phase space regions.
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distribution functions. The mass-dependencies of the scale variations are
observed to very similar for NC and CC Drell Yan, and also to show very similar and significant dependencies on the
PDF choice. For low and high invariant masses the scale uncertainties are rising, even at NNLO
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QCD, and deserve further detailed studies.
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Fig. III.16: Effect on the total CC Drell Yan NNLO QCD cross section predictions due to the change
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Electroweak Sudakov corrections to Z/γ+ jets at the LHC5

3
3.1

Introduction

Important searches for new phenomena beyond the Standard Model (SM) at the proton-proton
(pp) collider LHC are based on the analysis of events with jets and missing transverse momentum
(/
pT ). Typical examples of such studies are searches for squarks and gluinos in all-hadronic
reactions containing high-pT jets, missing transverse momentum and no electrons or muons,
as predicted in many supersymmetric extensions of the SM. These final states can appear in
a number of R-parity conserving models where squarks and gluinos can be produced in pairs
and subsequently decay to standard strongly interacting particles plus neutralinos that escape
detection, thus giving rise to a large amount of p/T . Typically, the event selections adopted at
run I of the LHC, at center of mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV, require the leading jet pT larger
than 130 GeV or the single jets pT ’s larger than 50 GeV. Moreover, the signal region is defined
P
~/T | > 200 GeV, where
by meff > 1000 GeV, where meff = i pT i +E/T , or HT > 500 GeV and |H
P
P
~
HT = i pT i and H/T = − i p~t i [310–312].
The main SM backgrounds to the above mentioned signal(s) are given by the production of
weak bosons accompanied by jets (W/Z+n jets), pure QCD multiple jet events and tt̄ production.
Among these processes only Z + n jets (in particular with Z → ν ν̄) constitutes an irreducible
background, particularly relevant for final states with 2 and 3 jets. Because new physics signals
could manifest themselves as a mild deviation with respect to the large SM background, precise
theoretical predictions for the processes under consideration are needed. In order to reduce the
theoretical systematic uncertainties, the experimental procedure for the irreducible background
determination relies on data driven methods. For instance, a measurement of the cross section for
Z(→ ν ν̄) + n jets could be done through the measured cross section for Z(→ l+ l− ) + n jets times
B(Z→ν ν̄)
the ratio B(Z→l
+ l− ) , which is known with high precision from LEP1 data. With the exception of
the ratio of branching ratios, the method is free of theoretical systematics. However, due to the
low production rate of Z(→ l+ l− )+n jets, in particular in the signal regions, this method results
to be affected by large statistical uncertainty. Other possible choices of reference processes are
W + n jets and γ + n jets. In both cases the statistics is not a limitation and the required
theoretical input is the ratio
RVn

dσ(Z(→ ν ν̄) + n jets)
dσ(V + n jets)
=
/
,
dX
dX


 



(III.11)

where X is the observable under consideration and V = W , γ. Additional sources of uncertainties, specific for each channel, are the contamination of other processes, such as tt̄ events (for
the case of W + jets) and photon isolation (for the case of γ+ jets). Recent theoretical work has
been devoted to the study of the theoretical uncertainties related to the ratio of Eq. (III.11).
n of systematic theoretical uncerIn particular, in Ref. [261] a study of the cancellation in RW
tainties originating from higher-order QCD corrections, including scale variations and choice of
PDF’s, has been presented. A first detailed analysis of the impact of higher-order QCD corrections, PDF’s and scale choice to Rγ1,2,3 has been shown in Ref. [313]. More recently, the level
of theoretical uncertainty induced by QCD higher-order corrections in the knowledge of Rγ2 and
Rγ3 , relying on the comparison of full NLO QCD calculations with parton shower simulations
matched to LO matrix elements, has been discussed in Refs. [314] and [315], respectively. All
these studies point out that many theoretical systematics related to pQCD and PDF’s largely
cancel in the ratio and the corresponding theoretical uncertainty in the ratio Rγi can be safely
estimated to be within 10%.
What is not expected to cancel in the ratio is the contribution of higher-order electroweak
(EW) corrections, which are different for the processes Z(→ ν ν̄)+n jets and γ +n jets. Moreover
5
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these effects can be enhanced by Sudakov logarithms. For Rγ1 the higher-order EW corrections
have been calculated in Refs. [316–318], where it is shown that for a vector boson transverse
momentum of 2 TeV they are of the order of 20%. In view of the forthcoming run II of the
LHC, it is therefore necessary to quantitatively estimate the effects of EW corrections to Rγn , in
particular for n ≥ 2.
In this contribution we present first numerical results on the impact of EW Sudakov
corrections to Rγ2 and Rγ3 , for two realistic event selections at the LHC, at a center of mass
energy of 14 TeV. These results have been obtained by means of the algorithmic implementation
of EW Sudakov corrections discussed in Ref. [142], which we describe below.
3.2

Implementation of EW Sudakov corrections in ALPGEN

For energy scales well above the EW scale, EW radiative corrections are dominated by double
and single logarithmic contributions (DL and SL, respectively) whose argument involves the ratio
of the energy scale to the mass of the weak bosons. These logs are generated by diagrams in
which virtual and real gauge bosons are radiated by external leg particles, and correspond to the
soft and collinear singularities appearing in QED and QCD, i.e. when massless gauge bosons are
involved. At variance with this latter case, the weak bosons masses put a physical cutoff on these
“singularities", so that virtual and real weak bosons corrections can be considered separately.
Moreover, as the radiation of real weak bosons is in principle detectable, for those event selections
where one does not include real weak bosons radiation, the physical effect of (negative) virtual
corrections is singled out, and can amount to tens of per cent. Since these corrections originate
from the infrared structure of the EW theory, they are “process independent" in the sense that
they depend only on the external on-shell legs [127, 129, 131, 133, 134, 316, 319–327]. As shown
by Denner and Pozzorini in Refs. [131, 322], DL corrections can be accounted for by factorizing
a proper correction which depends on flavour and kinematics of all possible pairs of electroweak
charged external legs. SL corrections can be accounted for by factorizing an appropriate radiator
function associated with each individual external leg. Notice that our implementation includes
correctly all single logarithmic terms of O(α2 αsn ) of both UV and infrared origin, as detailed
in Ref. [328]. The above algorithm has been implemented in ALPGEN v2.14 [329], where all
the contributing tree-level amplitudes are automatically provided. Since the matrix elements
in ALPGEN are calculated within the unitary gauge, for the time being we do not implement
the corrections for the amplitudes involving longitudinal vector bosons, which, according to
Refs. [131, 322], are calculated by means of the Goldstone Boson Equivalence Theorem. For the
processes Z + 2 jets and Z + 3 jets, this approximation affects part of the O(α3 ) and O(α3 αs )
contributions, respectively, and we checked that in view of our target precision of few percent it
can be accepted 6 .
3.3

Numerical results

Our numerical results have been obtained by using the code ALPGEN v2.14 with default input
parameters/PDF set. The algorithm has been validated with results available in the literature.
In Fig. III.17 we show our predictions for the jet pt distribution for γ + 1 jet, Z(→ ν ν̄) + 1 jet
√
and for the ratio Rγ1 at s = 14 TeV in the region
pjt > 100 GeV,

|y(j)| < 2.5,

6

|y(V )| < 2.5 (V = γ, Z)

(III.12)

The logarithms of photonic origin have not been considered in this realization since they can be treated
separately together with their real counterpart for the processes under investigation. At any rate, these gauge
invariant contributions (at the leading order αsnjets α) for sufficiently inclusive experimental setup give rise to
rather moderate corrections.
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and we compare our results with the ones obtained from Refs. [316, 324, 325] by including also
W
the terms proportional to log( M
MZ ): the level of agreement we find is well within the percent
level. Moreover, we estimated the corrections to pZ
T and to the leading jet pT distributions
γ + 1j
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Fig. III.17: pjt distribution at s = 14 TeV for γ + 1 jet and Z(→ ν ν̄) + 1 jet and their ratio Rγ1 at the
LO (solid blue lines) and at approximated NLO (dashed red lines). Green dotted lines are the results of
Refs. [316, 324, 325] when the difference between the W and the Z masses is not neglected. The ratio of
our predictions with the ones of Refs. [316, 324, 325] is shown in the lower panels of the first two plots for
γ + 1 jet and Z(→ ν ν̄) + 1 jet, respectively.

in the large tails for the process Z + 2 jets with only one fermionic current, as discussed in
Ref. [8], finding good agreement. Finally, for Z + 2 jets we cross-checked our results with
the automatic package GOSAM v1.0 [4], with the event selection adopted in the present study.
Since the electroweak renormalization is not yet available in the present version of GOSAM, we
subtracted the logarithmic terms due to the renormalization counterterms from the formulae
of Refs. [131, 322] and tested the asymptotic behaviour of all relevant distributions. Since the
relative weight of two-quark and four-quark subprocesses is about 75% and 25% for total cross
sections, while for the observables under consideration and in the high tails is about 50% each
at the LO, respectively, we performed this analysis for different subprocesses involving both one
and two fermionic currents such as q q̄ → Zgg, q q̄ → Zq 00 q̄ 00 , qq → Zqq and qq 0 → Zqq 0 (with q
and q 0 belonging to the same isodoublet). For all the above cases we found that the shape of
the distributions predicted by the two calculations is in good agreement.
We present our results on Rγ2,3 for two sets of cuts that mimic the real experimental event
selections used by ATLAS and CMS in run I analysis. For the Z(→ ν ν̄) + 2 jets and γ + 2 jets
final states we consider the observable/cuts adopted by ATLAS, namely
meff > 1 TeV
pjT1

> 130 GeV

∆φ(~
pjT ,p~/T )

> 0.4

E/T /meff > 0.3
pjT2 > 40 GeV

|ηj | < 2.8

∆R(j1 ,j2 ) > 0.4

(III.13)

where j1 (j2 ) are the leading (next-to-leading) pT jets, the missing momentum p~/T is defined
as minus the sum of the jet transverse momenta and E/T is the magnitude of p~/T . For the
Z(→ ν ν̄) + 3 jets and γ + 3 jets final states we consider the observables/cuts used by CMS,
namely
~/T | > 200 GeV
|H

HT > 500 GeV
pjT > 50 GeV

|ηj | < 2.5
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∆R(ji ,jk ) > 0.5

~/T ) > 0.3
∆φ(~
pjT3 ,H

~/T ) > 0.5
∆φ(~
pjT1 ,j2 ,H

(III.14)

Fig. III.18 shows the meff distribution for γ + 2 jets and Z(→ ν ν̄) + 2 jets, with the ATLAS
cuts of Eq. (III.13). In the tails of the distributions the effect of EW Sudakov corrections is of
the order of −20% and −40% for the processes γ + 2 jets and Z(→ ν ν̄) + 2 jets, respectively.
As a result, the ratio Rγ2 of the two distributions, which is almost flat at the LO, decreases
at the NLO of about 8% for meff ' 1 TeV up to 20% for meff ' 4.5 TeV. Fig. III.19 is the
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Fig. III.18: meff distribution at s = 14 TeV for γ + 2 jets and Z(→ ν ν̄) + 2 jets and their ratio Rγ2
under the ATLAS event selection (same notation of Fig. III.17).

~/T | under CMS conditions of Eq. (III.14) for the
analogous of Fig. III.18 for the observable |H
√
processes Z(→ ν ν̄) + 3 jets and γ + 3 jets at s = 14 TeV. As in the two jets case, EW
Sudakov corrections are larger for Z(→ ν ν̄) + 3 jets (where they are of the order of −45% for
~/T | ' 2 TeV), while for γ + 3 jets the size of the corrections is of the order of −20% in the high
|H
~/T | tail. Due to the different impact of EW corrections to γ + 3j and Z(→ ν ν̄) + 3j, the shape
|H
~/T | ' 2 TeV.
of their ratio Rγ3 changes at the NLO w.r.t. LO and decreases of about 20% for |H
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To summarize, the theoretical accuracy on the quantity Rγn is relevant in the calibration
of the process Z(→ ν ν̄) + n jets, an important irreducible background to New Physics searches
at the LHC. Contrary to higher-order QCD corrections, which largely cancel in the ratio, as
shown in the literature, EW NLO corrections are sizeable, in particular in the phase space
regions interesting for New Physics searches. We computed the NLO EW Sudakov corrections
ν̄)+n jets)
to Z(→ ν ν̄) + n jets, γ + n jets and to the ratio Rγn = dσ(Z(→ν
(where n = 1, 2, 3) and
dσ(γ+n jets)
√
we showed our results for the LHC at s = 14 TeV. In the typical event selections used for
New Physics searches based on the signature E/T + n jets, electroweak Sudakov corrections to
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Z(→ ν ν̄)+n jets and γ+n jets in the tails of the distributions considered are of the order of −40%
and −20%, respectively. Since the impact of EW corrections to γ + n jets and Z(→ ν ν̄) + n jets
is different, the shape of the ratio Rγn changes at NLO accuracy w.r.t. LO, decreasing of about
20% (slightly depending on the observable considered) in the regions where the corrections are
larger. Thus EW Sudakov corections are important in view of a target uncertainty on the ratio
Rγn of the order of 10%. In this contribution we do not address the issue of real weak corrections,
which is left to a future study. While the results presented in Ref. [142] suggest a non-negligible
contribution to the signatures Z(→ ν ν̄) + 2 jets and Z(→ ν ν̄) + 3 jets, preliminary investigations
of Ref. [315] on Rγ3 show modest effects, at the % level at most.
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Jet rates from recursion relations7

4

We present an improved recursive construction for analytic jet rates of arbitrary flavor at nextto-double-leading-logarithmic accuracy. There are significant computational improvements in
this formulation of the recursive algorithm as the explicit sum over integer partitions is avoided
at each step in the recusion. We discuss this property and comment on future improvements.
4.1

Introduction

There has been recent interest in analytic all-orders jet rates [215, 330, 331] for the purpose of
a meaningful analytic comparison to parton shower Monte Carlo [28, 164, 166, 332, 333]. For
example, the distribution of shower paths in the parton shower arriving at a particular phase
space point is only known a postori, after generating a potentially large amount of data. As
hadron collider physics turns to more QCD intensive observables, one would like to know this
probability distribution a priori [334, 335]. In this note we present progress on enumerating the
spitting histories in observable, one would like to know this probability distribution a priori
[334,335]. In this note we present progress on enumerating the splitting histories in a final state
parton cascade based on an analytically solvable recursive evolution equation.
4.2

Recursive Formula

We begin by setting forth our notation. In general, we will be dealing with analytic expressions
for n-jet rates containing leading and sub-leading logarithms. To this end, we define the O(αsn )
NDLL accurate contribution to jet production


n
X n−1
XX
c(l,n) log
Γn (µ2 , q 2 ) = ans 
ik
k

q2
µ2

i=0 l=0

!2n
(l,n)

+ c̃ik

log

q2
µ2

!2n−1 
 .

(III.15)

The sum on l is over emitted partons in the event classified as either real or virtual, while
the sum over i is over the number of primary emissions in a particular splitting history. The
sum on k is over all splitting histories of the same order in l and i which becomes non-trivial
starting only at O(αs4 ) with respect to the core process. Also we have defined as = αs /π and
for concreteness q is the initiating scale and µ the IR cut-off associated with the resolution scale
for jets. Below this scale there is complete real virtual cancellation.
Relating the expansion in (III.15) to the terms of the all-orders expression for the m-jet
fraction we have
∞
fm =

X

Γ(l=m)
n

(III.16)

n=m

where the superscript indicates that we pick out only the terms with l = m in the first sum of
(III.15). The virtue of the 3 sums in (III.15) is that all coefficients stand in one-to-one relation
(l,n)
with a diagrammatic splitting history (c at LL and c̃ at NDLL). Note that the definition of cik
differs from that in Ref. [330] by including the color factor. In effect, (III.16) tells us that by
computing Γn we may always recover the rates.
The recursive formula derived in Ref. [330] for the LL coefficients can now be rewritten as
a recursion relation for γ itself. We found there


Γn = as L2

 n−1
X



bpn−l (−1)n−l

Γn−1 d(n) +

l=0
7

X 1
p(n)
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S


Y
σi ={σ1 ,··· σr }

(σi ) 
Γσi −1
.

(III.17)

Here we define p as as the degree of the stripped splitting history expressed in terms of primordial
coefficients (discussed in more detail in [330]). Also we define the binomial coefficient bij ≡
i!/(j!(i − j)!). The factor S is the over-all permutation symmetry factor of a particular splitting
history. The proof of (III.17) was sketched in Ref. [330] from the generating functional in the
coherent branching formalism. A few additional comments are in order regarding the terms of
(III.17).
– The first sum on l counts the number of real gluons at a given order in n. Thus the l = n
term corresponds to the coefficient where all emissions are resolved.
– The sum inside brackets is over the integer partitions p(n) of n, while the product is over the
√
corresponding coefficient of each element of the partition. In practice, as p(n) ∼ exp( n)
this becomes the most computationally intensive step at high parton multiplicity.
– The number of previous components i needed for the Γn recursion, and thus necessarily
stored in memory, also grows with n, as the degree of the splitting history must be tracked.
– We find an expression for the exclusive rate σn inserting all Γi with i ≤ n in (III.16).
We now provide a different recursive formulation for the real emission components of
Γn which provides significant improvements, both by including sub-leading logarithmic pieces
and boosting numerical properties at large n. This constitutes a crucial step towards realistic
analytic constructions of shower histories.
For the resolved components it is sufficient to sum over the c and c̃ coefficients in (III.15),
as these are treated on equal footing. We now define

LL
Γn (µ2 , q 2 ) = ans Cnk
log

q2
µ2

!2n
NLL
+ Cnk
log

q2

!2n−1 

µ2

,

(III.18)

for the emission of n − 1 partons from an initial configuration k. The k index is neglected in the
definition of (III.15) for simplicity, but is easily restored. Here, we keep it explicit. According
to (III.18), we claim accuracy on the integrated multi-parton splitting function to the level of
αn L2n−1 , which amounts to next-to-double-leading-logarithmic (NDLA) accuracy.
Each coefficient CnLL and CnNLL is degenerate on a potentially large number of splitting histories. Using the modified coherent branching formalism, the sub-leading logarithms in (III.18)
are propagated through to the n-jet rates. A simple evolution equation reads
Γnk (µ2 , Q2 ) =
X X Z Q2 dq 2 Z 1−µ/q
αs n−1
(m)
(n−m−1) 2
dz Pk→ij (z)Γi (µ2 , z 2 q 2 )Γj
(µ , (1 − z)2 q 2 ) , (III.19)
2
2
2π m=0 i,j 4µ q
µ/q
(0)

with Γk = 1, effectively enforcing the 0-th order expanded Sudakov boundary condition. The
sum on n is now over partitions of partons of length 2 while the sum over i, j is over flavors
(q/g) and is a purely NDLA effect. The diagrammatic form of (III.19) is

i, z 2 q 2

=

k, Q2
n

m

n−1

Σ Σ

m = 0 i, j

k, Q2
n−m−1
2 2

j, (1 − z) q

(III.20)
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Now we insert the general expression (III.18) into the previous evolution equation (III.19) and
expand the respective coefficients. We find
Γnk (µ2 , Q2 ) =



αs
2π

n n−1
X X Z Q2 dq 2



×

2m 2(n−m)−2
X
X

C LL C LL
i,m

q2

4µ2

m=0 i,j

i,n−m−1
α=0

NLL LL
Ci,m
Ci,n−m−1

2m−1
X 2(n−m)−2
X

NLL NLL
Ci,m
Ci,n−m−1

α,β
γk→ij

≡

α,β
L2n−3−α−β γk→ij
+

2(n−m)−3

b2m
α bβ

α,β
L2n−3−α−β γk→ij
+

β=0

2m−1
X 2(n−m)−3
X
α=0

where

2(n−m)−2

b2m−1
bβ
α

β=0

2m 2(n−m)−3
X
X
α=0

α,β
L2n−2−α−β γk→ij
+

β=0

α=0
LL NLL
Ci,m
Ci,n−m−1

2(n−m)−2

b2m
α bβ

2(n−m)−3

b2m−1
bβ
α

α,β 
,
L2n−4−α−β γk→ij

(III.21)

β=0

Z 1−µ/q
µ/q



dzPk→ij (z) lnα z 2 lnβ (1 − z)2 .

(III.22)

As is already evident from (III.18), the splitting function P (z), with singular pieces in both
z → 0 and (1 − z) → 0, picks out the logarithmically enhanced coefficients of the corresponding
Γ. To this end, we decompose the splitting function as
(−)

Pk→ij (z) =

Pk→ij
1−z

(+)

+

Pk→ij
z

(0)

+ Pk→ij (z) ,

(0)

(III.23)

(0)

where Pk→ij (z) is regular at both z → 0, z → 1 and we let hPk→ij i denote its average over z ∈
(0, 1). This allows us to extract the logarithmic pieces from (III.22). The relevant contributions
are
(−)

α,β
γk→ij
= Pk→ij

(−1)β β+1
(−1)α α+1
(+)
(0)
L
δα,0 + Pk→ij
L
δβ,0 + hPk→ij iδα,0 δβ,0 + O(µ) .
2(β + 1)
2(α + 1)
(III.24)

The leading and next-to-leading logarithmic coefficients, defined in (III.18), are given by sums
of coefficients from lower n, with pre-factors assigned by the integrated splitting functions. We
find
LL
Ck,n
=



XX
1 n−1
(−)
(+)
LL LL
Cj,n−m−1 Pk→ij ξ2n−2m−2 + Pk→ij ξ2m
Ci,m
4n m=0 i,j

NLL
Ck,n
=

n−1

X X h (−) 
1
NLL LL
LL NLL
×
Pk→ij Ci,m
Cj,n−m−1 ξ2n−2m−2 + Ci,m
Cj,n−m−1 ξ2n−2m−3 +
2(2n − 1) m=0 i,j
(+)





(0)

i

NLL LL
LL NLL
LL LL
Pk→ij Ci,m
Cj,n−m−1 ξ2m−1 + Ci,m
Cj,n−m−1 ξ2m + 2hPk→ij iCi,m
Cj,n−m−1 . (III.25)
LL = 1, C NLL = 0. We define here
with initial condition Ck,0
k,0
n
X
(−1)k n
ξn =
bk =
k=0

k+1
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(

1
n+1

0

n≥0
.
else

(III.26)

4.3

Discussion

Partitions of integers:
We clarify here the relation between the two recursive constructions, (III.17) and (III.25).
In (III.25) there is no sum over integer partitions of the number of partons n. This dramatically
reduces the (potentially prohibitive at high multiplicity) computational expense. It is useful to
inductively analyze precisely how the second construction (III.25) aviods this complication.
LL contain information on all splitting histories up to n, including the
The coefficients Ck,n
partitions (and sub-partitions) of n. Now consider the partition {σ1 , σ2 , · · · σq } of length q of
n so that σ1 + σ2 + · · · σq = n. We take the term included in Γn which is proportional to
cσ1 cσ2 · · · cσq . Now we will display how all partitions of length q of n + 1 are generated.

Consider the partition {σ2 , · · · σq } of length q − 1 in Γn−σ1 which we label Γq−1
n−σ1 . The
z → 0 region of the integral
P (z) Γσ1 (µ2 , z 2 q 2 ) Γqn−σ1 (µ2 , (1 − z)2 q 2 )

(III.27)

gives the contribution corresponding to the partition {σ1 + 1, σ2 , · · · σq }. Similarly, the term
Γσ2 Γn−σ2 generates {σ1 , σ2 + 1, · · · σq }. It is clear that this procedure exhausts all partitions of
n + 1 of length q, which are now contained in Γn+1 . The only partition not includes here is of
length n + 1, which clearly originates from the non-singular regions of P (z)Γ0 Γn .
Systematic improvements:
As presented the recursive contruction only includes the resolved coefficienst which are
leading order in αs . Including the virtual coefficients along with the NDLL terms, one should
have enough information to include the leading effects of the running coupling which formally
start at one power higher in the coupling together with sub-leading logarithms. At this stage a
direct comparison with parton shower Monte Carlo is possible.
Validation:
We have compared results from the recursion relation presented here (at LL), with the recursion relation discussed previously. The NDLC calculation has been verified for the coefficients
quoted in [336]
Outlook:
Both the original recursion proposed in [330], and the new approach with the inclusion
of NDLC terms are available as symbolic Mathematica code, while we have also developed a
highly efficient numerical implementation in C++. Work is ongoing on including the unresolved
components in the new approach, as well. We foresee providing the results in both in the analytic
and numeric tools which will in turn enable us to perform more realistic cross checks of the jet
rate coefficients against parton shower implementations.
Conclusions
Our prescription for computing analytic jet rate coefficients is relevant a more complete understanding of the probability distributions of exclusive final states. These are typically only
accessed via parton shower Monte Carlo, although there are recent attempts to put these on
more solid analytic footing [215, 334, 335].
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Study of the average number of hard jets8

5
5.1

Introduction

Jet vetos are an important ingredient in many analysis, in particular for analysis involving a
Higgs boson produced through vector boson fusion. It is necessary to understand the impact of
the jet vetos on theoretical predictions and their uncertainties. For this purpose it is useful to
test the description offered by different tools in a process offering more available and precise data.
In this contribution we investigate the extent to which pure perturbative tools (no underlying
event, no hadronisation) can describe dijet events when vetos on further jets are imposed.
We compare theoretical predictions obtained using HEJ [337–339] and NLO predictions
obtained by BlackHat+Sherpa [340–345]. We base the analysis on the observables measured by
the Atlas collaboration described in [346].
For the NLO predictions we used the invariant mass of all jets as the scale and not
the usual HT /2 variable since in configurations with two widely separated jets with moderate
transverse momenta (the type of configuration dominant for most observables in this study) HT
is not a good scale to represent the scale of the process, as it is much lower than the partonic
center of mass energy. The fact that this scale is too low in these configurations is evidenced
by the fact that distributions turn negative for the corresponding observables, as can be seen in
Figure III.20, illustrating the cross section for dijet production with no further jets in the region
of rapidity between the two hardest jets, as obtained with two different choices for the scale in
the calculation of dijets@NLO.
There are different ways of defining the gap fraction at NLO given the ambiguity in the
inclusion of higher order terms. In this contribution we will follow two approaches, equivalent
up to higher order terms, trying to identify whether one agrees with the data better than the
ther.
8
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5.2

Gap fractions for a fixed pt -threshold

In this section we use Q0 to denote the minimum transverse momentum for the jets. The gap
fraction is given by:
σY /pt (Q0 )
,
(III.28)
g=
σtot
where σY /pt (Q0 ) is the cross section with the constraint that there are no additional jets with pT
above Q0 between (in rapidity) the two leading pT jets (pt) or the forward/backward jets (Y ).
We use the notation g = i to specify how many jets are in the region of rapidity between the
tagging dijets (the condition for this to happen depend on the context, e.g. whether the tagging
dijet system is defined by the most energetic jets or the most forward and backward). j = i is
used to specify the number of jets. In both cases the equal sign correspond to an exclusive final
state, for example j = 2 means exactly two jets, while inequalities mean inclusive final state
g ≥ 1 means one or more jets in the gap.
We investigate two different approximations for the gap fraction, which are both equivalent
up to αs3 . These are
g =

σg=0
σg>=1
=1−
σtot
σtot

NLO,j≥3
LO,j=4
NLO,j=3
σg≥1
− σg=0
σ NLO,j>=3 − σg=0
= 1 − NLO,j≤2 = 1 −
σ
σ NLO,j≤2

(III.29)

and
g=

NLO,j≥4
NLO,j=3
NLO,j=2
+ σg=0
+ σg=0
σg=0
σg=0
= NLO,j=2
σtot
σ
+ σ NLO,j=3 + σ NLO,j≥4

(III.30)

In the case where the jets defining the dijet system are the forward/backward ones, the formulae
simplify to
gY

=

σg=0
σ NLO,j=2
= NLO,j≥2
σtot
σ

(III.31)

and
gY =

σg=0
σ NLO,j=2
= NLO,j=2
.
σtot
σ
+ σ NLO,j=3 + σ NLO,j≤4

(III.32)

Figure III.21 shows the gap fraction as a function of the the rapidity difference between the
two highest transverse momentum jet. The curves corresponds to different slices of the average
transverse momentum of the jets

1  j1
p̄T =
pT + pjT2 .
2
From the top to the bottom the slices are:
240 GeV < p̄T

< 270 GeV

210 GeV < p̄T

< 240 GeV

180 GeV < p̄T

< 210 GeV

150 GeV < p̄T

< 180 GeV

120 GeV < p̄T

< 150 GeV

90 GeV < p̄T

< 120 GeV

70 GeV < p̄T

< 90 GeV
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Fig. III.21: Gap fraction as a function of ∆y for various slices of p̄T . The jets defining p̄T and ∆y are
the two jets with the largest pT .

The green curve corresponds to the HEJ prediction, while the blue and red curves correspond
to the NLO predictions of formulae (III.29) and (III.30), respectively. The band represent
the statistical Monte Carlo intgration only. For this observable, the NLO-based prediction
fares marginally better compared to ATLAS data [346] when using Eq. (III.30) rather than
Eq. (III.29).
In Figure III.22 we present the gap fraction as a function of the average transverse momentum of the highest transverse momentum jets for different slices of rapidity difference between
them. The slices are give, from top to bottom by
5 < ∆y < 6
4 < ∆y < 5
3 < ∆y < 4
2 < ∆y < 3
1 < ∆y < 2 .

(III.34)

The green curve corresponds to the HEJ prediction, while the blue and red curves correspond
to the NLO predictions of formulae (III.29) and (III.30), respectively. The band represent the
statistical Monte Carlo intgration only. For this observable the NLO-based predictions are again
better using the gap formula (III.30) rather than that of (III.29); the former overshooting the
data less than the latter. The difference between the two formulae becomes larger as the rapidity
separation between the jets increases, which is fully understood from the increased of yet higher
order terms for increasing rapidity spans.
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Fig. III.22: Gap fraction as a function of p̄T for various slices of ∆y. The jets defining p̄T and ∆y are
the two jets with the largest pT .

5.3

Mean number of jets

The mean number of jets in the relevant region of rapidity is obviously defined as
σg=1 + 2σg=2 + 3σg=3 + . . .
< Ngap >=
.
σtot

(III.35)

Based on NLO-calculations, we can construct equivalent predictions for the average number of
jets as
< Ngap

j=5
j>=4
j>=4
j=3
+ 3σg=3
) + 2σg=2
+ σg=1
1(σg=1
>=
σ NLO,j=2 + σ NLO,j=3 + σ NLO,j≤4

(III.36)

and


< Ngap >=

j=4,LO
j=3
j=4,LO
) + 2 σg=2
1(σg=1
+ σg=1



(III.37)
σ j≤2,NLO
In the case where the jets defining the dijet system are the forward/backward ones, the formulae
simplify to
< Ngap >=

j=3
j=4
j=5
1σg=1
+ 2σg=2
+ 3σg=3
σ NLO,j=2 + σ NLO,j=3 + σ NLO,j=4

(III.38)

and


< Ngap >=

j=3
j=4,LO
1(σg=1
) + 2 σg=2



(III.39)
σ NLO,j≤2
In Figure III.23 we show the average number of jets in the gap as a function of the average transverse momentum for the last four ∆y slices in Eq. III.34. Both the HEJ and the NLO prediction
undershoot the data with an increasing difference at large average transverse momentum. The
ratio looks similar for the all slices for the HEJ prediction while the disagreement gets worse for
increasing rapidity difference for the NLO predictions.
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Fig. III.23: Mean number of jets in the gap as a function of p̄T for various slices of ∆y. The jets defining
p̄T and ∆y are the two jets with the largest pT .

5.4

Conclusions

In this contribution we have compared predictions for gap probabilities and related observables from HEJ and BlackHat+Sherpa with experimental data from the ATLAS collaboration.
Our analysis shows that both HEJ and NLO can provide a very good (and fully perturbative)
description of e.g. the gap fraction in the full range of rapidities and all slices of p̄T (Fig. III.21).
However, neither HEJ nor the NLO combination provide a perfect description of the data
when it comes to e.g. the average number of soft (20GeV) jets in events with two much harder
jets (Figure III.23. This is perhaps not surprising, since this is the region where the systematic
resummation provided by a parton shower is necessary.
Furthermore, there is no clear preference for one or the other NLO ’stategies’ to define
the gap fraction. In future work we hope to understand to which extent perturbative methods
can describe the gap fraction and extend the study to all distributions in [346]. The statistical
samples used for this analysis leaves us with quite large uncertainties, for further studies more
statistics will be needed.
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Uncertainties in pp → h + 2 jets production through gluon fusion9

6.1

INTRODUCTION

The process of Higgs boson production in association with dijets is of interest for several reasons. The interference between the two production channels of Weak-boson fusion (WBF) and
gluon fusion (GF) is insignificant [347–349], so it is justified to discuss the processes separately.
This study is concerned with the description of the gluon fusion contribution to Higgs boson
production in association with dijets.
The gluon fusion channel is of interest not just as a background to the direct study
through WBF of the couplings between the weak bosons and the Higgs boson, but also because
the structure of the heavy-quark-mediated coupling of the Higgs boson to gluons can be studied
beyond the question of normalisation. The structure of the higgs-couplings means that for a
CP -specific coupling the cross section displays a striking dependence on the azimuthal angle
between rapidity-separated jets. In contrast, the weak-boson-fusion component is relatively
flat [350, 351].
In this region of phase space of large rapidity spans of the jets, the component of gluon
fusion and weak-boson fusion exhibit very different patterns of radiative corrections. This is
caused by a dominant colour octet exchange between the dijets in the case of gluon-fusion,
whereas the weak-boson fusion component has no colour exchange between the jets [352, 353].
For the gluon fusion sample, this enhances the contribution from jet multiplicities beyond the
two required, and necessitates a generalisation of the Born-level jet analysis to stabilise the
extraction of the azimuthal dependence [354]. Furthermore, the enhanced contribution from
further hard radiation severely tests the current limits of the perturbative description.
With a satisfactory description of each component, the very different radiation patterns
in WBF and GF can be utilised to study each contribution separately (for extraction and
verification of the CP -structure of the couplings).
The purpose of the current study is to investigate the variation in the current description of
the gluon-fusion contribution, in particular in the testing region of the cuts employed to enhance
the weak-boson fusion contribution to Higgs boson production in association with dijets.
6.2

GENERATORS

In this section all generators employed in this study, including their settings and methods of
determining the uncertainties, are briefly reviewed.
6.2.1

aMC@NLO

Events were generated using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO 2.0 [355] for exclusive jet multiplicities
(pp → h + 0j, pp → h + 1j, pp → h + 2j), each at NLO accuracy. The virtual corrections
were taken from Mcfm [44, 356]. Jet multiplicities are then merged using the FxFx merging
prescription [357]. Events are then showered with Herwig++ [164], where events are matched
to the hard process. To avoid double counting, the jet multiplicity after showering must match
the jet multiplicity of the hard process for which NLO accuracy is desired. This means that only
events with 0 jets after showering are kept if they were generated with 0 partons in the matrix
element. Because NLO is only desired for Higgs in association with up to two jets, events which
have more than two jets after showering are kept if the hard process was generated with two
jets. In addition, jets after showering must be matched with the hard partons of the generated
event by imposing a ∆R = 1 requirement between jets before and after showering. All matched
9
J.R. Andersen, F.U. Bernlochner, D. Gillberg, K. Hamilton, T. Hapola, J. Huston, A. Kruse, L. Lönnblad,
P. Nason, S. Prestel, M. Schönherr, J.M. Smillie, K. Zapp
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(µR /mh , µF /mh )
Powheg ggF
MiNLO-HJ
MiNLO-HJJ

(0.5,0.5)
15.83
16.58
22.36

(0.5,1)
15.90
16.68
23.58

(1,0.5)
13.20
12.32
16.89

(1,1)
13.29
12.58
17.74

(1,2)
13.34
12.74
18.19

(2,1)
11.27
10.76
13.14

(2,2)
11.31
10.90
13.35

Table III.3: Inclusive pp → h cross sections in pb for Powheg ggF, MiNLO-HJ and MiNLO-HJJ for
various scale choices.

jets after showering must have p⊥ larger than the merging scale.
Events were produced using the CT10 parton distribution function [289] throughout. The
renormalisation and factorisation scales, µR and µF , are set following the MiNLO procedure [32].
The merging scale was chosen to be 30 GeV for the nominal sample. Scale variations were found
by varying µR and µF up and down by factors of two.
6.2.2

Hej

High Energy Jets (Hej) describes hard, wide angle (high energy-) emissions to all orders and
to all multiplicities. The predictions are based on events generated according to an all-order
resummation, merged with high-multiplicity full tree-level matrix-elements. The explicit resummation is built on an approximation to the n-parton hard scattering matrix element [337–339]
which becomes exact in the limit of wide-angle emissions, ensuring leading logarithmic accuracy
for both real and virtual corrections. These logarithmic terms are important when the partonic
invariant mass is large compared to the typical transverse momentum in the event. This is
precisely the situation which arises in typical “VBF” cuts, including those used in this study.
Matching to the full tree level accuracy for up to three jets is obtained by supplementing the
resummation with a merging procedure [358, 359].
The implementation of this framework in a fully-flexible Monte Carlo event generator
is available at http://hej.web.cern.ch, and produces exclusive samples for events with at
least two jets. The predictions include resummation also for events with up to two un-ordered
emissions, i.e. contributions from the first sub-leading configurations [360].
The factorisation and renormalisation scales can be chosen arbitrarily, just as in a standard
fixed-order calculation. Here, we have chosen to evaluate two powers of the strong coupling at a
scale given by the Higgs mass, and for the central predictions the remaining scales are evaluated
at µR = HT /2. Thus, for the n-jet tree-level evaluation,
αsn+2 = αs2 (mh ) · αsn (µR ).

(III.40)

The scale variation bands shown in the plots here correspond to varying µF and µR independently
by a factor of two in either direction, but discarding evaluations where any ratio is bigger than
two. The CT10nlo [233, 289] parton distribution functions were used in the predictions.
6.2.3

PowhegBox

Samples were generated using the latest version of PowhegBox (SVN revision 2550). The
produced Les Houches files were passed through Pythia 8 [333] (v8.1.6) for parton showering
(ISR+FSR). This was done for default Powheg ggF, MiNLO-HJ and MiNLO-HJJ for each of the
scale variation settings. CT10 [289] was used both for the matrix element and hardest emission
calculation in PowhegBox and parton showering in Pythia 8 [361,362]. The total cross section
of these samples are summarised in Tab. 6.2.3.
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The Pythia 8 default parton showering interface to the PowhegBox was used that picks
up the SCALUP parameter from the LesHouches file and restricts parton shower emissions to this
scale (aka “wimpy showers”). Parton showering/resummation uncertainties were evaluated by
producing separate samples with the SCALUP parameter varied by factors of 0.75 and 1.5. A
cross check was performed replacing the SCALUP restriction by the “power shower”+“pT veto”
approach10 . The difference between the two approaches is (well) within the SCALUP variation.
Additional results switching off ISR and/or FSR and including hadronisation and/or MPI
are provided at https://dgillber.web.cern.ch/dgillber/Rivet/Powheg_ggF.html.
For the study presented in Sec. 6.3 the MiNLO-HJJ setup was used throughout as it gives
the highest formal accuracy for most observables under scrutiny. Please note: for the sake of
consistency in describing correllations inbetween the different observable classes the MiNLO-HJJ
setup was also used for zero- and one-jet inclusive observables where its formal accuracy falls
below the MiNLO-HJ setup.
6.2.4

Pythia 8

The unlops method [35] allows to incorporate multiple next-to-leading order calculations into
a parton shower event generator. The implementation of this NLO merging scheme in Pythia 8
[333] uses external next-to-leading order matrix element generators to produce events distributed
according to inclusive NLO cross sections. Higher-order terms (of the umeps merging scheme
[31]) are supplied by reweighting additional tree-level input samples. In the unlops approach,
the merged prediction for an observable is
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The notation is defined in [35]. For this study, M = 2 and N = 3. The PowhegBox generator
[26] is used to produce the inclusive NLO samples B0 [363], B1 and B2 [364], while additional
tree-level inputs are taken from MadGraph/MadEvent [355,365]. The merging scale criterion
(see Appendix A.1 of [35]) is used to remove infrared divergences due to additional jets at Born
level. This cut is applied internally in Pythia 8, so that no user interference with e.g. the
PowhegBox source code becomes
necessary. All input samples are computed with fixed scales

µF and µR . Terms of O αsn+2 and higher due to running scales are included, in a controlled
way, by reweighting tree-level samples with factors to produce the CKKW-L [366–368] scale
setting prescription.
This NLO merging scheme replaces the approximate αsn+1 -terms of the umeps tree-level
merging method with the desired full fixed-order expressions, but otherwise leaves higher-order
corrections untouched. Particularly, no higher-order terms are introduced by reweighting virtual
corrections. Note further that the method keeps the inclusive cross section fixed to the zero-jet
10

See Pythia8/examples/main31.
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NLO cross section, without producing spurious logarithmic artifacts of the merging procedure,
and without introducing additional finite terms.
To produce results, we generate fixed-order input events with PowhegBox and MadEvent at ECM = 8 TeV, using CT10nlo [233, 289] parton distributions, massless b-quarks, vanishing coupling between b-quarks and Higgs-boson and a stable Higgs-boson of mass mh = 125
GeV. We define the merging scale as the minimal relative shower p⊥evol and use a merging scale
value of ρms = 15 GeV. The samples are merged within Pythia 8.180. Pythia 8 is run with
Tune AU2-CTEQ6L1 [362], which uses CTEQ6L1 [251] parton distributions. Masses and widths
are, naturally, set equal in PowhegBox, MadEvent and Pythia 8. We assess uncertainties
by producing two sets of variations:
– Parton shower variation: Use PowhegBox and MadEvent inputs generated with µF =
µR = mh , and choose the Pythia 8 starting scale µQ for adding emissions to zero-parton
events as µQ,low = 12 mh , µQ,central = mh or µQ,high = 2 mh . Construct an envelope from
the results of these variations. Only the starting scale for adding emissions to zero-parton
events can be varied, as the starting scale for showering n ≥ 1-parton events is locked by
the CKKW-L prescription.
– Matrix element variation: Vary the renormalisation and factorisation scales in PowhegBox and MadEvent as µF,low = µR,low = 12 mh , µF,central = µR,central = mh or µF,high =
µR,high = 2 mh , keep the Pythia 8 starting scale µQ for adding emissions to zero-parton
events fixed at µQ = mh . Construct an envelope from the results of the variations.
We do not attempt a more complete uncertainty study including variation of renormalisation and
factorisation scales in the parton shower, mainly because we have not decided on a strategy of
how to deal with such uncertainties, and other fixed-order uncertainties, in the context of parton
shower resummation and tuning. However, the envelope of the uncertainty bands presented here
should, for most cases, yield a reasonably conservative estimate. Also, for this perturbativephysics driven study, we do not address the (potentially important) uncertainties due to nonperturbative modelling in the event generator.
6.2.5

Sherpa

The Sherpa event generator implements the meps@nlo [30, 369] technique to merge multiple
nlops matched [29] samples of successive jet multiplicities into an inclusive calculation that
retains both the NLO accuracy for every individual jet multiplicity and the parton shower’s
resummation properties in resumming emission scale hierarchies wrt. inclusive process. This
implementation has already been successfully applied to various background processes to Higgs
production channels [370, 371]. Also Higgs production through gluon fusion has been studied in
detail with this approach recently [372].
For the contribution to this comparative study the subprocesses pp → h+0 jets, pp → h+1
jet and pp → h + 2 jets are calculated at next-to-leading order and pp → h + 3 jets at leading
order accuracy. The one-loop matrix elements are taken from [373, 374], [375, 376] and [44, 356],
respectively. The LO pp → h + 3 jets process, as it is merged on top of the NLO pp → h + 2 jets
process by the menlops mehtod [369], receives a local K-factor in dependence of the pp → h + 2
jets composition in terms of S- and H-events. For the central prediction, the individual jet
multiplicities were separated by Qcut = 20 GeV. The renormalisation and factorisation scales
were set according to the CKKW prescription, i.e. αs2+n (µR ) = αs (m2h ) αs (t1 ) · · · αs (tn ) and
µF = mh for the core process. The parton shower starting scale µQ was set to mh . Throughout,
the CT10nlo [233, 289] PDF set was used.
The uncertainties on the central prediction were estimated by varying µR and µF inde√
pendently by the customary factor of two and the parton shower starting scale by a factor 2.
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Fig. III.24: Transverse momentum of the Higgs boson (left) and inclusive jet multiplicity (right)
as predicted by the different generators. The individual sources of uncertainties used to generate the
respective bands are described in Sec. 6.2. Note that for PowhegBox the MiNLO-HJJ prediction has
been used throughout, despite its lowered accuracy for inclusive and one-jet observables, for consistencies
sake.

The merging scale was varied in the range {15, 20, 30} GeV. Further, the intrisic parton shower
uncertainties were estimated by varying the evolution variable and the recoil scheme according
to [372]. Non-perturbative uncertainties which may very well play a role in analyses looking
into hadronic activity within jets widely separated in rapidity [377, 378] are not assessed in this
study.
6.3

RESULTS

This study aims at quantifying the gluon fusion contribution and its perturbative uncertainty
to typical VBF Higgs plus two jets event selections at the LHC at a centre-of-mass energy of 8
TeV. To summarise Sec. 6.2, the following parameters were then varied to estimate the respective
generator’s uncertainty:
Hej:
aMc@Nlo:
PowhegBox:
Pythia 8:
Sherpa:

µR , µF
µR , µF
µR , µF
µR , µF
µR , µF

∈ [ 12 , 2] separately
∈ [ 12 , 2]
∈ [ 12 , 2] separately, √
SCALEUP ∈ [0.75, 1.5]
∈ [ 12 , 2], µQ ∈ [ √12 , 2]
√
∈ [ 12 , 2] separately, µQ ∈ [ √12 , 2], Qcut ∈ [15, 20, 30]

A common Rivet [379, 380] analysis implementing the observables for the event selections described below has been used. This analysis is inclusive with respect to the Higgs, i.e. there are
no phase space cuts on the Higgs and all decay channels are included. Concerning the presence
of additional jets the analysis defines several stages of cuts.
First we study the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson for inclusive Higgs production
as obtained in the shower based approaches to study the overall consistency of their fixedorder and resummation properties. The results are shown in Fig. III.24 on the left hand side.
PowhegBox, Pythia 8 and Sherpa are compatible within uncertainties, where PowhegBox
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Fig. III.25: Rapidity difference of both tagging jets in the leading jet selection (left) and the forwardbackward selection (right) as predicted by the different generators. The individual sources of uncertainties
used to generate the respective bands are described in Sec. 6.2. The location of the VBF cut is indicated.

reports somewhat larger central values and uncertainties due to the usage of the MiNLO-HJJ11 ,
cf. Tab. III.3. aMC@NLO has a similar description of the Sudakov region but its predictions
fall below those of the other generators for larger transverse momenta. Hej generates at least
two jets and thus is not included in the comparison for this observable.
The following observables all depend on the presence of at least one jet. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm provided by FastJet [283] with radius parameter R = 0.4
within the pseudo-rapidity range |η| < 5 and are required to have a minimal transverse momentum of p⊥ > 30 GeV. The predictions for the number of jets, shown in Fig. III.24 on the right
hand side, are largely consistent, only aMC@NLO has somewhat less cross section in the zeroand one-jet inclusive bins. The inclusive dijet cross section is consistent within uncertainties
for all generators. From here on, as a minimum of two jets accompanying the Higgs are always
required, the Hej prediction is included and it is found to be in good agreement with the shower
based approaches. For the higher inclusive jet multiplicities the spread and also the uncertainties are significantly larger. This is expected, as the theoretical accuracy decreases there for all
generators. This is especially true for the inclusive four jet rate since – with the exception of
Hej – the fourth jet comes from the parton shower only.
For the Higgs+dijet selection two alternatives are considered: In the leading jet selection
the two hardest jets in the event constitute the tagging jets, while in the forward-backward
selection the most forward and the most backward (in rapidity) jet are defined as tagging jets.
For events with exactly two jets the two selections are obviously identical, for events with more
than two jets they can differ. This general dijet selection defines the second level of cuts. The
third level is a VBF-like selection in which the two tagging jets are required to have a rapidity
separation ∆y(j1 , j2 ) > 2.8 and a large invariant mass mjj > 400 GeV. The invariant mass
and rapidity separation of the tagging jets are shown in Figs. III.25 and III.26, respectively, for
11

As this study focusses on pp → h + 2 jets topologies MiNLO-HJJ is used throughout despite its reduced
uncertainty for more inclusive observables for consistencies sake.
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Fig. III.26: Invariant mass of both tagging jets in the leading jet selection (left) and the forwardbackward selection (right) as predicted by the different generators. The individual sources of uncertainties
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both dijet selections before the VBF cuts. As expected, the rapidity separation between the
two tagging jets, Fig. III.25, is larger in the forward-backward than in the leading jet selection.
In this observable differences between the generators become visible: While PowhegBox and
Pythia 8 are consistent in shape but differ slightly in normalisation, Sherpa and aMC@NLO
predict significantly more cross section at large ∆y but also differ in normalisation. A possible
origin of such differences within the parton shower based event generators is the behaviour of
their respective parton shower, which affects distributions both explicitly by radiating additional
partons and (for some approaches) through the computation of Sudakov form factors. The
slightly higher cross section in the Pythia 8 prediction can, for example, be traced to the high
value of αs in Tune AU2-CTEQ6L1. Hej, on the contrary, falls off faster at large ∆y. This
can be understood from the systematic resummation of virtual correction in log st which become
important at large ∆y. In the leading jet selection there is the additional effect that when
jets are produced at large rapidity differences the void in between them tends to be filled with
additional hard jets unordered in p⊥ . These differences are, however, partially covered by the
uncertainties.
The invariant mass distribution is almost identical in the two dijet selections. The predictions are all consistent in shape but differ somewhat in normalisation with Pythia 8 at
the upper and Hej on the lower end of the normalisation spectrum. Noteworthy is that
Sherpa, and to some extent also Pythia 8, predicts more cross section at larger mjj than
the other generators, while Hej predicts slightly less. Here a discussion of how the aMC@NLO,
PowhegBox, Pythia 8 and Sherpa treat configurations with at least three jets which make
up a large fraction of the events in the high invariant mass as well as the large ∆y regions,
seems expedient. Treating three jet configurations as a separate contribution, as is the case
in Pythia 8 and Sherpa, leads to assigning them a renormalisation scale defined through
αs2+3 (µR ) = αs2 (mh ) αs (t1 ) αs (t2 ) αs (t3 ) for ordered jet emissions in the CKKW approach (ti
being the reconstructed emission/clustering scales of the respective approach) whereas treating three jet configurations as real emission corrections to the underlying two jet configuration
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Fig. III.27: Transverse momentum of the Higgs boson produced in association with two jets before
(left) and after (right) the application of the VBF selection cuts in the leading jet selection as predicted
by the different generators. The individual sources of uncertainties used to generate the respective bands
are described in Sec. 6.2.

would result in assigning them a coupling αs2+3 (µR ) where the renormalisation scale is defined
through that underlying two jet configuration as αs2+2 (µR ) = αs2 (mh ) αs (t1 ) αs (t2 ). Though the
difference is of higher order, the latter definition clearly leads to higher values of µR in most
cases, and therefore lower cross sections. However, note that this simple picture is significantly
muddied and partly remedied by the treatment of the real emission configuration in Powheglike approaches and the interplay of S- and H-events in MC@NLO-like calculations. In case of
Hej, the slight depletion of the cross section at large mjj is also closely related to that at large
∆y: instigated by the filling of large rapidity intervals through emissions unordered in transverse
momentum leads to a potentially different selection of tagging jets. In conclusion, however, despite all differences in the respective calculations, the resulting predictions are largely covered
by the uncertainties. Still, the differences seen for ∆y and mjj have a non-negligible effect on
the efficiency of the VBF cuts, as seen in the following.
The Higgs transverse momentum in the leading jet selection before and after VBF cuts is
displayed in Fig. III.27. It comes out to be very similar in between the different generators, again
except for small differences in the normalisation. Only the predictions of PowhegBox seem to
have a slight tilt as compared to the other generators before and after VBF cuts. Noteworthy is
also that while the cross sections after VBF cuts are largely in agreement among aMC@NLO,
PowhegBox, Pythia 8 and Sherpa the cross section predicted by Hej now drops outside the
uncertainties of the parton shower based approaches. This is a result of a trend already seen on
Fig. III.25.
Fig. III.28 shows the transverse momentum distribution of the system consisting of the
Higgs boson and the two tagging jets in the leading jet selection, again before and after VBF
cuts. The results are largely compatible within the uncertainties, with Pythia 8 and Sherpa
predicting a harder spectrum than aMC@NLO, PowhegBox or Hej. Again, as this distribution
is dominated by three jet topologies, this can be understood by the same reasoning as for Fig.
III.26. Hej does not exhibit the typical Sudakov shape with a maximum around 25 GeV as it
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Fig. III.28: Transverse momentum of the Higgs boson plus tagging jets system before (left) and after
(right) the application of the VBF selection cuts in the leading jet selection as predicted by the different
generators. The individual sources of uncertainties used to generate the respective bands are described
in Sec. 6.2.
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Fig. III.29: Azimuthal separation of the tagging jets before (left) and after (right) the application of
the VBF selection cuts in the leading jet selection as predicted by the different generators. The individual
sources of uncertainties used to generate the respective bands are described in Sec. 6.2.

is not matched to a parton shower and, therefore, does not contain DGLAP resummation.
In the case of the azimuthal separation between the tagging jets, shown again for the
leading jet selection before and after VBF cuts in Fig. III.29, the shapes are very similar before
the VBF cuts. But after VBF cuts Sherpa, and to a lesser extent aMC@NLO, predict slightly
more cross section in the region ∆φ(j1 , j2 ) ∼ π/2, whereas Pythia 8 predicts slightly more
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Fig. III.30: Transverse momentum of the hardest non-tagging jet in the leading jet selection (left)
and the forward-backward selection (right) after VBF cuts as predicted by the different generators. The
individual sources of uncertainties used to generate the respective bands are described in Sec. 6.2.

events in the back-to-back region than the other generators. The Pythia 8 result can to some
extend again be attributed to the usage of CTEQ6L1 PDFs and its rather high αs -value in Tune
AU2-CTEQ6L1 used for its parton showering.
Fig. III.30 displays the transverse momentum of the hardest non-tagging jets after VBF
cuts for both the leading jet and the forward-backward selection. Naturally, in the forwardbackward selection, not necessarily taking the two hardest jets as tagging jets, the p⊥ of this
third jet is much higher than in the leading jet selection. All generators predict roughly similar
shapes for both distributions, but at very different rates. Sherpa predicts the largest crosssection for such events containing at least three jets, followed by aMC@NLO and PowhegBox,
while Pythia 8 and Hej predict the lowest rates.
Finally, the cross sections at the different selection levels are summarised in Tabs. III.4
and III.5. While good agreement is found for inclusive pp → h + 2 jets production, as already
seen in the distributions, the cross sections in Hej are generally smaller than those predicted by
the other generators once VBF cuts are applied. This can be understood by the difference in the
description of additional hard radiation from an underlying configuration. While all generators
largely agree for the observables before VBF cuts within their respective uncertainties, both
PowhegBox and Pythia 8 are significantly higher than either aMC@NLO, Sherpa or Hej.
The differences to Hej are larger for the additional requirement of having the Higgs boson
produced within the tagging jets (in rapidity).
After VBF cuts the picture is slightly changed, emphasising their different efficiencies
across the generators. The effect of the cuts on predictions of Hej is larger by a factor of 1.5-2
as compared to the parton shower based generators. This is again understood from the effects
seen in Fig. III.25. The cross sections predicted by the parton shower based approaches are
in somewhat better agreement than before this set of additional cuts, though their respective
uncertainties have increased in some cases, especially in the forward-backward selection. The
probability to also find the Higgs boson in between both tagging jets now is substantially increased. This nicely illustrates the effect of the VBF cuts shaping the pp → h + 2 jets events
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Cross sections in the leading jet selection
σdijet [pb]
σVBF [pb]
σVBF [pb]
[pb]
σVBF [pb]
yjbw < yh < yjfw
yjbw < yh < yjfw yjbw < yj3 < yjfw

Generator

σdijet

Hej

1.053+0.374
−0.253

0.337+0.107
−0.075

0.070+0.025
−0.017

0.057+0.019
−0.013

0.0177+0.0092
−0.0055

aMC@NLO

1.106+0.316
−0.272

0.440+0.125
−0.109

0.149+0.051
−0.039

0.131+0.044
−0.035

0.0338+0.0114
−0.0088

PowhegBox

1.426+0.328
−0.415

0.583+0.178
−0.181

0.154+0.050
−0.048

0.135+0.043
−0.042

0.0345+0.0165
−0.0167

Pythia 8

1.590+0.612
−0.385

0.650+0.262
−0.162

0.183+0.083
−0.049

0.160+0.072
−0.043

0.0277+0.0110
−0.0071

Sherpa

1.073+0.462
−0.225

0.422+0.185
−0.082

0.165+0.071
−0.039

0.138+0.061
−0.033

0.0461+0.0265
−0.0126

Table III.4: Cross section for pp → h + 2 jet production within the dijet and VBF cuts as predicted by
the different generators in the leading jet selection. Additionally the cross sections with the additional
requirement that the Higgs boson is produced in between both tagging jets or that a third jet is present
and between both tagging jets are given. yjfw and yjbw are the rapidities of the forward and the backward
tagging jet. The individual sources of uncertainties used to generate the respective bands are described
in Sec. 6.2.

Cross sections in the forward-backward selection
σdijet [pb]
σVBF [pb]
σVBF [pb]
[pb]
σVBF [pb]
yjbw < yh < yjfw
yjbw < yh < yjfw yjbw < yj3 < yjfw

Generator

σdijet

Hej

1.053+0.374
−0.253

0.384+0.130
−0.089

0.103+0.044
−0.028

0.086+0.035
−0.022

0.0585+0.0323
−0.0190

aMC@NLO

1.106+0.316
−0.272

0.512+0.147
−0.127

0.183+0.058
−0.047

0.163+0.050
−0.041

0.0796+0.0237
−0.0198

PowhegBox

1.426+0.328
−0.415

0.658+0.199
−0.214

0.197+0.068
−0.068

0.177+0.060
−0.061

0.0878+0.0472
−0.0394

Pythia 8

1.590+0.612
−0.385

0.716+0.282
−0.175

0.220+0.093
−0.055

0.195+0.082
−0.049

0.0726+0.0288
−0.0173

Sherpa

1.073+0.462
−0.225

0.499+0.229
−0.099

0.218+0.102
−0.052

0.189+0.091
−0.045

0.1129+0.0656
−0.0296

Table III.5: Cross section for pp → h + 2 jet production within the dijet and VBF cuts as predicted
by the different generators in the forward-backward selection. Additionally the cross sections with the
additional requirement that the Higgs boson is produced in between both tagging jets or that a third jet
is present and between both tagging jets are given. yjfw and yjbw are the rapidities of the forward and
the backward tagging jet. The individual sources of uncertainties used to generate the respective bands
are described in Sec. 6.2.

into a VBF-like topology with a large rapidity span that is very likely to contain the Higgs. The
probability to find another jet in between the tagging jets again shows larger variability among
the generators, as was already observed in Fig. III.30. Here in both selections Sherpa predicts
the largest rates whereas those of Hej and Pythia 8 are the smallest.
It is interesting to observe that as, by construction, the rapidity span is larger in the
forward-backward selection than in the dijet selection, not only is the cross section after VBF
cuts enlarged, but also have both the probability to find the Higgs and to find an additional jet
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in between the two tagging jets increased. In particular the latter is interesting in the context of
using jet vetoes to suppress the gluon fusion contribution to VBF-like signatures. This possibility
is not studied here, as it also requires careful treatment of the underlying event, which can also
produce additional jets.
The full set of observables studied can be found at
http://phystev.in2p3.fr/wiki/2013:groups:sm:higgs:hdijetsresults.
6.4

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this study was to quantify the gluon fusion contribution to h + 2 jets with a VBF-like
signature and its uncertainties. The strategy was to obtain state-of-the-art NLO or multi-jet
merged NLO predictions from the event generators Hej, aMC@NLO, PowhegBox, Pythia 8
and Sherpa including perturbative uncertainties and do a detailed comparison of both rates and
distributions. The events were analysed with a common, generic Higgs analysis. Distributions
are plotted at different levels of cuts going from inclusive Higgs via Higgs+dijet to a VBF-like
selection.
The gluon fusion contribution to Higgs events with a VBF-like signature turns out to be of
the order of 0.1-0.2 pb and is thus non-negligible. This is especially relevant as observables such
as ∆φ(j1 , j2 ) exhibit different shapes in Higgs production through gluon fusion as opposed to
production through weak-boson fusion, diluting characteristic patterns used to measure Higgs
properties. The predictions by the NLO event generators are in good agreement with oneanother within their respective uncertainty estimates. In all cases (except for aMC@NLO) all
sources of perturbative uncertainties, stemming from the fixed-order cross-section input, the
matched parton shower resummation (in the form of its starting scale), and, where applicable,
also the unphysical multijet merging parameter, were accounted for. Additional uncertainties
originating in the parton shower splitting functions (evolution variables, choice of the scales of
the strong coupling, recoil schemes) are current topics of investigation.
The differences in cross section are reflected in the normalisation of the distributions. The
shapes are largely consistent. Pythia 8 and Sherpa have been observed to have a tendency to
predict slightly harder transverse momentum spectra, but these differences are mostly covered
by the reported uncertainties.
Although it is reassuring that the predictions by different generators are generally consistent, the uncertainties remain rather large. Taking the perturbative uncertainties reported by
the generators and the spread of the predictions seriously, one arrives at an uncertainty estimate
on the cross section that is roughly a factor 2. One possible avenue for the reduction of these
uncertainties is the experimental study of the VBF phase space on various signal processes,
e.g. [381], to constrain the models. It is further important to note that this study only investigated perturbative uncertainties. Noneperturbative uncertainties stemming from the modelling
of the parton-to-hadron fragmentation and especially multiple parton interaction, however, may
also play an important role in analyses with gap fractions [377].
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7
7.1

Higgs boson plus di- and tri-jet production at NLO in QCD12
Introduction

Among the different production mechanisms of a Higgs boson (H) within the Standard Model,
Gluon-Gluon Fusion (GGF) via a virtual top-quark loop is the one with the largest cross section
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Although direct measurements of the Higgs boson properties in this channel, without applying any vetoes on additional jets, are difficult due to the large
QCD background, precise theoretical predictions for the associate production of a Higgs boson
and jets in GGF are important for several aspects. On the one hand the possibility to reliably
estimate the theoretical uncertainty when a jet veto is applied heavily relies on the knowledge
of inclusive and exclusive cross sections for Higgs boson production and additional jets, on the
other hand the production of a Higgs boson together two jets in GGF is one of the main irreducible backgrounds to the production of a Higgs boson in Vector Boson Fusion (VBF), which
allows to directly probe the coupling of the Higgs boson to other electroweak bosons.
The leading order (LO) contribution to the production of a Higgs boson in association with
two jets (H+2-jets) and three jets (H+3-jets), retaining the full top-mass (mt ) dependence, have
been computed respectively in Refs. [382, 383], and Ref. [384]. These calculations showed that
large top-mass approximation (mt → ∞) is valid whenever the mass of the Higgs particle and
the pT of the jets are not much larger than the mass of the top quark. In the results presented
here we adopt this approximation and introduce a set of effective vertices, which directly couple
the Higgs particle to two, three and four gluons [373, 374]. Feynman rules for these vertices can
be found e.g. in Ref. [385]. The next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections for H+2-jets in GGF
at LHC were first computed in Ref. [44, 356] using amplitudes computed in Refs. [349, 386–396].
These amplitudes have been also used to obtain matched NLO plus shower predictions [364,372].
More recently they have been recomputed using for the first time an automated tool for the
evaluation of both tree-level and loop amplitudes in Ref. [385]. A similar setup was also used to
compute the first NLO results for H+3-jets in GGF [3].
In these proceedings we present some new results for H+3-jets at NLO to which we applied
a set of ATLAS-like cuts, and compare it with predictions for H+2-jets at NLO. In Section 7.2
the computational setup used to obtain the various predictions is presented. Compared to the
original setup used in Ref. [3], here the newest developments regarding the evaluation of loop
amplitudes with integrand reduction techniques based on Laurent expansion were used [397]. In
Section 7.3 we present our results and discuss them. They include predictions for the total cross
sections and for several relevant distributions, together with scale uncertainty bands.
7.2

Calculational details

All parton-level predictions, which we present in these proceedings, have been produced by
combined generator packages. The H+2-jets samples were obtained with the GoSam+Sherpa
package while those describing H+3-jets production required the combination of contributions from GoSam+Sherpa and the MadGraph/Dipole/Event framework. More specifically, the H+3-jets samples were built from the Born plus virtual (BV) terms as provided by
GoSam+Sherpa and the dipole-subtracted real emission (RS) contribution as well as the integrated subtraction terms (I) as produced by MadGraph/Dipole/Event. We checked the
consistency of our hybrid MC integration for H+3-jets on H+2-jets, verifying that the full cross
section at NLO agrees with the corresponding result for the integration of all contributions
12
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(BVIRS) obtained with GoSam+Sherpa alone. Moreover, for H+3-jets we found excellent
agreement between MadGraph and Sherpa for the LO cross section.
7.2.1

Virtual amplitudes

The virtual 1-loop amplitudes are generated and computed using the GoSam framework [4],
which combines the algebraic generation of d-dimensional integrands via Feynman diagrams [398–
401], with the numerical evaluation based upon integrand-reduction [397, 402–407], as implemented in Samurai [397, 408–410] and Ninja [397, 411–413] and tensor integral calculus, as
implemented in Golem95 [414, 415].
The virtual amplitudes for the production of Higgs plus two- and three-jets presented in
Ref. [385] and Ref. [3] respectively, were obtained by using the Samurai reduction library. For
the results presented here, instead, GoSam was used to generate the input for the new library
Ninja [411], which computes the loop amplitude using a novel technique based on the interplay
of the reduction at the integrand level and the Laurent expansion of the numerator [397], and
proved to be in general faster and more stable compared to the standard integrand reduction
method [412]. In fact, by employing Ninja, the evaluation time per phase-space point reduced
by a factor of 50%, and the fraction of unstable point dropped below the permille level. The
scalar loop integrals are computed using OneLOop [416].
In order to deal with the complexity of the amplitudes of the processes computed here,
several improvements were introduced into GoSam. They will become public with the release
of the new version of the program, whose final development is currently in progress. Among
the improvements, there is the possibility to exploit the optimized manipulation of polynomial
expressions available in FORM 4.0 [417].
The one-loop amplitudes for Higgs production in GGF containing the effective ggH coupling lead to integrands that may exhibit numerators with rank larger than the number of the
denominators. More details about the treatment of these so-called higher-rank integrals can be
found in Refs. [3, 385, 410, 415].
7.2.2

GoSam+Sherpa specifics

Within Sherpa [166] the tree amplitudes for the Born contributions and real corrections were
obtained using the automatic amplitude generator Amegic [418], which also automatically generates the subtraction terms and their integrated counterpart using an implementation [419] of
the Catani-Seymour dipoles subtraction [200]. The integration of the virtual amplitudes was also
performed using Sherpa. The amplitudes generated with GoSam were interfaced to Sherpa
via the Binoth-Les-Houches Accord (BLHA) [198,199], which sets the standards for the communication between a Monte Carlo program and a One Loop Program, and allows to generate and
link the two codes fully automatically. The integration of the H+3-jets amplitudes is carried
out by generating O(106 ) events, sampled on a MC grid trained on the Born matrix element,
and weighted with the sum of the Born and the virtual amplitudes.
7.2.3

MadGraph/Dipole/Event specifics

In the MadGraph setup the tree-level amplitudes are obtained using MadGraph 4 [420, 421]
and the subtraction terms are provided by MadDipole [422,423], which also implements CataniSeymour dipole subtraction. The numerical integration is done using MadEvent [365]. We
verified the independence of our result under the variation of the so called α-parameter that
fixes the amount of subtractions around the divergences of the real corrections.
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7.2.4

Parameter settings and scale variations

The various H+jets calculations are performed for proton-proton collisions at 8 TeV centerof-mass energy using the five-flavour scheme, massless b quarks and a vanishing Yukawa bbH
coupling. We only consider the effective coupling of gluons to the Higgs boson evaluated in the
infinite top-mass limit. The Higgs boson is stable with a mass of mH = 126 GeV. To guarantee
consistent setups, we use the cteq6l1 (αs (MZ ) = 0.1298) and CT10nlo (αs (MZ ) = 0.118) parton
density functions (PDFs) to produce our main results at leading and next-to leading orders in
QCD, respectively.
Scale uncertainties were determined following the common procedure applied in fixedorder calculations. Accordingly, we vary the renormalization and factorization scales, µR and
µF , by factors of 2.0 and 0.5.
Everywhere, but in the effective coupling of the Higgs to the gluons, the renormalization
and factorization scales are set to
X
ĤT
1 q 2
µF = µR =
=
mH + p2T,H +
|pT,i |
2
2
i

!

,

(III.42)

where the sum runs over the final state jets. The strong coupling is therefore evaluated at
different scales according to αs2 → αs2 (mH )αs2 (ĤT /2) for H+2-jets, and αs5 → αs2 (mH )αs3 (ĤT /2)
for H+3-jets.
7.2.5

Kinematic requirements

In a 2-jets analysis, there are several ways of defining the two tagging jets accompanying the
production of the Higgs boson. For this study, we apply a leading jet selection where the
two highest pT jets are specified to be the tagged ones. The third jet therefore is defined as
the hardest untagged jet of each event. Jets are constructed utilizing the anti-kT jet finding
(jet)
algorithm implemented in FastJet [283, 284, 424] and a separation of R = 0.4, pt
> 30 GeV
and |η (jet) | < 4.4. Of course, our inclusive H+jets samples fulfill the tagging jet requirements by
definition; in the 3-jets case, we provide predictions where even the first untagged jet is described
at NLO accuracy.
7.3

Next-to-leading order results

We divide our result section into two parts: first, we will discuss the cross sections, which
we obtain in the different jet multiplicity bins and at different orders of αs . Then we present
a selection of transverse momentum and rapidity observables to better quantify the effects of
higher-order corrections and scale variations on the H+jets differential final states.
7.3.1

Inclusive cross sections and multiplicity ratios

Table III.6 lists the inclusive jet cross sections σn of all our parton-level calculations using
the parameters and constraints as given in Secs. 7.2.4 and 7.2.5. Three jet multiplicity bins,
n = 2, 3, 4, are relevant to this study and given by requiring at least n jets. We employ two of
these to compare the results of the H plus two-jet and three-jet calculations with each other.
Except for the down-scale variation (µ = µR,F /2), we find the NLO rate effect to be substantial
as indicated by the large K-factors. Interestingly, in all cases, they are rather similar in size for
both jet bins n = 2 and n = 3. While the LO cross sections show a strong dependence on joint
renormalization and factorization scale variations, the NLO cross section uncertainties due to
these µR,F variations are considerably reduced to approximately 15%.
Another interesting indicator that we consider at LO and NLO is the three-to-two jet
cross section ratio, generally defined as r(n+1)/n = σn+1 /σn . Owing to the similar K-factors, it
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Sample

Cross sections for Higgs boson plus
≥ 2 jets

K-factor

f3

≥ 3 jets

r3/2

LO
+37%
−24%

H+2-jet2 (LO PDFs)

1.23

H+3-jets (LO PDFs)

(0.381)

1.0

0.381

+53%
−32%

0.310

0.347
0.278

1.0

0.286

+50%
−31%

0.295

0.332
0.265

0.182

0.289

+49%
−31%

1.0

0.485

−3%
−13%

0.305

0.307
0.284

+33%
−23%

H+2-jets (NLO PDFs)

0.970

H+3-jets (NLO PDFs)

(0.286)
NLO
−4%
−7%

H+2-jets

1.590

H+3-jets

(0.485)

K2 , K3 (LO PDFs for LO)

1.29

0.911
1.59

1.27

0.806
1.63

K2 , K3 (NLO PDFs for LO)

1.64

1.19
1.98

1.70

1.10
2.13

Table III.6: Cross sections in pb for the various parton-level Higgs boson plus jet samples used in this
study. The upper and lower parts of the table show the LO and NLO results, respectively, together with
their uncertainties (in percent) from varying scales by factors of two, up (subscript position) and down
(superscript position). NLO-to-LO K-factors, Kn , for both the inclusive 2-jets (n = 2) and 3-jets (n = 3)
bin, the cross section ratio r3/2 and m-jet fractions, fm , are given in addition.

remains fairly stable at ∼ 30%, roughly a factor 3 times higher than a sole αs effect. Just for
completeness, we have also listed the inclusive three-jet fraction, f3 , belonging to each sample.
7.3.2

Differential observables

The set of observables we want to present here includes Higgs boson and single-jet transverse
momenta, pT,x , as well as their respective rapidities, yx (x ∈ {H, j1,2,3 }). As an example of a
multi-object observable, we also discuss the pT distribution of the Hj1 j2 system.
We start our discussion by presenting several predictions for the Higgs boson rapidity distribution in Fig. III.31. In all three panels of this figure, we show the same NLO prediction for
H+3-jets production (red lines), and compare it, in the left two panels, with two different H+3jets predictions of LO accuracy (blue lines). We observe large, O(50%), positive corrections
that are spread almost uniformly over the entire H rapidity range; they increase in the forward/backward region. In the leftmost panel, both the LO and NLO predictions were obtained
from the same NLO PDF set, that is CT10nlo. As seen in the middle panel, the corrections
decrease by ∼ 20% if one uses an order αs treatment that is consistent between the PDFs and the
parton-level calculations. Half of the effect can then simply be attributed to the larger αs (MZ )
value of the cteq6l1 parametrization that we used to compute the middle panel’s LO result.
The scale uncertainties of the central predictions are shown by the respective envelopes of same
colour. Enhancing the description to NLO accuracy, we find a reduction of these errors from
±50% to less than modulus 30%, which also means that the scale variation bands turn from
being fairly symmetric to rather one-sided. This is a consequence of fixing the central/default
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Fig. III.31: Higgs boson rapidity distributions and their µR,F scale uncertainties (depicted by pastelcoloured bands) in H+3-jets production at the Ecm = 8 TeV LHC. The two plots to the left show a
comparison of the NLO (red) to LO (blue) predictions where the left panel’s LO result has been obtained
using the same PDF as for the NLO computation. The ratio plots at the bottom visualize the K-factor
variation over the Higgs boson’s rapidity range. In the rightmost panel, the yH distributions of the 3-jets
(red) and 2-jets (blue) NLO samples (requiring two tagging jets only) are compared to each other, and
their differential cross section ratio is shown in the lower part.

scales right where the NLO cross section plateaus.
The plot to the right of Fig. III.31 is a direct comparison of the yH distributions given by
the 2-jets (blue) and 3-jets (red) NLO samples. Scale variations lead to O(20%) uncertainties
over a fairly broad yH range. Although the two NLO samples differ by one order of αs , the
associated scale uncertainties are comparable in size, and only somewhat smaller for the H+2jets case. Since we do not require more than the two tagging jets, the H+3-jets line in the
lower plot actually visualizes the r3/2 quantity differentially in dependence on yH . It varies only
mildly around the inclusive, ∼ 0.3 value given in the table above. The differential ratio also
shows that the production of Higgs bosons in the 3-jets sample is slightly more central than in
the 2-jets sample.
We now turn to discuss our results, which we obtained for the single jet observables and
the H-system pt spectra. Figs. III.32, III.34 and Figs. III.33, III.35 follow the same plotting
styles/layouts and colour code as chosen for the center and rightmost subfigures of Fig. III.31,
respectively. The former set of figures is therefore used to give a broader comparison between
NLO and LO predictions as generated by the Higgs boson plus 3-jets final state. In the latter
set, we then display how the H+3-jets and H+2-jets NLO results compare to each other for
exactly the same selection of observables.
Focusing on the jet transverse momenta and rapidities, pt,ji (left columns) and yji (right
columns), as depicted for the three hardest jets in Figs. III.32 and III.33, we notice that they
show very similar scale variation characteristics and reduction of errors as discussed for the yH
spectra presented in Fig. III.31. Similarly for the NLO corrections on the jet rapidities, we again
find these to be rather well described by constant positive shifts, which here are of the order
of 20%, see Fig. III.32. In contrast to this, all differential K-factors associated with the jet pt
distributions in this figure show a decline towards larger pt values. In other words, even that
the rate of Higgs associated jet production gets enhanced at NLO, the pt tails loose hardness
when taking relative measures. This is due to the extra radiation carried away from the system
by the fourth jet, which shifts the spectra of all the other jets to lower values. Note that the
soft jet K-factors can take values as large as 1.4.
Turning to Fig. III.33, the very same set of H+3-jets NLO predictions is plotted against
the corresponding H+2-jets predictions such that the differential r3/2 ratios can be read off
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Fig. III.32: Higgs boson plus three-jet production at leading (blue) and next-to leading (blue) order
for proton–proton collisions at Ecm = 8 TeV. The transverse momenta and rapidities of the three hardest
jets are shown in the left and right column, respectively. The size of the scale uncertainties has been
indicated by the lightly coloured bands occurring around each central prediction. The lower plots show
the K-factor variations for each of these single jet observables.
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Fig. III.33: Comparison of QCD NLO predictions for inclusive 2-jets (blue) and 3-jets (red) final states
in Higgs boson plus jets production at the Ecm = 8 TeV LHC. The transverse momenta and rapidities of
the three hardest jets are shown in the left and right column, respectively. The colourful envelops around
the central predictions depict the size of their scale uncertainties. Each lower plot is used to indicate
the cross section ratio between the three-jet and two-jet samples in dependence on the respective single
jet observable. Note that in the H+2-jet calculation, the third-jet spectra are only described with LO
accuracy.
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Fig. III.34: Higgs boson plus three-jet production at leading (blue) and next-to leading (blue) order for
proton–proton collisions at Ecm = 8 TeV. Transverse momentum distributions of the Higgs boson (left)
and the H plus tagging jet system (right) are shown together with their scale uncertainties indicated
by the lightly coloured bands surrounding each central prediction. The lower plots show the K-factor
variations as functions of pT,H and pT,Hjj .

easily. As before, they are rather flat for the yji predictions, and do not exceed values larger
than 35% owing to the two-tagging-jet requirement. Only if a third jet has to be resolved (cf. the
last row of Fig. III.33), we find this ratio to be as large as 1.6, which is no surprise, since it
now denotes a K-factor based on a LO third-jet description obtained with NLO PDFs. For the
transverse momenta of the first two jets, the r3/2 variables show a strong dependence on the
hardness of the jets. They rise quickly from very low values of O(0.1) at the jet threshold to over
50% for pt ∼ 100 GeV. This emphasizes the importance of higher jet multiplicity contributions
if one targets a complete description of H+jets final states.
Lastly we discuss, in the same manner as before, our findings regarding the pt distributions
of the Higgs bosons and the Hj1 j2 three-body objects. The NLO corrections to the Higgs
boson pt in three-jet final states (Fig. III.34 to the left) are of the order of +30% and decrease
very slowly over the pt range plotted here. The behaviour under scale variations is as before.
Comparing to the pt,H spectrum extracted from the corresponding 2-jets sample, we observe an
r3/2 ratio that is rising as those for the tagging jet pt , but on a slower rate; see the left panel
in Fig. III.35. In particular, for pt,H values below 100 GeV, it remains locked around 0.2. For
transverse momenta above 2 MH , the 3-jet contributions are again as large as 50%, with similar
implications regarding an inclusive multi-jet description of H+jets final states as pointed out in
the case of the single jet pt .
We round off by discussing our three different predictions for the transverse momentum
distribution of the Hj1 j2 systems. Each of the right panels in Figs. III.34 and III.35 shows the
pt spectrum computed from the H+3-jets NLO samples. First we compare it to corresponding
LO predictions (Fig. III.34), then to the ones of the H+2-jets NLO samples (Fig. III.35). The
pt,Hj1 j2 is an interesting variable for our study since it is sensitive to the description of any
additional parton radiation beyond the two tagging jets. It is out of question that a fixed-order
description of the low pt region cannot be achieved reliably without supplementing the necessary resummation contributions. Nevertheless we can use this variable to point out important
features of the three different calculations as well as discuss the formal accuracy of the tails of
these pt,Hj1 j2 spectra. The prediction taken from the H+3-jets LO sample is just given by the
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third-jet pt distribution of lowest order, with a clear indication of the jet pt threshold at 30 GeV,
cf. Fig. III.34. The hardness of the third jet simply determines the recoil of the Hj1 j2 system.
Above threshold, we therefore have a LO accurate description of the pt,Hj1 j2 spectrum. The situation cannot be improved by an H+2-jets NLO computation (Fig. III.35): the difference in the
tails is caused by the replacement of LO with NLO PDFs, again pointing to a 20% effect as discussed earlier. The region below the jet threshold gets filled by real emission contributions that
are too soft to be resolved as a jet. However, the resulting low-pt spectrum is highly unphysical
due to the missing contributions from multiparton emissions.13 Turning to the NLO accurate
evaluation of H+3 jets, we finally improve the precision to which we describe the pt,Hj1 j2 tail.
For transverse momenta larger than 60 GeV, we have achieved NLO precision. Besides neglecting
Sudakov corrections, below this value we are missing contributions only a full NNLO H+2-jet
calculation can provide (contributions such as double unresolved and virtual plus unresolved
emissions). However, contributions with two more jets beyond the tagged ones or three jets and
unresolved extra emission already lead to pt balancing as well as pt enhancing effects such that
we find large, O(3), fairly constant corrections for higher pt,Hj1 j2 and a depletion towards zero
pt,Hj1 j2 . A last few comments are in order concerning the scale variation characteristics of the
pt,Hj1 j2 predictions: firstly, a reduction from ±50% to ±30% is only found for the prediction
from the H+3-jets NLO calculation (red envelopes). As discussed the other evaluations only
give LO accurate results. Secondly, in contrast to other H+3-jets NLO predictions, the much
more symmetric band found here is a consequence of the dominance of the four-jet contributions
that feature a LO scale variation behaviour.14
Conclusions
Taking advantage of the recent developments in the automated computation of NLO predictions
we reported on NLO QCD results in an ATLAS-like analysis of inclusive Higgs boson plus 2-jets
and 3-jets final states.
The loop amplitudes were generated with GoSam and computed using a new development in integrand reduction techniques, based on a Laurent expansion, and implemented in the
code Ninja. For tree-level amplitudes and phase space integration we used Sherpa and the
MadGraph/Dipole/Event framework.
We find that NLO corrections are important and result in a substantial change of rate and
jet hardness. At the level of the total inclusive cross section we find an increase of almost 30%
for both H+2-jets and H+3-jets, whereas the scale variation reduces to approximately 15%.
Considering differential distributions, we observe that rapidity distributions for the Higgs boson
and the first three hardest jets obtain a positive shift of about 20%, which is rather constant over
the full kinematical range. For the transverse momentum distributions of the jets instead, we
observe a decrease in the K-factor towards larger pt values, whereas in the transverse momentum
distribution of the Higgs boson, this decrease is only very slow. The differential r3/2 ratios for the
rapidities are rather flat and never exceed 35%, however in the case of the transverse momentum
distributions they reach up to 50% for the leading jet and the Higgs boson. This shows that
H+3-jets contributions cannot be neglected in an inclusive two-jet sensitive analysis. Another
observable, where NLO corrections to H+3-jets play an important role is the pt distribution of
13

Known as the Sudakov effect, the very same discussion occurs, for example, for the pt,H distribution in Higgs
boson production at NLO. The reduction seen here for the very first pt,Hj1 j2 bin of the H+2-jets NLO computation
is caused by those events satisfying pt,Hj1 j2 ≡ 0, i.e. Born, virtual and integrated subtraction contributions as well
as those from counter events fall into the first bin diminishing the large effect from (unresolved) real emissions.
14
On a more quantitative level, we note that the ‘BVI’ contributions of the pt,Hj1 j2 and pt,j3 distributions are
exactly the same while the ‘RS’ ones of the former are considerably harder than those of the latter. This leads to
a different cancellation pattern when combining the scale varied ‘BVI’ and ‘RS’ predictions (they work in opposite
directions). For the pt,Hj1 j2 , we then find the ‘RS’ uncertainties to be the dominating ones for pt,Hj1 j2 & 60 GeV.
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Fig. III.35: Comparison of QCD NLO predictions for inclusive 2-jets (blue) and 3-jets (red) final states
in Higgs boson plus jets production at the Ecm = 8 TeV LHC. The transverse momenta of the Higgs boson
and Higgs boson plus j1 j2 system are shown in the left and right panel, respectively. Colourful envelops
are used to depict the size of scale uncertainties. The lower plots indicate the cross section ratios between
the three-jet and two-jet samples in dependence on the pT value. Note that in the H+2-jets case, the
pT,Hjj distribution has LO accuracy only.

the Hj1 j2 system. In fact, for the first time, the distribution is described at NLO accuracy for
(jet)
pt > 2pt,min = 60 GeV.
It would be interesting to study the impact of the NLO corrections presented here when
typical VBF cuts are applied. Modern Monte Carlo tools allow furthermore to study these
correction in a matched NLO plus parton shower framework merged with lower multiplicity
predictions. We postpone these studies to future publication.
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Jet-bin uncertainties estimate through jet efficiencies15

8
8.1

Introduction

In order to fully establish whether the new particle recently discovered at the LHC [425, 426]
is the SM Higgs boson, precise measurements of its properties, in particular its couplings, are
essential. Establishing a significant departure from the simple SM-like pattern could be a first
manifestation of New Physics. In fact, the new particle lies in a region of parameter space where
15

P. F. Monni (Work in collaboration wit A. Banfi, G.P. Salam, and G. Zanderighi)
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many decay modes have an appreciable branching fraction, leading to a very rich phenomenology.
On the other hand, many decay channels (e.g. H → bb̄, H → W + W − ) are very difficult to
measure because of the large QCD background. Most Higgs-boson events involve either none or
one jet, since higher multiplicity events are suppressed by powers of the strong coupling constant,
and hence more rare. It is natural then to impose a veto on additional jets so as to significantly
reduce the dominant background, while reducing only modestly the signal. Therefore, it is
essential to know how much these tight kinematical cuts reduce the signal cross section, and
what the uncertainties in the resulting signal are. However, a precise assessment of the theory
error in the presence of a jet veto is a challenging task.
Tight kinematical cuts applied to QCD radiation give rise to large Sudakov logarithms of
the form αsn ln2n (mH /pt,veto ) in the perturbative series. When scale variation is used to estimate
the theory uncertainty, the K-factor effects nearly cancel against the large logarithms leading to
an underestimate of the actual perturbative error. Such logarithmic terms spoil the convergence
of the perturbative series in the region where the logarithms are very large, and they must be
resummed to all orders in the strong coupling. Not only does resummation allow for a more
precise theory prediction, but it also gives a direct handle to estimate the size of higher-order
Sudakov logarithms, which is necessary for a reliable assessment of uncertainties.
Resummed predictions for the Higgs+0 jet cross section and efficiencies have been obtained
both in the context of the CAESAR method [427, 428], and in an effective theory framework [429]
up to next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic level. Some terms beyond this accuracy have been
recently obtained in [430, 431]. The impact of heavy quark masses on the resummed predictions
has been also studied for both the pt,veto [432] and pt,H [432,433] cross sections. When more than
a tagged jet is present in the process, the infrared structure of the perturbative series becomes
more complex and new logarithms of the non-global type [434, 435] appear. For the H+1 jet
cross section, NLL resummation for the global class in the regime pt,veto l+ l− pt,jet ∼ mH was
obtained in [436].
In order to optimize the sensitivity, some experimental analyses (e.g. gg → H → W + W − ,
VBF) combine data with different jet multiplicities. Since resummed predictions are currently
only available for 0- and 1-jet bins, it is of primary importance to have a robust prescription to
estimate reliably the uncertainties associated with a fixed-order calculation. Moreover, a good
method should allow one to incorporate any resummed predictions whenever available.
A first approach based on the combination of inclusive jet bin uncertainties was proposed
by Stewart and Tackmann in [437]. Uncertainties in the exclusive jet-bin cross sections are obtained by treating the errors in the inclusive jet-bins as uncorrelated. An alternative prescription
was presented in [427, 428], and it is referred to as the jet-veto efficiency (JVE) method. It is
based on the assumption that the uncertainties in the jet-fractions (efficiencies) with different
multiplicities are uncorrelated with each other and with the uncertainty in the total cross section. This is physically motivated by the fact that uncertainties in jet fractions are dominated by
Sudakov suppression effects, whilst K-factor effects (which rule the uncertainty in the total cross
section) largely cancel in the definition of the jet fractions themselves. The latter method allows
one to treat resummed predictions for different jet bins on the same footing as fixed-order ones.
For the resummed 0-jet cross section, the error obtained with the JVE method is consistent with
the direct estimate obtained from scale variations in the resummed calculation. More recently,
a recipe to combine uncertainties for different resummed jet-bin cross sections in the context
of SCET resummation was presented in [438]. When resummed predictions are not available,
the latter method reduces to the standard scale variation which underestimates the theoretical
error. In the following sections, we briefly recall the JVE method, and present a generalisation
to any jet multiplicity.
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8.2

The JVE method

The uncertainties in jet-bin cross sections are due to a combination of K-factor effects which rule
the uncertainty in the total cross section, and Sudakov suppression effects due to the presence
of severe cuts on the real QCD radiation. The idea behind the JVE approach is to disentangle
these two effects and treat them separately. Therefore, we define n-jet efficiencies n as
n =

σn−jet
,
σ≥n−jet

(III.43)

where σn−jet is the exclusive n−jet cross section.
To a large extent, K-factor effects cancel in the ratio (III.43), since the uncertainty in
the n−jet efficiency is largely ruled by Sudakov suppression. Therefore, one can treat the
uncertainties in the n−jet efficiency and in the inclusive n−jet cross section as uncorrelated.
The uncertainties in the two quantities are computed separately and then combined according
to the latter assumption.
The theory error in the inclusive n−jet cross section is obtained by standard scale variation,
which is not affected by cancellations in the inclusive case. Threshold resummation effects can
be also included [40]. To obtain the uncertainty in the n−jet efficiency, we start by noticing that
m + 1 different schemes for the jet fractions can be defined at Nm LO. As an example we consider
the 0−jet efficiency 0 . Using the current state-of-the-art calculations at NNLO for both the
0−jet and the total cross sections, the following three equivalent schemes can be defined to this
perturbative accuracy
Σ0 (pt,veto ) + Σ1 (pt,veto ) + Σ2 (pt,veto )
,
σ0 + σ1 + σ2
Σ0 (pt,veto ) + Σ1 (pt,veto ) + Σ̄2 (pt,veto )
(b)
,
0 (pt,veto ) =
σ0 + σ1
!
Σ̄2 (pt,veto ) σ1
Σ̄1 (pt,veto )
(c)
0 (pt,veto ) = 1 +
+
− 2 Σ̄1 (pt,veto ) ,
σ0
σ0
σ0

(III.45)

Σ0−jet (pt,veto ) = Σ0 (pt,veto ) + Σ1 (pt,veto ) + Σ2 (pt,veto ) + . . .

(III.47)

(a)

0 (pt,veto ) =

(III.44)

(III.46)

where

σ≥0−jet = σtot = σ0 + σ1 + σ2 + . . . ,
and
Σi (pt,veto ) = Σ̄i (pt,veto ) + σi ,

Σ̄i (pt,veto ) = −

(III.48)

Z ∞

dpt
pt,veto

dΣi (pt )
.
dpt

(III.49)

Schemes (III.45) and (III.46) differ from Eq. (III.44) only by terms O αs3 , which are not under control. The uncertainty in the 0−jet efficiency is obtained as the envelope of all scale
variations for the central scheme (III.44) and the central values relative to the remaining two
schemes (III.45) and (III.46). The spread between different schemes is associated with the Sudakov suppression effects and it increases for lower efficiencies, i.e. when more radiation is
suppressed. When resummation of large Sudakov logarithms is available, it can be included as
shown in [427, 428], and the variation of the corresponding resummation scale is included in the
envelope. Resummed and fixed-order calculations for different jet bins are treated in the same
way, and can be straightforwardly combined. Below we discuss the JVE method for an arbitrary
number of exclusive jet bins, and we explicitly work out the case of only two jet bins.
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8.2.1

Formulation for any jet multiplicity

In the general case with n exclusive jet bins and one inclusive bin, we define the n exclusive
cross sections as
σ0−jet =

0 σtot ,

(III.50)

σ1−jet =

1 (1 − 0 )σtot ,

(III.51)

σ2−jet =

2 (1 − 1 )(1 − 0 )σtot ,

(III.52)

...
σn−jet = n (1 − n−1 )...(1 − 0 )σtot ,

(III.53)

and the inclusive one as
σ>n−jet = (1 − n )(1 − n−1 )...(1 − 0 )σtot .

(III.54)

To express the uncertainty in the jet-bin cross sections, we define the following n + 1 vectors in
the (n + 1)-dimensional euclidean space


∆σi =

∂σi
∂σi
∂σi
∂σi
δn ,
δn−1 , ...,
δ0 ,
δσtot ,
∂n
∂n−1
∂0
∂σtot


(III.55)

where σi denotes either any of the n exclusive or the inclusive jet-bin cross sections, δi denotes
the uncertainty in the i−jet efficiency, computed as described above, and δσtot is the uncertainty
in the total cross section. They fulfill the following conditions
= δ 2 i δij ,

δi · δj

(III.56)

δi · δσtot = 0.

(III.57)

The vectors corresponding to the exclusive cross sections read
∆σ0−jet = (0 , ..., σtot δ0 , 0 δσtot ) ,

(III.58)

∆σ1−jet = (0, ..., (1 − 0 )σtot δ1 , −1 σtot δ0 , 1 (1 − 0 )δσtot ) ,

(III.59)

∆σ2−jet = (0 , ..., (1 − 1 )(1 − 0 )σtot δ2 , −2 (1 − 0 )σtot δ1 ,
−2 (1 − 1 )σtot δ0 , 2 (1 − 1 )(1 − 0 )δσtot ),

(III.60)

...
while for the inclusive one we find
 i=n
Y

∆σ>n−jet = −

i=n
Y

(1 − i )σtot δn ,

i=0;i6=n

(1 − i )σtot δn−1 , ...,

i=0;i6=n−1
i=n
Y

(1 − i )σtot δ0 , −

i=0;i6=0

i=n
Y



(1 − i )δσtot ,

(III.61)

i=0

where we define
i=0
Y

(1 − i ) = 1.

(III.62)

i=0;i6=0

The resulting symmetric covariance matrix reads


∆σ0−jet · ∆σ0−jet ∆σ0−jet · ∆σ1−jet ...

∆σ1−jet · ∆σ1−jet ...
Cov[σ0−jet , σ1−jet , ..., σ>n−jet ] = 
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∆σ0−jet · ∆σ>n−jet

∆σ1−jet · ∆σ>n−jet  .
∆σ>n−jet · ∆σ>n−jet
(III.63)

8.2.2

Case with two jet bins

As a case of study we analyse the case of a 0−jet bin and an inclusive 1−jet bin. Resummed
predictions for the 0−jet efficiency 0 were obtained in [427, 428] up to NNLO+NNLL. The
inclusive 1−jet cross section can be written in terms of 0 as
σ≥1−jet (pt,veto ) = (1 − 0 )σtot ,

(III.64)

where σtot is the total cross section for Higgs boson production in gluon fusion, currently known
to NNLO. Since we only have two jet bins, we can define the following two 2-dimensional
vectors (III.55)
∆σ0−jet = (σtot δ0 , 0 δσtot ) ,

(III.65)

∆σ≥1−jet = (−σtot δ0 , (1 − 0 )δσtot ) .

(III.66)

The covariance matrix between the exclusive 0−jet and the inclusive 1−jet cross sections can
be easily obtained as shown in Eq. (III.63) and it can be written as a sum of a totally correlated
and a totally anti-correlated terms
Cov[σ0−jet , σ≥1−jet ] =

20 δ 2 σtot
0 (1 − 0 )δ 2 σtot
0 (1 − 0 )δ 2 σtot (1 − 0 )2 δ 2 σtot

!

!

2 δ2
2 δ2
σtot
−σtot
0
0
.
2 δ2
2 δ 2  (III.67)
−σtot
σtot
0
0

+

The two matrices in the right hand side of Eq. (III.67) are uncorrelated. The first term corresponds to the K-factor contribution and it is proportional to the uncertainty in the total cross
section. This gives rise to a totally correlated uncertainty between the two jet bins. The second
term in Eq. (III.67) encodes Sudakov effects, and thus it is proportional to the uncertainty in
the 0−jet efficiency, yielding a totally anti-correlated uncertainty between the two jet bins.
8.2.2.1

Numerical results for LHC

Below we provide tables with numerical results for cross sections and efficiencies for the values
of veto scales and jet radii, as used in current LHC analyses. The predictions for the 0−jet
efficiency are computed to NNLO+NNLL and top- and bottom-quark mass effects are included
as described in [432]. All uncertainties have been made symmetric with respect to the central
value.
Exact mt and mb corrections
(8TeV)

σ0−jet [pb]

σ≥1−jet [pb]

19.24 ± 1.78

0.602 ± 0.070

11.59 ± 1.72

7.66 ± 1.52

19.24 ± 1.78

0.657 ± 0.070

12.64 ± 1.79

6.60 ± 1.48

R

pt,veto [GeV]

8TeV [pb]
σtot

0.4

25

0.5

30

0

(8TeV)

(8TeV)

Table III.7: Total inclusive cross section, jet-veto efficiency and zero-jet cross section for Higgs production at the 8 TeV LHC for two different values of the jet radius R and pt,veto . Results include exact top
and bottom mass dependence. The quoted total cross section and the corresponding errors have been
computed with the hnnlo 2.0 code [433].

In the first two tables the total cross section is computed at NNLO QCD. Quark-mass
effects lead to a modest decrease of about half a percent in the zero-jet cross section with respect
to the large-mt result. The uncertainties in the cross section increase by about 2% (and amount
to about 14%) when top and bottom masses are taken into account. In tab. III.9 we report
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Large-mt approximation
(8TeV)

σ0−jet [pb]

σ≥1−jet [pb]

19.03 ± 1.76

0.613 ± 0.064

11.66 ± 1.62

7.36 ± 1.39

19.03 ± 1.76

0.667 ± 0.058

12.70 ± 1.61

6.34 ± 1.25

R

pt,veto [GeV]

8TeV [pb]
σtot

0.4

25

0.5

30

(8TeV)

0

(8TeV)

Table III.8: As table III.7 but in the large mt approximation.
8TeV from HXSWG)
Large-mt approximation (σtot
(8TeV)

σ0−jet [pb]

σ≥1−jet [pb]

19.27 ± 1.45

0.613 ± 0.064

11.81 ± 1.51

7.46 ± 1.35

19.27 ± 1.45

0.667 ± 0.058

12.86 ± 1.47

6.42 ± 1.22

R

pt,veto [GeV]

8TeV [pb]
σtot

0.4

25

0.5

30

(8TeV)

0

(8TeV)

Table III.9: As table III.7 but in the large mt approximation. Unlike in table III.8 the total cross section
is taken from the HXSWG [40] and includes finite-width, electro-weak and threshold resummation effects.

the jet-veto efficiency and cross section using the improved total cross section recommended
by the Higgs Cross Section Working Group (HXSWG) [40] instead of the pure NNLO value.
Improvements include the treatment of the Higgs width, NNLL threshold effects and NLO
electro-weak corrections. To figure out only the size of mass effects one has to compare results
including mass corrections to tab. III.8, rather than tab. III.9, since the improved predictions
for the total cross section included in tab. III.9 are not available when finite-mass effects are
included.
8.2.3

Case with three jet bins

Current LHC analyses for H → W + W − use exclusive 0− and 1− jet bins, and an inclusive
2−jet bin. In addition to the 0−jet efficiency 0 defined in Eqs. (III.44), (III.45), (III.46), we
introduce the three schemes for the 1−jet efficiency 1 available at NNLO
(a)

1

(b)

1

(c)
1

= 1−
= 1−
= 1−

NLO
σ≥2−jet
NNLO
σ≥1−jet
NLO
σ≥2−jet
NLO
σ≥1−jet
NLO
σ≥2−jet
LO
σ≥1−jet

,

(III.68)

,

(III.69)

+

NLO
σ≥1−jet
LO
σ≥1−jet

−1

! LO
σ

≥2−jet
.
LO
σ≥1−jet

(III.70)

These three schemes differ by NNNLO terms. Notice that scheme (III.68) is currently not
available yet, but the NNLO QCD corrections to H + 1−jet production is being computed. The
three 3−dimensional vectors (III.55) are
∆σ0−jet = (0 , σtot δ0 , 0 δσtot ) ,

(III.71)

∆σ1−jet = ((1 − 0 )σtot δ1 , −1 σtot δ0 , 1 (1 − 0 )δσtot ) ,

(III.72)

∆σ≥2−jet = (−(1 − 0 )σtot δ1 , −(1 − 1 )σtot δ0 , (1 − 1 )(1 − 0 )δσtot ).

(III.73)

The covariance matrix reads


∆σ0−jet · ∆σ0−jet ∆σ0−jet · ∆σ1−jet

∆σ1−jet · ∆σ1−jet
Cov[σ0−jet , σ1−jet , σ≥2−jet ] = 
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∆σ0−jet · ∆σ≥2−jet

∆σ1−jet · ∆σ≥2−jet  ,
∆σ≥2−jet · ∆σ≥2−jet
(III.74)

with the following scalar products
2 2
∆σ0−jet · ∆σ0−jet = σtot
δ 0 + 20 δ 2 σtot ,
2 2
∆σ0−jet · ∆σ1−jet = −1 σtot
δ 0 + 0 1 (1 − 0 )δ 2 σtot ,
2 2
∆σ0−jet · ∆σ≥2−jet = −(1 − 1 )σtot
δ 0 + 0 (1 − 1 )(1 − 0 )δ 2 σtot ,
2 2
2 2
∆σ1−jet · ∆σ1−jet = (1 − 0 )2 σtot
δ 1 + 21 σtot
δ 0 + 21 (1 − 0 )2 δ 2 σtot ,
2 2
2 2
∆σ1−jet · ∆σ≥2−jet = −(1 − 0 )2 σtot
δ 1 + 1 (1 − 1 )σtot
δ 0 + 1 (1 − 1 )(1 − 0 )2 δ 2 σtot ,
2 2
2 2
∆σ≥2−jet · ∆σ≥2−jet = (1 − 0 )2 σtot
δ 1 + (1 − 1 )2 σtot
δ 0 + (1 − 1 )2 (1 − 0 )2 δ 2 σtot(III.75)
.

Conclusions
The jet-veto-efficiency (JVE) method is generalised to an arbitrary jet multiplicity, and a general
parametrization for the covariance matrix is provided. The method presented here can be applied
to any exclusive production of a color singlet accompanied by jets.

Higgs production in association with top quarks at the LHC: comparison
of different approaches for NLO QCD simulations matched with parton
shower16

9

Research focus
We present a comparison of the predictions for t t̄ H production at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) including NLO QCD corrections matched to parton shower as obtained by different approaches: i) PowHel, that uses HELAC-NLO to compute NLO matrix-elements and the POWHEG-Box
for the matching, ii) the POWHEG-Box combined with a routine that provides the analytic virtual
matrix elements as calculated in [439–442], iii) SHERPA combined with the same aforementioned
routine. Predictions from these different approaches at NLO QCD / LHE level show very good
agreement among each other, with an uncertainty on the inclusive cross section of less than 1%,
whereas the differential distributions at the hadron level computed by i) and ii) agree within
a few percents, i.e. within the uncertainty due to the renormalization- and factorization-scale
variation.
9.1

Introduction

Among the main single-Higgs-boson production mechanisms at the LHC, the associated production of a Higgs boson with a pair of top quarks, i.e. pp → tt̄H, has the smallest cross section
√
at both s = 8 and 14 TeV. However, the experimental discovery of a Higgs boson with a mass
around 125 − 126 GeV has cast new light on the role played by t t̄ H production. Detailed studies
of the properties of the discovered particle will be used to confirm or exclude the Higgs mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking as minimally implemented in the Standard Model. In
this context, the measurement of the t t̄ H production rate can provide a clean direct access to
the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling, probably the most crucial coupling to fermions, on which the
present SM uncertainties are still very large. Thus, both the ATLAS and CMS experimental
collaborations at LHC have provided analyses trying to isolate t t̄ H events, exploiting the full
√
amount of data available at both s = 7 and 8 TeV [443–446], and even more dedicated studies
are part of the Higgs precision program for Run II of the LHC.
First analyses of t t̄ H events mainly considered the H → bb̄ decay channel [443,444], since
it offers the highest branching ratio for a Higgs boson with a mass around 125 GeV. However,
due to the high uncertainties on the background for this channel, also related to the difficulties
16
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in reconstructing heavy-flavor jets and distinguishing them from light jets, more recent analyses
have tried to exploit different decay channels, like H → τ + τ − and H → γγ [445, 446].
For most of the analyses published so far, the shapes of the expected differential distributions used during the experimental studies are still produced on the basis of LO results, provided
by PYTHIA, although fully differential theoretical predictions and events including QCD NLO
corrections matched with parton shower are already publicly available since 2011. In particular,
NLO QCD corrections to t t̄ H have first been computed in Refs. [439–442,447,448] and specified
√
to the case of both the Tevatron and the LHC with s = 14 TeV. These predictions have further
√
been extended to the case of the LHC with s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV in Ref. [38] and Ref. [40],
respectively, whereas matchings with parton shower have been presented both in Ref. [449] by
means of the aMC@NLO approach and in Ref. [450] by means of the PowHel approach. Further√
more, a comparison between the last two approaches, specified to the case of the LHC with s
= 7 TeV, appeared in Ref. [39] and showed very good agreement at least at the level of the
residual uncertainties due to variations of the renormalization and factorization scales, of the
parton distribution function (PDF), and of the shower Monte Carlo (SMC) (PYTHIA [288, 333]
vs. Herwig++ [161]) used.
√
In this contribution we present a study of theoretical predictions for t t̄ H at s = 8
TeV by comparing three different methods: the already existing PowHel approach and two new
implementations, both relying on virtual matrix elements analytically computed on the basis of
Refs. [439–442], interfaced with the POWHEG-Box [26] and SHERPA [166, 451], respectively.
9.2
9.2.1

Short review of the implementations
PowHel

The PowHel implementation of t t̄ H relies on the interface between the publicly available event
generators HELAC-NLO [5] and the POWHEG-Box [26]. In particular, the HELAC-NLO components
(HELAC- Phegas [452], HELAC-1LOOP [453], HELAC-Dipole [204]) are used to compute all matrix
elements required as input by the POWHEG-Box, that performs the matching to parton shower
according to the POWHEG [37, 170] formalism. Working in a general multiparticle framework,
1-loop matrix elements are computed automatically, by using the OPP method [402] complemented by analytical formulas for calculating the contributions of the R2 rational terms [454],
all implemented in HELAC-1LOOP [455]. On the other hand, the subtraction terms necessary
to factor out the infrared NLO singularities in dimensional regularization are computed automatically by the POWHEG-Box, on the basis of the FKS subtraction formalism [456]. The
PowHel implementation of t t̄ H was described in detail and extensively tested in the original
paper [450] and cross-checked with respect to the aMC@NLO one at both partonic and hadronic
level in Refs. [39, 450]. The output of PowHel are events stored in files in Les Houches format
(LHE) [457], including up to first radiation emission, publicly available on the web [458] at the
address: http://grid.kfki.hu/twiki/bin/view/DbTheory/TthProd . These events can be
further showered by means of standard SMC event generators (so far, both the interfaces with
the fortran version of PYTHIA and Herwig++ have been tested and used to produce theoretical
√
predictions). Several millions of t t̄ H events provided by PowHel at different energies ( s = 7,
8 and 14 TeV) and in different configurations, have already been made available and used by
the experimental collaborations at LHC for their preliminary studies aiming at optimizing their
t t̄ H analysis setup.
9.2.2

One-loop matrix elements matched with the POWHEG-Box and SHERPA

In this study we have implemented the one-loop QCD matrix elements for q q̄ → tt̄H and
gg → tt̄H calculated in Refs. [439–442] in both the POWHEG-Box and SHERPA. Both implemen-
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tations have been tested at the NLO QCD parton level comparing total and differential cross
sections against the original calculation, where the O(αs ) real-radiation emission is calculated
using phase-space-slicing techniques. They are in the form of a library of routines that contains all the analytical building blocks needed to calculate the O(αs ) one-loop QCD corrections
to the partonic channels mentioned above and have been thoroughly tested against the analogous calculation presented in Refs. [447, 448]. These routines are already publicly available
in SHERPA and will soon be made available as part of the POWHEG-Box repository. The tools
and algorithms that have been used in the calculation are thoroughly explained in the original
publications to which we refer for all details.
9.3

Checks and predictions

The NLO predictions discussed in this section were obtained by considering proton-proton col√
lisions at s = 8 TeV, using the CT10 NLO set of parton distribution functions with five active
flavours [289] as provided by the LHAPDF interface [273] and a running strong coupling computed
accordingly. We fixed masses and couplings using mt = 172.5 GeV, mH = 125 GeV, mW =
80.385 GeV, mZ = 91.1876 GeV, and the Fermi constant GF = 1.16639 10−5 GeV−2 . The electromagnetic coupling was derived from GF , mZ and mW in the Gµ scheme. Factorization and
renormalization scales were varied around the central value µ0 = µR = µF = mt + mH /2 by a
factor of two, in order to compute scale-uncertainty. Top quarks, as well as the Higgs boson, were
produced on shell, whereas their subsequent decays were handled by the SMC code used, according to its default implementation. In this study recent fortran versions of PYTHIA (PYTHIA 6.4.25
- 6.4.28) were interfaced to both the PowHel and the POWHEG-Box implementations, whereas
SHERPA includes its own parton-shower implementation.
For each of the implementations described in the previous section, we generated several
millions of events and stored them in the Les Houches Event (LHE) file format, including up to
first radiation emission (LHE level). This first emission is computed internally according to the
matching scheme of the respective program, i.e. the POWHEG scheme in the POWHEG-Box and
the MC@NLO scheme in SHERPA. Subsequent emissions are always computed by the SMC.
We first compare inclusive results, without applying any selection cuts. The total NLO
QCD cross sections from the three implementations at the central-scale value turned out to be
respectively σPowHel = 126.8 ± 0.1 fb, σPOWHEG-Box = 126.7 ± 0.1 and σSHERPA = 126.8 ± 0.1 fb,
showing agreement within the statistical uncertainty. Uncertainties related to scale variation in
the interval [µ0 /2, 2µ0 ], as computed by PowHel amount to + 5.2 - 11.8 fb, corresponding to +
4.1% - 9.3% with respect to the central value quoted above.
Differential distributions of the transverse momentum of the top quark, the antitop quark
and the Higgs boson, as well as their rapidities, are shown in Fig. III.36. The ratio of the
predictions of the POWHEG-Box and PYTHIA with respect to those by PowHel is also shown in
each panel. The slightly larger fluctuations shown by SHERPA predictions with respect to those
from PowHel and POWHEG-Box have a statistical origin (the number of events we generated so
far using SHERPA is slightly lower than those using the other two implementations). Agreement
within 10% is found for the three different implementations considered in this paper, in the p⊥
region below 450 GeV.
In the pre-showered events, a resolved first radiation emission may emerge, leading to a
light jet. The predictions for the transverse momentum and rapidity of this emission, shown
in Fig. III.37, are very sensitive to the matching. A further zoom in the Sudakov region is
presented in Fig. III.38. From these plots we can conclude that the matching implementations
in PowHel and the POWHEG-Box are fully consistent among each other. On the other hand, a
consistent comparison with the first radiation emission from SHERPA is more delicate due to the
differences in the matching algorithm, which accounts for the respective different way to solve
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Fig. III.36: Transverse momentum and rapidity of the top (upper panel), the anti-top (intermediate
panel), and the Higgs boson (lower panel), as obtained at LHE level by the three NLO QCD + PS
implementations [PowHel (red solid line), the POWHEG-Box (blue dotted line), and SHERPA (green dashed
line)]. The ratio of the POWHEG-Box and SHERPA predictions with respect to those from PowHel is shown
in the lower inset of each panel.

the double-counting problem.
In order to further explore the kinematic properties of the produced particles the separations in the rapidity − azimuthal-angle plane between different pairs of heavy particles are
shown in Fig. III.39. Predictions from PowHel and the POWHEG-Box agree within 3% in the [0,
∼ 3.5] ∆R interval for all considered pairs, whereas, for larger ∆R, PowHel produces a small
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Fig. III.37: Transverse momentum and rapidity of the hardest resolved jet, as obtained at LHE level
by the two POWHEG-based NLO QCD + PS implementations [PowHel (red solid line), and the POWHEG-Box
(blue dotted line)]. The ratio of the POWHEG-Box and SHERPA predictions with respect to those from
PowHel is shown in the lower inset of each panel.
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Fig. III.38: Zoom of the transverse momentum of the hardest resolved jet in the low p⊥ region, as
obtained at LHE level by the two POWHEG-based NLO QCD + PS implementations [PowHel (red solid
line), and the POWHEG-Box (blue dotted line) ]. The ratio of the POWHEG-Box predictions with respect to
those from PowHel is shown in the lower inset.

excess of events with respect to the POWHEG-Box. SHERPA predictions for ∆R(t, t̄), ∆R(t, H̄) and
∆R(t̄, H), agree within 10% with those from the other two implementations up to ∆R ∼ 3.5,
although the distributions show some shape distortion with a steeper slope with respect to those
from the other two implementations, which are characterized by a similar stable shape.
After checking the predictions at the NLO accuracy and from pre-showered events, as a
next step we compare predictions after full SMC simulation, i.e. after parton shower, hadronization, and hadron decay. We showered the events produced by PowHel and the POWHEG-Box by
means of PYTHIA, by using the Perugia-0 tune [459], providing a p⊥ -ordered shower. Shower
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Fig. III.39: Separation in the rapidity − azimuthal-angle plane of different pairs of heavy particles
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emissions beyond the leading one were forced to occur with a p⊥ smaller than the first one,
already computed by the POWHEG matching. In order to limit jet activity, we forced the Higgs
to decay in the H → γγ channel. All other particles and hadrons were treated according to the
PYTHIA default implementation.
In order to investigate the effect of the parton shower on experimentally accessible distributions, we consider differential cross-sections involving hard jets and leptons at the SMC level.
We reconstruct jets out of all hadronic tracks with rapidity |y| < 5 by the anti-kT algorithm [284]
as implemented in the Fastjet package [283], with a resolution parameter of R = 0.4. Jets that
jet
do not exhibit a transverse momentum pjet
⊥ > 20 GeV and a rapidity |y | < 4.5 are discarded.
`
Similarly, we consider only leptons with a transverse momentum p⊥ > 20 GeV and rapidity
|y ` | < 2.5 that are well-separated from all hard jets in the rapidity − azimuthal-angle plane, i.e.
such that ∆R`,jet > 0.4.
Distributions concerning the total number of jets per event and the number of jets per
event with a p⊥ > 50 GeV are shown in Fig. III.40, and are peaked around 4 and 2 jets,
respectively, for both implementations. These peaks correspond to the semileptonic decay of
the top quarks, taking into account that in these simulations the Higgs boson was not allowed
to decay hadronically. The agreement between PowHel and the POWHEG-Box is within a very few
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PowHel is shown in the lower inset of each panel.

percents from 0 up to 6 jets, whereas, for higher jet multiplicities, PowHel leads to slightly more
events with a larger number of (slightly softer) jets than the POWHEG-Box.
The distributions of the transverse momentum of the hardest and next-to-hardest jets are
shown in Fig. III.41, from where it is clear that PowHel and the POWHEG-Box predictions agree
up to about 200 GeV. The small differences at higher transverse momentum reflect the slight
deviation found in the distributions of p⊥,t and p⊥,t̄ in the pre-showered events.
The rapidities of these same jets are presented in Fig. III.42 showing very good agreement
between the two implementations in the whole phase-space region plotted.
Predictions concerning the ∆R separation between these two jets, presented in Fig. III.43,
show again an almost perfect agreement between PowHel and the POWHEG-Box, whereas those
concerning their invariant mass show agreement within 10%, with the POWHEG-Box distribution
slightly harder than the PowHel one.
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Finally, distributions related to the hardest isolated lepton and antilepton of each event are
shown in Fig. III.44 and III.45. As for transverse momentum distributions, shown in Fig. III.44,
the agreement between PowHel and the POWHEG-Box predictions decreases with increasing p⊥ ,
staying within 10% up to ∼ 200 GeV, with the POWHEG-Box predictions increasingly harder than
those from PowHel in the tails. As for rapidities, shown in Fig. III.45, the agreement between
PowHel and the POWHEG-Box predictions is within 5% over the whole range under study and no
shape distortion occurs.
The comparison of the predictions by PowHel + PYTHIA and the POWHEG-Box + PYTHIA
shown in Figs. III.40 - III.45 with those from SHERPA after its whole internal SMC evolution is
still under way.
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9.4

Conclusions

We have compared three different implementations of t t̄ H production at the LHC, including
NLO QCD corrections matched to parton showers. One of these implementations (PowHel) can
be considered mature, and was already extensively checked in the past, whereas the other two
(POWHEG-Box and SHERPA) are new and introduced in this paper for the first time. Distributions
at the inclusive level are in agreement within a few percent, i.e. within renormalization and
factorization scale uncertainties, over a large fraction of the phase-space. The regions where
distributions from different implementations show the largest disagreement turned out to be the
high transverse momentum tails. Thus, in view of experimental studies in boosted regions, the
comparison of different implementations is particularly important. The PowHel and POWHEG-Box
matching implementations turned out to be fully consistent among each other, as shown by the
very good agreement on the properties of first radiation emission in the Sudakov region. A more
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detailed comparison will be presented elsewhere.
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Next-to-next-to-leading order corrections to Higgs boson pair production
at the LHC17

10
10.1

Introduction

Recently, both ATLAS [425] and CMS [426] collaborations discovered a new boson at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), whose properties are so far compatible with the long sought standard
model (SM) Higgs boson [460–462]. In order to decide whether this particle is indeed responsible
for the electroweak symmetry breaking, a precise measurement of its couplings to fermions, gauge
bosons and its self-interactions is needed. In particular, the knowledge of the Higgs self-couplings
is the only way to reconstruct the scalar potential.
The possibility of observing Higgs pair production at the LHC have been discussed in
Refs. [55, 463–470]. In general, it has been shown that despite the smallness of the signal and
the large background its measurement can be achieved at a luminosity-upgraded LHC.
The dominant mechanism for SM Higgs pair production at hadron colliders is gluon fusion,
mediated by a heavy-quark loop. The leading-order (LO) cross section has been calculated in
Refs. [471–473]. The next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD corrections have been evaluated in
Ref. [52] within the large top-mass approximation and found to be large, with an inclusive K
factor close to 2. The finite top-mass effects were analysed at this order in Ref. [53], finding that
a precision of O(10%) can be achieved if the exact top-mass leading-order cross section is used
to normalize the corrections.
Given the size of the NLO corrections, it is necessary to reach higher orders to provide
accurate theoretical predictions. In this proceeding we present the next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) corrections for the inclusive Higgs boson pair production cross section [54].
10.2

Description of the calculation

The effective single and double-Higgs coupling to gluons is given, within the large top-mass
approximation, by the following Lagrangian
Leff

1
H
H2
= − Gµν Gµν CH − CHH 2
4
v
v

!

.

(III.76)

Here Gµν stands for the gluonic field strength tensor and v ' 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. While the O(αS3 ) of the CH expansion is known [474,475], the QCD corrections
of CHH are only known up to O(αS2 ) [374]. Up to that order, both expansions yield the same
result.
The NNLO contributions to the SM Higgs boson pair production squared matrix element
can be separated into two different classes: (a) those containing two gluon-gluon-Higgs vertices
(either ggH or ggHH) and (b) those containing three or four effective vertices. Given the
similarity between ggH and ggHH vertices, the contributions to the class (a) are equal to those
of single Higgs
production, except for an overall LO normalization (assuming that CH = CHH

3
up to O αS ). These results can be obtained from Refs. [476–478].
Contributions to the class (b) first appear at NLO as a tree-level contribution to the
subprocess gg → HH, given that each ggH and ggHH vertex is proportional to αS . Then,
at NNLO we have one-loop corrections and single real emission corrections. The former have
been calculated in Ref. [479]. The remaining contributions involve the partonic subprocesses
gg → HH + g and qg → HH + q (with the corresponding crossings). Examples of the Feynman
diagrams involved in the calculation are shown in Figure III.46.
17
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Fig. III.46: Example of Feynman diagrams needed for the NNLO calculation for gg → HHg (top) and
qg → HHq (bottom) subprocesses. Other parton subprocesses can be obtained from crossings.

To compute this contribution we used the Mathematica packages FeynArts [480] and
FeynCalc [481] in order to generate the Feynman diagrams and evaluate the corresponding
amplitudes. The calculation was performed using nonphysical polarizations, which we cancel
by including ghosts in the initial and final states. In order to subtract the soft and collinear
divergencies, we used the Frixione, Kunszt, and Signer subtraction method [456]. Further details
of the calculation, together with the explicit expressions for the NNLO results, can be found in
Ref. [54].
10.3

Phenomenology

Here we present the numerical results for the LHC. At each order, we use the corresponding
MSTW2008 [235] set of parton distributions and QCD coupling. We recall that we always
normalize our results using the exact top- and bottom-mass dependence at LO. For this analysis
we use MH = 126 GeV, Mt = 173.18 GeV and Mb = 4.75 GeV. The bands of all the plots are
obtained by varying independently the factorization and renormalization scales in the range
0.5 Q ≤ µF , µR ≤ 2 Q, with the constraint 0.5 ≤ µF /µR ≤ 2, being Q the invariant mass of the
Higgs pair system.
We assume for the phenomenological results that the two-loop corrections to the effective
(2)
(2)
vertex ggHH are the same than those of ggH (that is CHH = CH , following the notation of
(2)
(2)
Ref. [479]), as it happens at one-loop order. We change its value in the range 0 ≤ CHH ≤ 2CH
in order to evaluate the impact of this unknown coefficient and find a variation in the total cross
section of less than 2.5%.
In Figure III.47 we present the LO, NLO and NNLO predictions for the hadronic cross
section at the LHC as a function of the Higgs pair invariant mass, for a c.m. energy Ecm =
14 TeV. As can be noticed from the plot, only at this order the first sign of convergence of
the perturbative series appears, finding a nonzero overlap between the NLO and NNLO bands.
Second order corrections are sizeable, this is noticeable already at the level of the total inclusive
cross sections, where the increase with respect to the NLO result is of O(20%), and the K
factor with respect to the LO prediction is about KNNLO = 2.3. The scale dependence is clearly
reduced at this order, resulting in a variation of about ±8% around the central value, compared
to a total variation of O(±20%) at NLO.
In Figure III.48 we show the total cross section as a function of the c.m. energy Ecm , in the
range from 8 TeV to 100 TeV. We can observe that the size of the NLO and NNLO corrections
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indicated in the main text. The inset plot shows the corresponding K factors.

is smaller as the c.m. energy increases. We can also notice that the scale dependence is substantially reduced in the whole range of energies when we include the second order corrections.
The ratio between NNLO and NLO predictions as a function of the c.m. energy is quite flat,
running from 1.22 at 8 TeV to 1.18 at 100 TeV. On the other hand, the ratio between NNLO
and LO runs from 2.39 to 1.74 in the same range of energies.
Finally, we present in Table III.10 the value of the NNLO cross section for Ecm = 8, 14,
33 and 100 TeV. We have taken into account three sources of theoretical uncertainties: missing
higher orders in the QCD perturbative expansion, which are estimated by the scale variation,
and uncertainties in the determination of the parton flux and strong coupling. To estimate the
parton dinstributions and coupling constant uncertainties we used the MSTW2008 90% C.L.
error PDF sets [482], which are known to provide very close results to the PDF4LHC working
group recommendation for the envelope prescription [218]. As we can observe from Table III.10,
nonperturbative and perturbative uncertainties are of the same order.
It is worth noticing that the soft-virtual approximation, which was presented in Ref. [479],
gives an extremely accurate prediction for the NNLO cross section, overestimating for example
the Ecm = 14 TeV result by less than 2%. As expected, this approximation works even better
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Ecm
σNNLO
Scale [%]
PDF [%]
PDF+αS [%]

8 TeV
9.76 fb

14 TeV
40.2 fb

33 TeV
243 fb

100 TeV
1638 fb

+9.0 − 9.8

+8.0 − 8.7

+7.0 − 7.4

+5.9 − 5.8

+6.0 − 6.1

+4.0 − 4.0

+2.5 − 2.6

+2.3 − 2.6

+9.3 − 8.8

+7.2 − 7.1

+6.0 − 6.0

+5.8 − 6.0

Table III.10: Total cross section as a function of the c.m. energy at NNLO accuracy. We use the exact
LO prediction to normalize our results. The different sources of theoretical uncertainties are discussed in
the main text.

than for single Higgs production, due to the larger invariant mass of the final state.
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11.1

Photon isolation studies18
Introduction

Many interesting physics signatures at the LHC involve the presence of single or multiple photons
in the final state. These photons may either be produced directly, through the fragmentation of
a quark or gluon, or else through the decay of a resonance – such as e.g. the Higgs boson.
The production of prompt photons is the subject of this analysis. The expression ‘prompt
photons’ refers to photons produced at large transverse momenta which do not arise from the
decay of hadrons, such as π 0 , η, etc. Prompt photons can be produced according to two possible
mechanisms, one of them being fragmentation.
To be precise, the collider experiments at the Tevatron and the LHC do not perform inclusive photon measurements. The background of secondary photons coming from the decays
of π 0 , η, etc., overwhelms the signal by several orders of magnitude. To reject this background,
the experimental selection of prompt diphotons requires isolation cuts. In addition to the rejection of the background of secondary photons, the isolation cuts (or criteria) also affect the
prompt-diphoton cross section itself, in particular by reducing the effect of fragmentation.
The standard cone isolation and the “smooth” cone isolation proposed by Frixione [158]
are two of these criteria. The standard cone isolation is easily implemented in experiments,
but it only suppresses a fraction of the fragmentation contribution. The smooth cone isolation
(formally) eliminates the entire fragmentation contribution, but its experimental implementation
(at least in its original form) is complicated19 by the finite granularity of the LHC and Tevatron
detectors.
On the theoretical side, including fragmentation contributions to photon production can
greatly increase the complexity of the calculations, while the application of appropriate isolation
cuts can effectively remove those fragmentation contributions. How to apply these isolation
criteria to the theoretical tools and how to deal with the fragmentation contributions consistently
by the theory side is one of the subjects of this note.
18
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There is activity in the experimental implementation [160, 483, 484] of the discretized version of the smooth
isolation criterion. An experimental implementation of the smooth isolation criterion was done by the OPAL
collaboration [485].
19
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Besides the differences between these two isolation criteria, it is possible (i.e. it has
physical meaning) to compare theoretical descriptions obtained using the smooth cone isolation
criterion and data taken with the standard criterion, because a cross section obtained using the
smooth cone isolation criterion provides always a lower bound for a cross section in which the
standard criterion was implemented, if one uses the same isolation parameters for both criteria.
Furthermore, as we show in this note, this bound turns out to be an excellent approximation to
the standard criterion result with an accuracy of the order of the 1% if tight cuts are imposed.
Given these results, and the fact that in general it is not possible to exactly match the
experimental isolation conditions to the theoretical implementation and viceversa, we propose
a pragmatic accord to perform a more precise comparison between the data and the fixed order
calculations, that allows to extend the TH computation up to NNLO in some cases. That is the
major motivation for this note.
The following studies concern Monte Carlo integrators (as DIPHOX [486], JetFOX [487] or
2γNNLO [488], etc) for which the fragmentation component is a purely collinear phenomenon. For
Monte Carlo generators (parton–shower Monte Carlo), in which the fragmentation photons are
emited off quarks at non–zero angle during the showering process, we recomend reference [378].
11.2

Isolation criteria

In this section we sumarize the standard and “smooth” isolation criteria, including their advantages and problems concerning the theoretical and experimental implementations.
11.2.1

The standard cone isolation criterion

The isolation criterion used by collider experiments is schematically as follows. A photon is
said to be isolated if, in a cone of radius R in rapidity and azimuthal angle around the photon
P
direction, the amount of deposited hadronic transverse energy EThad is smaller than some value
ET max chosen by the experiment:
X

EThad ≤ ET max

inside

(y − yγ )2 + (φ − φγ )2 ≤ R2 ,

(III.77)

where ET max can be either, a fixed value20 or a fraction of the transverse momentum of the
photon (pγT , where typically 0 <  ≤ 1). This is the so-called standard cone isolation criterion.
In addition to the rejection of the background of secondary photons, these isolation cuts also
affect the prompt-diphoton cross section itself, in particular by reducing the effect of fragmentation, but should be structured so as to have a high efficiency for the retention of real, isolated
photons.
A theoretical description of isolated photons is complicated because of the occurence of
collinear singularities between photons and final-state quarks. A finite cross section is only
obtained when these singularities are absorbed into the fragmentation functions. As a result the
only theoretically well-defined quantity (if we don’t use the smooth cone criterion) is the sum of
the direct and fragmentation contributions. Once these two contributions are included one can
isolate the photon using the cuts of Eq. (III.77) in an infrared safe way [489].
In addition, a tight isolation cut also has the undesirable effect of making the theoretical
prediction unstable [489], due to the restriction of the available phase-space for parton emission.
When the size of the cone used is in the limit of the narrow cone (Rl+ l− 1, R ∼ 0.1) earlier
studies reveal potential problems. This leads to a collinear sensitivity in the form of a fairly large
20
This requirement was typically used at the Tevatron and was motivated by the fact that most of the energy in
the isolation cone results from the underlying event (and pile-up), and so is independent of the photon energy [160].
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dependence on ln(1/R), which could make the prediction unreliable21 . In a recent calculation
[490] these large logarithmic terms were ressumed restoring the reliability of the calculation.
11.2.2

The “smooth” isolation criterion

There exist an alternative to the standard criterion: the criterion proposed by Frixione in
Ref. [158] (see also Ref. [491, 492]). This criterion modifies Eq. (III.77) in the following way
X

EThad ≤ ET max χ(r) ,

r2 = (y − yγ )2 + (φ − φγ )2 ≤ R2 .

inside any

(III.78)

with a suitable choice for the function χ(r). This function has to vanish smoothly when its
argument goes to zero (χ(r) → 0 , if r → 0 ), and has to verify 0 < χ(r) < 1, if 0 < r < R .
One possible election is,


1 − cos(r) n
χ(r) =
,
(III.79)
1 − cos R
where n is typically chosen as n = 1 (unless otherwise stated we rely on this value for the
phenomenlogical results presented in this note). This means that, closer to the photon, less
hadronic activity is permitted inside the cone. At r = 0, when the parton and the photon are
exactly collinear, the energy deposited inside the cone is required to be exactly equal to zero, and
the fragmentation component (which is a purely collinear phenomenon in perturbative QCD)
vanishes completely. Since no region of the phase space is forbidden, the cancellation of soft
gluon effects takes place as in ordinary infrared-safe cross sections. This is the advantage of this
criterion: it eliminates all the fragmentation component in an infrared-safe way.
We can also notice, comparing Eqs. (III.77) and (III.78), that both criteria coincide at
the outer cone (r = R, χ(R) = 1), and due to the presence of the χ(r) function which verifies
0 ≤ χ(r) ≤ 1, the smooth cone isolation criterion is more restrictive than the standard one. For
this reason, we expect smaller cross sections when one uses the smooth cone criterion compared
to the case when one implements the standard one if the same parameters are imposed,
σsmooth {R, ET

max }

≤ σStand {R, ET

max }

.

(III.80)

The smooth behaviour of the χ(r) function is the main obstacle to implement the new isolation
criterion into the experimental situation. First, because of the finite size of the calorimeter
cells used to measure the electromagnetic shower, the smooth cone criterion must be applied
only beyond a minimum distance of approximately 0.1 (in {∆η, ∆φ} plane). This allows a
contribution from fragmentation in the innermost cone and one has to check to which extent
the fragmentation component is still suppressed. In addition, the transverse energy in the
experimental isolation cone is deposited in discrete cells of finite size. Thus concerning its
experimental implementation, the continuity criterion, initially proposed by Frixione has to be
replaced by a discretized version consisting of a finite number of nested cones, together with
the collection of corresponding maximal values for the transverse energy allowed inside each of
these cones.
As was previously noted, another interesting (theoretical) feature of the smooth cone
isolation criterion is that it is free of the large logarithmic contributions of the type of ln(1/R)
associated with the narrow cone.
11.2.3

Theoretical issues

As it was previously stated, the inclusion of the fragmentation contributions complicates the
calculation. And in some cases, such as when one wants to reach NNLO accuracy in pQCD
21
This could even lead to an unphysical result such as an isolated cross section larger than the inclusive one,
thereby violating unitarity.
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(like in diphoton production) it would make the calculation very unlikely for at least quite a few
years since the machinary for such a computation is not available yet.
For those cases, one can find in the literature theoretical calculations in which the fragmentation component is considered at one pertubative level less than the direct component
(e.g. the γγ and W/Zγ production at NLO in pQCD in MCFM [159] or γγ+ Jet at NLO in
pQCD [493], etc.). This procedure, which is a way to approximate the full calculation where the
fragmentation component is included at the same perturbative level that the direct component,
could introduce unexpected (inconsistent) results in the presence of the standard cone isolation
criterion. The following exercise shows how these problems can easely appear.
√
Let’s consider diphoton production at the LHC ( s = 8 TeV) computed at NLO, the
highest perturbative order at which both direct and fragmentation calculations are available.
The acceptance criteria in this case requires: pharder
≥ 40 GeV and psofter
≥ 30 GeV. The
T
T
rapidity of both photons is restricted to |yγ | ≤ 2.5 and 100 GeV< Mγγ < 160 GeV. The isolation
parameters are set to the values n = 1 (in the case of the smooth cone) and R = 0.4, and
the minimum angular separation between the two photons is Rγγ = 0.5. The remain isolation
parameter ET max (or ) is varied in order to understand the cross section dependence on it.
All the cross sections are obtained using the CTEQ6M set of parton distributions functions. We
used for this analysis the DIPHOX code that includes the full NLO pQCD description.
First, we compare the calculation using the fragmentation at NLO with the case in which
the fragmentation is considered only at LO (one pertubative order less than the direct NLO
component). The results in Fig. III.49 (right) show that for the LO fragmentation one can obtain
larger cross sections for more severe isolation cuts (smaller ), which is clearly inconsistent. The
same behaviour was reported in Ref. [493] for γγ+ Jet at NLO, and we obtained similar features
for γγ, W/Zγ production at NLO in pQCD with MCFM. On the other hand, the left panel in Fig.
III.49 shows that the correct behaviour is found when one considers the full result in which the
fragmentation contribution is computed at same perturbative level than the direct component
(i.e., NLO in this case).
The precedent comparison suggests that one has to be aware that approximating the
fragmentation component at one order lower than the direct one can result in unphysical results.
The situation can be even more serious when one looks at some extreme kinematical region where
the cross section is dominated by higher order contributions.
In Table III.11 we present the results for the corresponding cross section with different
isolation prescriptions and parameters. The values presented there help to understand the unexpected behaviour in Fig. III.49 (right). In this case, the results are obtained imposing the
cuts used by CMS in a recent measurement of the production cross section for pairs of isolated
√
photons in pp collisions at s = 7 TeV [119]. Therefore, we require the harder photon to have
t
a transverse momentum phard
≥ 40 GeV while for the softer we choose psof
≥ 30 GeV. The
T
T
rapidity of both photons is restricted to |yγ | ≤ 2.5. Finally, we constrain the invariant mass of
the diphotons to lie in the range 100 GeV ≤ Mγγ ≤ 160 GeV. And to simulate the CMS crack,
we reject photons with 1.442 ≤ yγ ≤ 1.556. In the cases in which the standard criterion was
applied (a − f in Table III.11) we observe that as the isolation criterion turns out to be “loose”
the NLO direct component becomes smaller and the NLO fragmentation (single and double)
component larger. The sum of them behaves as expected with respect to the isolation parameters, since the increase in the fragmentation component overcompensates the decrease of the
direct one. We remind the reader that in the standard isolation the theoretical separation between direct and fragmentation components is not physical and the results presented in this note
correspond to the conventional M S subtraction. On the other hand, if only the LO calculation
is used for the fragmentation contributions, for which the QCD corrections are quite large (with
K−factors exceding 2), the mismatch in the perturbative order spoils the compensation between
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Fig. III.49: Diphoton cross section as a function of the invariant mass Mγγ . (Left) With NLO fragmentation component. (Right) With LO fragmentation component.

the behaviour of the NLO direct and the LO fragmentation terms resulting in the unphysical
behaviour observed in Fig. III.49 (right) as one considers less restringent isolation parameters.
Furthermore, from the cases in which the smooth cone criterion was applied (h−m in Table
III.11) we observed that, as expected, the result in the smooth cone case always provides a lower
bound for the one obtained with the standard criterion when the same isolation parameters
(energy in this case) are used. In the case of smooth cone isolation the (single and double)
fragmentation components are identically null. Even more interestingly, and with one single
exception, the results for the NLO cross sections computed using different isolation precriptions
differ by less than 1%. This result indicates that using the smooth cone prescription for a
theoretical calculation (even when the data is analyzed using the standard one) provides an
approximation that it is is far much better than the one consisting in the standard prescription
with a lowest order calculation for the fragmentation component. The only case where one can
observe larger differences (of the order of 10%) corresponds to the use a very loose isolation, as
P had
for
ET ≤ 0.5 pγT , where the fragmentation component in the standard case amounts more
than half of the total cross section.
In all cases we have studied, the smooth cone provides an excellent approximation to the
P had
standard result as long as the isolation parameters are tight enough, i.e.
ET ≤ 0.1 pγT or
P had
ET ≤ 5 GeV for the LHC at 7 TeV. Equivalently, one could define the isolation to be tight
enough when the contribution from the fragmentation component does not exceeds ∼ 15 − 20%
of the total cross section.
While the previous analysis refers only to the fiducial crosss section, it is known that the
fragmentation contributions could be larger in kinematical regions far away from the back-toback configuration22 , and the approximation could in principle become less accurate for those
distributions. In order to check that feature, in Fig. III.51 we compare the distributions for
the full NLO calculation with the standard prescription, the one obtained using only the LO
P
fragmentation component and the result for the smooth cone with EThad ≤ 0.05 pγT for cos θ∗
(left) and ∆φγγ (right). In both cases we observe that for all the bins the smooth cone provides
22

The low mass region in the invariant mass distribution, the low ∆φγγ distribution and the kinematical regions
near to cos θ∗ = ±1 belong to this case.
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Code
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m

DIPHOX
DIPHOX
DIPHOX
DIPHOX
DIPHOX
DIPHOX
DIPHOX
2γNNLO
2γNNLO
2γNNLO
2γNNLO
2γNNLO
2γNNLO

P

EThad ≤

2 GeV
3 GeV
4 GeV
5 GeV
0.05 pγT
0.5 pγT
incl
0.05 pγT χ(r)
0.5 pγT χ(r)
2 GeV χ(r)
3 GeV χ(r)
4 GeV χ(r)
5 GeV χ(r)

N LO (fb)
σtotal

N LO (fb)
σdir

N LO (fb)
σonef

N LO (fb)
σtwof

Isolation

3756
3776
3796
3825
3770
4474
6584
3768
4074
3754
3776
3795
3814

3514
3396
3296
3201
3446
2144
1186
3768
4074
3754
3776
3795
3814

239
374
488
607
320
2104
3930
0
0
0
0
0
0

2.6
6
12
17
4
226
1468
0
0
0
0
0
0

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
none
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth

Table III.11: Cross sections for the pp → γγ + X process at the LHC at NLO. All these values are at
1% of statistical accuracy level.
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Fig. III.50: Diphoton cross section as a function of the cos θ∗ (Left), and the angular separation between
the photons ∆φγγ (Right). A comparison between the different isolation criteria is showed. The applied
cuts are the same as in Fig. III.49, and are described in the text.

the best approximation to the full result, always within a 2.5% accuracy. A more detailed
analysis in presented in Fig. III.51 for the diphoton invariant mass distributions with two
P had
P had
different isolation parameters,
ET ≤ 0.05 pγT (left) and
ET ≤ 4 GeV (right). Again,
while using the LO fragmentation component fails to reproduce the full NLO result by up to
6%, the smooth cone approximation is always better than 1.5% in the same kinematical region.
The discrepancies between the full result and the smooth approach with the LO fragmentation approximation that evidently manifest in the invariant mass distribution (see Fig.
III.51) or in kinematical regions far away from cos θ∗ = ±1 (see Fig. III.50 (left)) are “hidden”
in the ∆φγγ distribution, in the bin corresponding to ∆φγγ = π (the bin containing the backto-back configurations). Moreover in the low ∆φγγ region we are dealing with events far away
from the back-to-back configuration, and the only configuration that survives at NLO (in these
150

Fig. III.51: Diphoton cross section as a function of the invariant mass Mγγ . Cross sections obtained
with the standard cone isolation criterion (with LO and NLO fragmentation contributions) are compared
with the cross section obtained with the smooth cone criterion using the same isolation parameters.
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Fig. III.52: Diphoton cross section as a function of the angular separation between the photons ∆φγγ
(Left), and the invariant mass of the diphoton system Mγγ (Right).

kinematical regions) is the real emission at LO which is for the three cases effectively the same
contribution under these conditions.
If one relaxes the isolation and considers  = 1 (which is equivalent to ETmax > 40 GeV,
allowing for a huge amount of fragmentation contribution), the effects of fragmentation now
strongly manifests at low ∆φγγ values, and the full result considerably differs from both the LO
fragmentation approximation and the smooth cone criterion as we can observe in Fig. III.52
(azimuthal distribution in the upper plot and invariant mass in the lower one). Also we can
see from Fig. III.52, in the bin corresponding to ∆φγγ = π (the bin containing the back-toback configurations) the cross section obtained with the smooth cone criterion provides a better
approximation than the LO fragmentation one.
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11.3

Tight isolation accord

Finally, considering the results presented in the preceeding sections we conclude this note by
proposing a pragmatic accord in order to compare experimental data and theoretical calculations
obtained at the highest possible perturbative order. Given the fact that matching experimental
conditions to theoretical calculations always implies certain degree of approximation, we believe
that considering the large QCD corrections to processes involving photons (with NNLO essential
to understand diphoton data [488]) and the agreement (tipically at the % level for the diphoton
case studied here) between the standard and smooth cone TH calculations, the use of the later
for TH purposes is well justified.
We call this approach "pragmatic", in the sense that we do not recommend the experiments
to implement the smooth cone isolation, but to proceed to the analysis of the data with the usual
standard isolation with cuts tight enough if the interesting observable needs to be an isolated
cross section or distribution. While the definition of "tight enough" might slightly depend on the
particular observable (that can always be checked by a lowest order calculation), our analysis
shows that at the LHC isolation parameters as ETmax ≤ 5 GeV (or  < 0.1), R ∼ 0.4 and
Rγγ ∼ 0.4 are safe enough to proceeed.
This procedure would allow to extend available NLO calculations to one order higher
(NNLO) for a number of observables, since the direct component is always much simpler to
evaluate than the fragmentation part, which identically vanishes under the smooth cone isolation.
We also refer to this approach as pragmatic in a numerical sense: we are certain that the
smooth cone isolation applied for the TH calculation is NOT the one used in the experimental
data, but considering that NNLO corrections are of the order of 50% for diphoton cross sections [488] and a few 100% for some distributions in extreme kinematical configurations, it is
far better accepting a few % error arising from the isolation (less than the size of the expected
NNNLO corrections and within any estimate of TH uncertainties!) than neglecting those huge
QCD effects towards some "more pure implementation" of the isolation prescription.
We believe that a more detailed analysis of the profile function in the smooth cone isolation
can be performed on a case by case basis in order to select, also in a pragmatic way, the most
convenient for each observable, even though again, differences are expected to be very small as
discussed before.
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Diphotons and jets at NLO23

12

We study diphoton production in association with up to three jets at the LHC. In particular,
we compare NLO predictions for up to two jets with leading order predictions matched to a
parton shower. For the one-jet bin, we also include fragmentation contributions in the partonic
calculation, which enables us to study the impact of different isolation criteria.
12.1

Introduction

Studies of the Higgs boson decay channel into two photons are of major importance in order
to scrutinize the Higgs couplings and to be able to judge whether small deviations from the
Standard Model predictions are hints of new physics.
23
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Measurements of the inclusive diphoton cross section by both ATLAS [118] and CMS [119]
√
based on the s = 7 TeV data set have been published recently. The production of photon pairs
in association with jets are also very interesting processes, despite their smaller cross sections,
as they constitute the main background to Higgs production in association with jets, where the
higgs boson decays into two photons. In particular, the knowledge of diphoton production in
association with two jets at next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy allows to study the impact of
vector boson fusion (VBF) cuts and thus helps to disentangle Higgs production in gluon fusion
from the electroweak production meachnism.
Large-pT photons in the final state can originate either from the hard interaction process
itself or from the fragmentation of a large-pT hadron. To single out the photons originating from
the hard interaction from the secondary photons, photon isolation criteria need to be applied,
which are typically formulated in the form of a maximum amount of hadronic energy allowed
in the vicinity of the photon. The photons originating from fragmentation are, in a partonic
calculation, described by fragmentation functions, which – in analogy to PDFs in the initial
state – are non-perturbative objects that have to be determined from experimental data. To
suppress the dependence of isolated photon cross sections on the fragmentation functions, a
smooth cone isolation criterion has been proposed [494], where the allowed hadronic energy
inside the isolation cone decreases with decreasing radial distance from the photon.
While diphoton production without extra jets has been calculated at NLO already some
time ago, including also the fragmentation contribution at NLO in the public code Diphox [495],
and even the NNLO corrections (without fragmentation contributions) have been calculated
meanwhile [9], diphotons in association with jets at NLO have become available only recently.
Photon pair plus one jet production at NLO has first been calculated in [496], using an isolation
criterion [494] where the fragmentation component is eliminated. In Ref. [493], the fragmentation
component has been included, allowing to study the impact of different isolation criteria at
NLO, and the corresponding code is publicly available [497]. The virtual corrections are based
on the automated one-loop program GoSam [4], while the real corrections are built on the
MadGraph/MadDipole/MadEvent [420–423] framework.
Photon pair plus two jet production at NLO has first been calculated in [498], also based
on GoSam+MadGraph/MadDipole/MadEvent, using a smooth isolation criterion. NLO
results for γγ + 2 jet production also have been presented in [499–501], and Ref. [500] in addition
presents results for γγ + 3 jet production at NLO.
12.2

Diphoton plus one jet production

In this section we consider diphoton production in association with one tagged jet. We compare
the following samples:
1. NLO and LO samples produced by GoSam+MadGraph/MadDipole/MadEvent (parton level). Renormalisation and factorisation scales µ and µF have been chosen as dynamP
ical scales, with the default choice being µ0 = 12 (mγγ + j pjet
T ), µ = µF . The PDF set
used is CT10. For the NLO sample based on GoSam+MG we also compare cone isolation
with Frixione [494] type isolation.
2. NLO samples produced by aMC@NLO [6] interfaced with a Herwig6 shower [502], where
P
the scale choice is µ0 = 12 (mγγ + ppartons
), µ = µF . The PDF set used here is CTEQ6M.
T
3. MadGraph LO samples with up to two jets at matrix element level, interfaced with a
P
Pythia6 shower [288]. The scales are set to µ0 = pγT1 + pγT2 + ppartons
. The PDF set
T
used is CTEQ6L1.
The LO computations based on MadGraph do not need any isolation criterion applied at
parton level, as we require Rγ,j > 0.5. At NLO, however, collinear quark-photon configurations
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due to extra radiation need to be taken care of. The singularities related to these configurations
are cancelled by absorbing them into the “bare" fragmentation functions, analogous to the case
of PDFs in the initial state. Therefore, the fragmentation part needs to be taken into account
in an NLO calculation, unless it is completely suppressed by an isolation criterion like the one
suggested by Frixione [494]. With this criterion, one considers smaller cones of radius rγ inside
the R-cone and calls the photon isolated if the energy in any sub-cone does not exceed
Ehad,max (rγ ) =  pγT



1 − cos rγ
1 − cos R

n

.

When applying this criterion in our calculations, we use the isolation parameters R = 0.4, n = 1
and  = 0.05.
However, the latter criterion is difficult to implement in a realistic experimental environment,
where the photon will always be accompanied by some amount of hadronic energy. Therefore,
whenever we produce showered events, an isolation is applied at shower level which is a classical cone-type isolation: GenIso < 0.05 × pγT , where GenIso is computed from the transverse
momentum sum of all particles falling in a cone ∆R < 0.4 around the photon. In the partonic
NLO calculation labelled “GoSam+MG NLO cone", where the fragmentation component is included, we apply the same cone isolation parameters. Further we apply the following kinematic
requirements on the two photons:
pjet
T > 30 GeV,

pγT1 > 40 GeV,

mγγ > 100 GeV,

|η γ | ≤ 2.5,

pγT2 > 25 GeV,
Rγ,γ > 0.45.

With GoSam+MG, the jets are clustered with the anti-kT algorithm using a cone of 0.5, applied
to the QCD partons only. For the showered samples, the two hardest pT photons in the event
are selected as diphoton candidates, and they are removed from the list of particle candidates
before the jet clustering algorithm is run. We then select the hardest jet in the event and require:
pjet
T > 30 GeV,

|η j | ≤ 4.7,

Rγ,j > 0.5 .

Differential distributions for the samples produced with different generators after kinematic and
√
isolation requirements, for s = 8 TeV, are shown in Fig. III.53 for the leading photon and
leading jet transverse momentum distributions. In particular, we compare, at NLO parton
level, Frixione and cone-type isolation. We observe that for the rather tight isolation criteria
considered here, the differences are quite small. In addition, we compare to showered samples
with the same cone-type isolation. As expected, we observe that the effect of the isolation after
the shower is considerably larger than at parton level. This can be seen particularly clearly
in Fig. III.54, in distribution of the relative azimuthal angle ∆φγ1 γ2 between the two photons.
Note that the difference between GoSam NLO with Frixione isolation and aMC@NLO with
Frixione isolation at the LHE level can be attributed to the different scale choice (running over
the partons for aMC@NLO and over the jets for GoSam). The difference due to the different
PDF set is negligible. Once the shower with Herwig6 is applied, the kinematic acceptance is
reduced, giving a lower cross section.
12.3

Diphoton plus two jet production

For the production of two photons and two jets, we consider similar samples as for the one jet
case, also adding Sherpa [166] LO samples with up to three jets at matrix element level. As the
NLO calculation also contains up to three partons accompanying the photons in the final state, it
makes sense to consider up to three jets at matrix element level in a LO sample. In the Sherpa
sample, the box diagram gg → γγ, where the two additional jets are produced by the shower,
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Fig. III.53: Transverse momentum distribution of the leading-pT photon for the γγ+1 jet process.
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Fig. III.54: ∆φγ1 γ2 and diphoton invariant mass distributions for the γγ+1 jet process.

is also included, but its numerical impact is negligible. Factorisation and renormalisation scales
are set by the METS scale, which uses a modified CKKW matching algorithm. The PDF set
used is CT10. Differential distributions produced by the various generators after kinematic and
isolation requirements are shown in Fig. III.55 for the leading photon and leading jet transverse
momentum and in Fig. III.56 for the difference in azimuthal angle between the two photons and
the diphoton invariant mass. One can see that the effect of the parton shower on the LO samples
is different in the two-jet case: the kinematical and isolation cuts reduce the cross-section more
strongly than in the one-jet case. This is easily understood by the fact that after the shower,
the probability to identify two hard jets in addition to two isolated photons is much lower than
the probability to identify just one hard jet.
12.4

Conclusions

We have studied the processes of diphoton production in association with one and two jets at
the LHC. For the process γγ + 1 jet, we have compared partonic LO results, LO results matched
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Fig. III.56: ∆φγ1 γ2 and diphoton invariant mass distribution for the γγ+2 jets process.

to a parton shower, NLO results at parton level with two different isolation criteria, and NLO
results combined with a parton shower. As to be expected, we find that the NLO showered
results lie between the LO results and the NLO partonic results. Comparing standard cone
isolation with Frixione-type isolation at NLO at parton level, we observe that the difference is
very small for the tight isolation criteria used in this study.
For the process γγ+2 jets, we have compared LO and NLO samples at parton level produced with
GoSam+MadGraph/MadDipole/MadEvent to two different showered LO samples, produced
with MadGraph or Sherpa. Comparing to the behaviour in the γγ + 1 jet case, we observe
that in the presence of the additional tagged jet, switching on the parton shower leads to a
considerably stronger reduction of the (LO) cross section, as the probability to identify two
hard jets is reduced more strongly after the parton shower than in the one-jet case.
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Chapter IV
MC tuning and output formats
Extensions to the Les Houches Event Format1

1
1.1

Background

The LHE file format has been around since 2006 and has been very successful. At the Les
Houches workshop in 2009 an update was suggested, mainly to improve the handling of NLO and
matching/merging. The proposal was published in the proceedings (arXiv:1003.1643), but have
never really been properly used. Nevertheless, some shortcomings have been noticed and some
superfluous features identified, both of which issues we attempt to address in this contribution.
In the discussions at this years workshop some ideas on how to better specify weights were
suggested, and also some other new features were suggested and old features were suggested
to be dropped. Here we summarise the discussion as a set of agreed-upon proposals to define
version 3.0 of the LHE format.
1.2

Changes in the format of 2009

Some XML tags that were introduced in 2009 were not adopted by the community, possibly
because their usefulness was very limited. In order not to clutter the new proposal with unnecessary features, we recommend that the following XML tags be removed.
In the <init> block, we recommend that
<mergeinfo> Should be removed due to very limited usability.
In the <event> block, we recommend that
<weight> Should be removed and replaced by <weights> (see below), to avoid clashes with
the new weight tag defined below.
<clustering> Should be removed due to very limited usability.
<pdfinfo> Should be removed due to unclear purpose.
None of these XML tags seem to have been used. Thus, we do not expect backward-compatibility
problems if they were to be removed, and hence propose that they be simply ignored by future
parsers, as per the normally defined LHE parsing behaviour for unknown XML tags. Any new
LHE-parsing/writing code should be based on this definition rather than the previous one.
In discussions before and during the Les Houches workshop, it became obvious that the
LHEF standard should be updated. This mainly concerns the handling of multiple event weights
per phase space point. Allowing for multiple weights can significantly speed up the assessment of
uncertainties as well as performing finely-grained parameter scans. For a well-defined handling
of multiple weights, two proposals for extending the LHEF format were made, and were later
combined into a single definition agreed on by the authors of the MC generator codes (both
matrix element and parton shower) actively using the format.
1
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1.3

Additions to the LHEF format for dealing with multiple weights

The main improvement to the LHEF format is the need to deal with multiple event weights.
We therefore describe the additional XML tags dealing with them first.
1.3.1 Multiple weight definition in the event file header
In the case where additional event weights are computed by the code that generates the event
file, the header of that file should contain a new block, <initrwgt>, which syntax should follow
this example:
<initrwgt>
<weight id=’1’> This is the original event weight </weight>
<weightgroup name=’scale variation’ combine=’envelope’>
<weight id=’2’> muR = 2.0 </weight>
<weight id=’3’> muR = 0.5 </weight>
</weightgroup>
<weightgroup name="MRST2008 PDF uncertainty" combine="hessian">
<weight id=’4’> set 01 </weight>
<weight id=’5’> set 02 </weight>
...
</weightgroup>
<weightgroup name=’Qmatch variation’ combine=’envelope’>
<weight id=’44’> Qmatch=20 </weight>
<weight id=’my_own_id’> Qmatch=40 </weight>
</weightgroup>
<weight id=’46’> BSM benchmark point number 42B </weight>
</initrwgt>

The information in the <weight> tags should be human-readable and explain what the weights
mean. It can simply contain all the parameters that were used in to generate this weight; or
only the ones that were changed compared to the original run; or simply a sentence explaining
what this number means. It is up to the user that is doing the analysis to make sure that this
information is correctly used (and up to the authors of the codes to make sure that the user has
enough information to understand what the weights correspond to). The <weight> tag has the
weight name id as mandatory argument. Suggested optional arguments are
muf The factor multiplying the nominal factorization scale for the event for the given weight
mur The factor multiplying the nominal renormalization scale for the event for the given weight
pdf The LHAPDF code corresponding to the given weight
pdf2 The LHAPDF code corresponding to the given weight for the second beam if different
from pdf
These arguments can be useful to concatenate a helpful string identifier when parsing the information through events in HepMC format. In this context, it is also helpful to choose a
descriptive value for id.
The <weightgroup> tag allows to group several weights together and to have the information about how to combine weights to obtain, e.g., scale variation or pdf uncertainties. The
attribute name is mandatory and should define the name of the group. The attribute combine is
optional and it indicates how the weights should be combined to define the associated uncertainties. Possible arguments are none, hessian, envelope or gaussian. If not specified, the default
choice is combine=’none’, all the curves associated with each weights being kept independent.
For combine=’hessian’, the first weight is the central value and the next weights correspond
respectively to the positive and negative variations along a specific direction of the parameter
space.
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1.3.2 Multiple weights in the <event> block
As already hinted above, there are two formats for the inclusions of the weights in each of the
events in the <event> block: a compressed format and a detailed format. The compressed format
is designed to be memory-efficient, by avoiding repetition of identical strings for each event as
much as possible. It amounts to adding a single <weights> tag to each event. The<weights>
tag contains a space-separated list of weights for the events given in the order they are defined
by the <weight> tags in the <initrwgt> block. If for some obscure reason a weight source is
absent, its position in the list should be filled with a zero weight entry. In this case, a typical
event will look like:
<event>
7 100 0.100E+01 0.200E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
-2 -1 0 0 0 0 0.126E+01 0.554E+01 0.576E+02 0.579E+02 0.000E+00
2 -1 0 0 0 0 -.913E+00 0.131E+01 -.349E+02 0.350E+02 0.000E+00
23 2 1 1 0 0 0.356E+00 0.685E+01 0.226E+02 0.929E+02 0.898E+02
-13 2 3 3 0 0 0.516E+01 0.211E+02 0.539E+02 0.581E+02 0.105E+00
13 2 3 3 0 0 -.480E+01 -.142E+02 -.312E+02 0.347E+02 0.105E+00
-13 1 0 0 0 0 0.516E+01 0.211E+02 0.539E+02 0.581E+02 0.105E+00
13 1 0 0 0 0 -.480E+01 -.142E+02 -.312E+02 0.347E+02 0.105E+00
<weights> 1.000e+00 0.204e+00 ... 1.564e+00 </weights>
</event>

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

In http://home.thep.lu.se/~leif/LHEF there is a small example class which is able to read
and write this representation of the suggested new format. Future development and documentation of the format will take place at http://lhef.hepforge.org.
For the detailed format the weights are put in <wgt> tags and are identified by their
identifier id; their order is not of relevance. The list of weights should be put in the <rwgt>
block, and each weight should be on a separate line. In this case a typical example event looks
like:
<event>
7 100 0.100E+01 0.200E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
-2 -1 0 0 0 0 0.126E+01 0.554E+01 0.576E+02 0.579E+02
2 -1 0 0 0 0 -.913E+00 0.131E+01 -.349E+02 0.350E+02
23 2 1 1 0 0 0.356E+00 0.685E+01 0.226E+02 0.929E+02
-13 2 3 3 0 0 0.516E+01 0.211E+02 0.539E+02 0.581E+02
13 2 3 3 0 0 -.480E+01 -.142E+02 -.312E+02 0.347E+02
-13 1 0 0 0 0 0.516E+01 0.211E+02 0.539E+02 0.581E+02
13 1 0 0 0 0 -.480E+01 -.142E+02 -.312E+02 0.347E+02
<rwgt>
<wgt id=’1’> 1.000e+00 </wgt>
<wgt id=’2’> 0.204e+00 </wgt>
<wgt id=’3’> 1.564e+00 </wgt>
<wgt id=’4’> 2.248e+00 </wgt>
<wgt id=’5’> 1.486e+00 </wgt>
...
<wgt id=’my_own_id’> -0.839e+00 </wgt>
<wgt id=’46’> -0.899e+00 </wgt>
</rwgt>
</event>

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.898E+02
0.105E+00
0.105E+00
0.105E+00
0.105E+00

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

This representation of the proposed format has been implemented in the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO,
MadAnalysis5 and POWHEG BOX V2 packages.
Note that for both formats the weight for the nominal event is still also given by XWGTUP
entry.
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1.4

Additional new tags not related to multiple event weights

We agreed upon two more tags to become part of the LHEFv3.0 accord. The first one should
be put in the <init> block and helps to transfer the program version with which the LHEF has
been generated:
<generator> There should be at least one such tag (potentially more) with a name and a
version attribute in the <init> section.
A typical example is
<generator name=’SomeGen’ version=’1.2.3’> some additional comments </generator>

The additional comments can either identify sub-modules or libraries, or other information, like
an arXiv number.
The second tag, <scales>, is optional and should be put within the <event> block. It is defined
as:
<scales> contains information about different scales used by the matrix element generator in
the given event. The scales are given as attributes, and any attribute name is allowed.
However, only the following attributes have a pre-defined meaning:
muf The factorization scale (in GeV)
mur The renormalization scale (in GeV)
mups Suggested shower starting scale (in GeV)
If any of these attributes are missing, then the value in SCALUP is to be assumed for the
missing attribute.
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Proposed updates for HepMC event record2

2
2.1

GenRun

There is a need to store the names and version numbers of all generators used in producing an
event. We propose to define a GenRun object to contain cross-section (GenCrossSection) and
other run-level quantities discussed below. Each GenEvent should link to the GenRun.
2.2

Generator names and versions

Add string array to GenRun with pairs of strings specifying (generator name, generator version).
All generators used in the production should be listed, in order of processing, with full version
numbers.
2.3

Vertex ID

The GenVertex.id() is not currently used/specified. We propose to define six codes:
0
undefined (no information)
1

matrix element vertex (i.e. the hard process which defines the PDF arguments). (Must
be the same as the GenEvent::signal_vertex());

2

secondary partonic scatters (useful for studies of MPI jet production, e.g. for suppressing
jets from MPI while retaining the low p⊥ tail of the underlying event;

3

hard decay (prehadronisation) e.g. of W , H, Z, t. Useful e.g. for optimisation studies of
mass resolution;

4

parton shower (including QED radiation) useful for e.g. identifying g → bb̄ splitting
probability; ME/PS matching studies; identifying photons for dressing leptons. Note: any
parton shower after a hadronisation is ignored, and the hadrons from it are flagged as
being produced in a hadron decay;

5

primary hadron formation. Useful for e.g re-doing hadronisation, applying BEC corrections, studying/tracking decay chains;

6

hadron, tau and muon decays

We propose that 10–99 be reserved for generator-specific types. Use of this information must
be made carefully, to avoid generator-specific physics conclusions.
2.4

Weight names

Some standardisation of weight names is desirable. We propose several standard weight name
components, to be separated from each other by single underscore characters:
MUF0.5, MUF2 factorization scale multiplication. Any float may occur between MUF and the
underscore divider / end of string;
MUR0.5, MUR1.414 renormalization scale multiplication. Any float may occur between MUR
and the underscore divider / end of string;
PDF10801, PDF20123 PDF variations, with the number following PDF up to the underscore/end being the LHAPDF/PDFLIB unique PDF member ID.
The potentially composite names for each weight are proposed to be stored in the GenRun, linked
to the WeightContainer to avoid replication in the ASCII event format.
2
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Improvements in the Rivet MC analysis toolkit3

3

Rivet [379] is the de facto analysis toolkit used for phenomenology and experimental MC analysis
at the LHC. It comprises a steering system for efficiently processing events (as HepMC [503]
code objects) through a user-specified set of analysis routines, each of which outputs a set of
histograms for comparison to data or to other MC predictions. User-written analyses can be
easily run without rebuilding Rivet, or any of the currently 250 built-in analyses may be used.
Rivet makes a major point of portability between any parton shower MC generators by
reconstructing all quantities from physically reliable final-state (or decayed hadron) quantities,
i.e. those which are at least in principle measurable and are not subject to the computational
ambiguities of perhaps interfering quantum amplitudes. This has had the side-effect of making Rivet a useful “straw man” system for development of more robust definitions of physical
quantities at “MC truth” level.
In this contribution I describe several major updates made to data processing and physics
observable features in the Rivet MC analysis toolkit, which defined the step from the longestablished Rivet version 1 to version 2, and the planned / in-development features for the next
major release.
3.1

Histogramming and run merging

Partially as an historical accident of its genesis, Rivet has never been able to fully merge generator
runs. Primarily this is because it converts all histograms (i.e. objects which preserve the history
of their fills somehow) into simple “scatter” plots of x and y points with associated error bars.
Histograms typically compute the visual heights of their bins from stored weighted moments like
P
P 2 P
wi ,
wi ,
wi xi , etc. (where wi is the weight of the ith histogram fill and xi the value in
that fill), by standard statistical rules (and of course the width of each bin to preserve the shape
invariance of the observable under rebinning). It is therefore possible to merge runs by simply
adding the summed moments, either directly if the process type in the different runs is the
same, or with a cross-section scaling if they are different or contain the same process but with
complementary kinematic generation cuts, cf. the classic “jet slices” beloved of experiment MC
productions. It is not possible to get the same exact merging behaviour from “scatter” graphs,
and hence Rivet’s run merging has always relied on asymptotic scaling which break down on
unpopulated distribution tails.
In Rivet version 2, a major redevelopment of the histogramming system was made, replacing the formerly used AIDA system (in a much-hacked implementation called LWH) with a
new histogramming system, YODA [504]. This was written specifically to support MC analysis
idioms and issues but intentionally does not contain any specific binding to particle physics
concepts or usage. Usage of the ubiquitous ROOT [505] system was also extensively considered,
but ROOT’s pervasive global state / threading unfriendliness and issues with object ownership
and histogram behaviour convinced us that it was better to start from scratch and attempt to
“do it right”. YODA precisely stores the sorts of weighted moments discussed above, for 1D
and 2D histograms and profile histograms, as well as 1D, 2D, and 3D scatters and functions for
conversion between these objects and to their ROOT equivalents.
The YODA statistics implementations are based on those from our LWH code, and are
extremely careful in their treatments of low statistics errors, unfilled bins, overflow/underflow
bins and whole distribution properties, as well as permitting gaps in binning as required by many
historical public datasets in the HepData system. Extensions to the YODA binning system
are intended to allow any type of object to be stored and looked up in an efficient binning
representation. YODA histogram objects can be arbitrarily “annotated” with key–value pairs,
3
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which proves extremely useful for e.g. storing information about scaling operations applied to
histograms, as well as style information to be used by the Rivet plotting system. Unlike in
ROOT and AIDA, YODA histograms do not need to be immediately registered with a unique
path or name string: it is perfectly allowed to handle YODA histograms which are unknown to
the system, and paths are purely used for identification of analysis objects when writing to or
reading from a data file. The main YODA data format is a plain text one closely related to the
simple format previously used by Rivet’s plotting system, and is far simpler and more compact
to handle than the verbose AIDA XML format. Several scripts are provided for merging YODA
data files, or for converting them to or from other formats, including ROOT to the extent that
ROOT can encode all the information stored by YODA’s data objects.
Converting Rivet’s 200+ built-in analyses to use YODA was an extremely lengthy and
difficult process. The actual conversion of the code was mostly straightforward, as the majority
of analyses do not do anything more complex than filling and normalisation of histograms
and the necessary class renamings were trivial. Subtractions and additions of histograms were
also easily converted. Some, however, performed quite complex operations and these required
extensive work. This conversion process, and the motivation to keep simple things simple while
making complex ones not unpleasant, was of great help in designing and iterating the YODA
interface. We are confident that the new YODA mechanisms in every non-trivial case made
histogramming in Rivet more intuitive and expressive than previously.
Simply converting the code was not the whole story, of course: the Herwig++ [164] Rivetbased internal validation system was used to run sets of pre-generated events through both the
AIDA- and YODA-based Rivet versions, and numerical agreement of better than one part in
105 was required. Such a stringent test unavoidably threw up many false positives and a great
deal of time was spent individually going through the discrepant cases and understanding the
source of the disagreement. Again this helped to improve the YODA design and behaviour, and
in several cases bugs were found (and fixed) in the original Rivet analyses.
3.2

Lepton dressing

During the Rivet 2 development process, discussions arose relating to the definition of how
charged leptons are to be “dressed” with photons in Rivet. The discussion of lepton dressing,
with the primary intention of capturing the physical effects of QED final state radiation (FSR)
in W and Z decays, without introducing generator-dependent analysis code, was previously
discussed in the 2009 Les Houches proceedings [506].
The definition of dressing used in that note noted that “near-Born” performance could
be achieved by clustering photons in a narrow cone around the lepton – the radius of the cone
being of order R = 0.1 to reflect the typical granularity of a collider experiment EM calorimeter.
This neglects the effect of wide-angle FSR, which cannot be distinguished from other photons
unrelated to the EW hard process.
The refinement made in Rivet 2 (and backported to 1.9.0, the final release in the 1.x
series) is to by default restrict the clustered photons to those which do not have a hadron or tau
parent. This classification is made by recursively walking the HepMC decay chain from final
state photons: if any hadrons or tau leptons with status = 2 are found in a photon’s history
then it is considered of hadronic origin and hence emitted on a timescale entirely factorized from
that of the hard-process. This change to the clustering achieves an accuracy for EW precision
observables (e.g. Z p⊥ ) of order a few per-mille as opposed to 1%.
Alternative refinements have also been proposed, particularly those involving a use of a jet
clustering algorithm for photon gathering. Studies so far indicate no significant advantage to be
gained from such an approach. Other suggestions have included process dependent distinguishing
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of QED ISR from FSR which, even if considered desirable, is not sufficiently generic for use in
a system like Rivet.
This change to clustering once again shows the value of Rivet as a concrete example
of a generator-agnostic standard analysis system for driving physically motivated observable
definitions. Isolation of hard leptons is still important, of course: if two leptons are close
enough for their clustering cones to overlap, then duplicate clusterings and double countings are
avoided, but most likely the photon-to-lepton identifications are not reliable. (This is similar to
the treatment of b-tagging with boosted jets, another area where we hope that Rivet will prove
a useful testing ground.)
The charged leptons considered so far just include stable electrons and muons. Taus are
much more troublesome, since they decay (both hadronically and leptonically) and the decay
itself is a source of photon emission, albeit one unrelated to the hard process of the EW boson
decay. Rivet’s treatment of taus will be improved in future, in connection with the evolving
experimental treatment of tau issues.
3.3

Status, plans and prospects

Rivet 2.0.0 was finally released in November 2013, using YODA for all histogramming. It
was followed by a catch-up release 1.9.0 to include analyses provided during the final stages
of the v2 development, and shortly thereafter by an equivalent 2.1.0. No further releases will
be made in the Rivet v1 series. All versions of Rivet can be downloaded from the website at
http://rivet.hepforge.org, along with (updated) bootstrap scripts to help with installation
on systems both with and without CERN AFS available.
Version 2.2 of Rivet is envisaged to contain the following important new features, all of
which have already been significantly developed:
– FastJet integration: Since Rivet development began concurrently with the development
of FastJet [283], the original jet clustering tools were not based on FastJet but rather on
independent implementations. In the intervening years FastJet has become the de facto
package for jet studies (and other IRC-safe clustering applications), and in particular
contains many powerful features for jet grooming, pile-up/underlying event subtraction,
jet substructure, etc. While these can be accessed from within Rivet, it does not currently
integrate well with the Rivet Jet objects. This will be improved by basing the Rivet Jet
on FastJet’s PseudoJet and providing conversion operators between them. FastJet v3
is now required by Rivet, meaning that Rivet’s jet objects will also now automatically
hold connections to the clustering sequence for jet deconstruction studies. The deeper
integration with FastJet will also permit more physical b, c and tau tagging, using new
projections developed for finding heavy hadrons immediately before their weak decays.
– Kinematic cuts: The interfaces of many Rivet tools involve calling constructors or class
methods with arguments expressing the values of kinematic cuts, such as p⊥ or pseudorapidity thresholds. All these are currently expressed as floating point numbers, meaning
that a) it is easy to forget the correct orderings and the compiler cannot distinguish
between the intended meanings of several double s, and b) it is not possible to have
min
methods which take arguments of e.g. (ηmin , ηmax , pmin
⊥ ) and (ymin , ymax , E⊥ ) because
again all the compiler sees is three double s. Expressing complex cuts such as several
disjoint ranges of rapidity is also awkward. This has been addressed by creation of an
object-based “cuts” system, where only one argument needs to be passed to represent a
collection of kinematic selections. Rather than use a pre-approved set of combined cuts,
users can build them “inline” as desired, using logical operators, e.g. ptMin(10*GeV) &
(etaIn(-2,-1) | etaIn(-0.5,0.5) | etaIn(1,2)). This will make analysis code both
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more powerful/expressive, and easier to read.
– “Re-entrant” analysis and general run merging: While the developments of YODA
and Rivet 2 have made “normal” merging of MC runs possible, they cannot handle all
observables. While YODA has the advantage that normalized and scaled plots can be
combined (which is not normally the case, but YODA stores the scaling factor so it can
be temporarily undone during the combination), it still cannot combine more complex
observables such as histogram divisions A/B or asymmetries (A − B)/(A + B) constructed
in the finalize step of the analysis. These objects cease to be histograms in the division
step – i.e. it would not make sense to continue calling fill on them, and their weighted
moments are lost – hence they cannot be combined to get the equivalent result to one
large run.
The solution to this is to write out both the finalized histogram objects and any temporary objects used to construct them: this latter group includes the A and B intermediate
histograms above and any weight counters, in their state at the start of finalize, after
the event loop has run. Some machinery is needed to make sure that the necessary information is all stored in the YODA data files, and that declarations are passed through
the processing chain to avoid unwanted plotting of temporary histograms. It is envisaged
that extra bookkeeping information such as the estimated cross-section, number of events,
and perhaps a process ID code will also be automatically stored to aid automatic run
combination.
The resulting data files, containing a mix of temporary and final analysis data objects,
will then be combinable using the usual YODA merging mechanisms – although of course
only the intermediate object will be correctly combinable. The final step in the process
will then be to re-run Rivet with the merged histogram file as a starting point for the
statistical aggregation, and usually to jump immediately to the finalize method(s) to
create the fully merged complex observables. The ability to re-start the Rivet event loop
based on a previous run obviously has other benefits, such as the ability to trivially extend
run statistics should they be found to be insufficient, and to periodically write out finalized
histograms during a run: it is for this reason that we call the system “re-entrant” analysis.
– NLO and multi-weighted event handling: The re-entrant system described above
also provides a clean route for handling awkward event streams in which NLO generators
place several counter-events in order, requiring that each counter-event group be treated
as a single statistical unit, or the increasing phenomenon of events with very many weights
representing systematic variations of scales, PDFs, etc. calculated during the generator
run. Rivet (nor any other analysis system) cannot currently handle such situations automatically, and we strongly wish to avoid burdening all authors of analysis codes with the
need to understand and implement a complex data processing procedure which most likely
does not apply to their personal usage of the system.
The planned development is that the histogram objects used in the analysis routine are
in fact proxies for the permanent histograms (both intermediate and final) which will be
written out at the end of the run. The user should be mainly oblivious to this distinction,
but behind the scenes the analysis histograms are used automatically for filling an ensemble
of histograms for each event weight, automatically combined according to the counterevent grouping. This places a requirement on the user to register temporary histograms
with the Rivet histogram booking system, but this requirement already exists for the
re-entrant histogramming. Conveniently, this development will also remove the need for
users to explicitly make use of event weights when filling histograms, as this will be done
automatically by the Rivet system.
A final development for NLO counter-events is the optional use of “fuzzy” histogramming.
It is well known that NLO predictions only remain finite when a resolution parameter of
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some form is used, since perfect resolution of soft or collinear emissions breaks the necessary
cancellation of divergences between real and virtual terms in the calculation [148, 149].
While histogram bins themselves implement this finite resolution, the boundaries between
them are in a sense perfectly sharp and so can re-introduce problems. The classic case of
this is when two counter-events fall just on opposite sides of a bin boundary, producing
a large positive contribution in one bin and a large negative entry in its neighbour: the
required cancellation fails to occur. To handle this situation, we have developed a “fuzzy
binning” procedure, whereby a single fill operation will actually fill two bins, identified by
and in proportion to the position of the fill within a bin: a fill in the middle of a bin will
only fill that bin, but one close to a bin edge will proportionally contribute both to that
bin and to its neighbour on the other side of the bin edge. It has not yet been decided
whether this feature should be implemented in YODA itself, or be performed by Rivet
using YODA objects.
– Decay chain tools: Finally, we mention that Rivet will acquire tools to assist with
analysis of (mainly hadron) decay chains – a topic of interest for flavour physics analyses
in particular but for which Rivet provides little assistance, requiring the user to drop
into the raw HepMC event record. This, as with the need for better tau lepton decay
handling mentioned above, reflects the increasing trend toward dealing with details of
event properties and modelling in LHC Run 2.
Rivet continues to be heavily used in the LHC experimental and phenomenological communities for a variety of analysis types. Limitations of our histogramming capabilities have long
been lamented, and we are pleased to have substantially improved this area. Work remains
to be done, of course, in particular to support the rise in fully exclusive event simulation with
NLO-subtracted matrix elements and use of internal event reweighting for modelling systematics. Developments such as incremental improvements in lepton dressing and flavour tagging
algorithms in Rivet are well connected to LHC experiment discussions on the same topics of
truth object definition, which are of key importance as the LHC enters its precision physics era.
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